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ABSTRACT
Sugar plantations as settlement forms have been a part of 
southern Louisiana's cultural landscape for more than 150 years.
As morphologic complexes on the landscape, sugar plantations consist 
of a variety of components which include settlement patterns; dwell­
ings of owners, managers, overseers, and mill and field laborers; 
sugarhouses, the processing centers of sugarcane; outbuilding 
assemblages of barns, sheds, and warehouses; fields; ditches; roads, 
and other features which give agricultural and cultural character 
to the landscape.
Although the description of present plantation settlements 
on that landscape constitute a large part of this investigation, 
it is through a time-depth analysis that the plantation landscape 
is explained in terms of origin, development, location, and disper­
sion.
Focusing on several elemental and developmental aspects of 
sugar plantations, an examination is made of the progenitors of 
Louisiana's sugar plantations— the initial piantation-like forms 
of the early 18th century called concessions. Evolving from these 
originating forms were pre-sugar plantations, and from these emerged 
the 19th-century sugar plantation, an object of specific study which 
is used as a model and as an initiating form from which present sugar- 
plantation settlements developed.
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Considering the past as a key to the present, the study 
continues by examining present and past distributions and spatial 
and factorial considerations for determining why sugar plantations 
are so located on the southern Louisiana landscape.
Yet, the primary objective has been to describe and explain 
the morphology of the plantation landscape. Such forms as settle­
ment patterns, which appear as either linear or block agglomerated 
clusters, and the variant plantation-mansion house types are the 
result of cultural differences among the original French and Anglo- 
American culture groups who built them. Other features such as 
quarter houses, the laborers' dwellings; sugarhouses; outbuildings; 
fields; ditches, and fences are all investigated as individual 
components of the landscape morphology.
Final analysis and comparative aspects are presented in six 
case-study examples in which the French and Anglo-American cultures 
are equally represented. This investigation presents conclusive 
proof that the two quite different cultures, when placed upon a 
common physical landscape, produced a cultural plantation landscape 
exhibiting significant morphologic differences.
xvi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Louisiana sugar plantation, a many-faceted object of study, 
has been investigated by various writers.'*' Yet, few investigators 
have been concerned with geographical analysis or interpretation. 
Furthermore, previous writers have neither examined the plantation 
as a settlement form nor analyzed the historical backgrounds for 
an understanding of the present landscape.
Purpose of the Investigation
The purpose of this investigation of the sugar plantation in 
southern Louisiana is to examine the structure and components of the 
plantation, that is, its contemporary morphology as a settlement.
An historical perspective is used throughout the study to interpret 
and explain the origins of the sugar plantation and the cultural 
distinctions among its builders.
^Charles P. Roland, Louisiana Sugar Plantations During the 
American Civil War (Leiden, Netherlands: E. J. Brill, 1957);
J. Carlyle Sitterson, Sugar Country (Lexington: University of
Kentucky Press, 1953); William G. Taggart, "Agronomic Practices and 
Their Influence on the Developments of the Louisiana Sugar Industry" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State University, 1933); and 
Joseph Gray Taylor, "Negro Slavery in Louisiana" (unpublished 
Ph. D. dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1951).
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Specifically and categorically the study focuses on:
1. An introduction to the concept of the plantation, a brief 
overview of the plantation and physical landscape of southern 
Louisiana, and the culture groups responsible for the cultural 
landscape.
2. The origin of Louisiana's sugar plantations as reflected by 
18th-century concessions and pre-sugar plantations.
3. The distribution of sugar plantations in the study area and 
rhe physical, cultural, and historical factors which account 
for that distribution.
4. The central theme for the entire study: an analysis of the
morphology of the sugar plantation; the settlement patterns, 
the dwellings and their construction, the form and function
of outbuildings, fields, fences, and all other related material 
objects which contribute to the morphologic character of the 
Louisiana sugar plantation.
5. An examination of examples in a case-study approach involving 
the detailed investigation of six selected sugar plantations.
Procedure
In the course of serious fieldwork, between 1964 and 1969, 
the author traveled more than 9000 miles in the study area. Prelim­
inary reconnaissance trips were necessary for initial plantation 
identification and for determining distribution. At first, planta­
tions were identified by the presence of sugarhouses (mill and boiling 
house) found in association with cultivated sugarcane lands. Eventu­
ally, however, both identifying features were replaced by the combined 
elements of: a laborers' settlement of four or more dwellings, the
dwelling of the manager or owner, and lands which were either 
presently or had once been used for the cultivation of sugarcane.
Other features such as the barns, sheds, and smaller outbuildings
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Map 1. Location map of the study area.
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4
found in association with the aforementioned elements were added 
to the identification. Emphasis was particularly concentrated on 
plantations located along the Mississippi River between Pointe 
Coupee Parish and New Orleans, along Bayou Lafourche, throughout 
Terrebonne Parish, and along Bayou Teche from St. Martinville to 
Morgan City. These areas constitute the heart of the cane sugar 
region and contain 86 percent of the sugar plantations in Louisiana.
Fieldwork, via driving, mapping, and recording data from a 
total of 202 sugar-plantation settlements, proved to be the primary 
avenue for relevant data. Topographic and especially county high­
way maps were invaluable for plotting locations of plantations and 
certain typological elements (i.e. settlement patterns and house 
types). A check list and a sketch map for indicating building types 
and measurements, field patterns, and other observed data were applied 
to each plantation for the majority of all plantations observed. For 
other plantations, locations and notations were recorded. Nearly 1000 
photographs were taken for documenting observable plantation 
phenomenae.
In addition to the general field investigation of the 202 
sugar plantations in Louisiana, an investigation of six case-study 
plantations was made. Fieldwork was conducted with particular 
attention given to present morphologic components. Historical 
documents from courthouse records, archival collections, and other 
sources were examined for the more complete understanding of origins 
and developmental processes of the six plantations.
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Data for the entire investigation were also obtained from 
historic maps and documents housed in the Louisiana Room of the 
Louisiana State University Library, in the Louisiana State Land 
Office, and in the courthouse records of six parishes— Iberville,
St. James, St. John-the-Baptist, Assumption, Terrebonne, and St.
Mary. Aerial photographs, plat maps, and surveyors' township maps 
were also useful data sources.
The Plantation Concept
Although the tena plantation has been given similar meanings
by various disciplines, historians, agriculturists, sociologists,
2economists, and geographers all view the plantation differently.
Historically, during the English settling of the eastern
seaboard of North America, the term plantation was synonomous with
"colony." The "planting" of settlements through colonizing efforts
at Plymouth, Providence, and Jamestown represented the establishment 
3of "plantations." This use of plantation represents just one of the 
variant and historical usages of the term.
The agricultural historian, Lewis C. Gray, has suggested not
•••• 1 MM MM>Mn  ̂MV M 1 MM V A A* A M M 1 MMM^ Avf" 1 M 1 M M A MMM a m1
KJ LLJ-y a u  a g t  J a u u iu u ia x  au u  1u01.v11.va1 u v u  t-viA l. ? Ccj-Ow o w
element in his definition: "The plantation was a capitalistic type
2See Howard F. Gregor, "The Changing Plantation," Annals of 
the Association of American Geographers, LV (1965), 221-238.
3Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the Old South (Boston: 
Little, Brown, and Company, 1929), p. 21. (Hereinafter referred to 
as Life and Labor).
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of agricultural organization in which a considerable number of unfree
laborers were employed under unified direction and control in the
4production of a single crop." This definition applies to antebellum, 
or pre-emancipation, times in which slavery (i.e. unfree labor) 
characterized the labor force. By omitting the word "unfree," the 
definition would apply to many plantations operative today.
Some investigators specify that plantations are agricultural 
enterprises based upon a staple, commercial crop found in or near the 
tropics. As defined by McBride, "Plantations accordingly are a form 
of great landed estate, usually in colonial or semicolonial countries, 
which raise such tropical or semitropical products .as cotton, sugar, 
rubber, coffee, tea, rice, pineapples, and bananas, with a laboring 
class kept in economic if not political servitude."^ He continues 
that plantations are noted for " . . .  producing a single crop or 
possibly two crops for export."
The economics of the plantation enterprise, then, is a source 
of inspiration among many scholars of the plantation. The geographer, 
Leo Waibel, demonstrates the economic position by his statement: "A
plantation is, therefore, a large agricultural and industrial enter-
^Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United 
States to 1860 (2 vols.; Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1958),
I, 302. (Hereinafter referred to as History of Agriculture).
^George McCutchen McBride, "Plantation," The Encyclopedia of 
the Social Sciences, 1934, XII, 148.
^Ibid.
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7
prise managed as a rule by Europeans, which at a great expense of 
labor and capital, raises highly valuable agricultural products for 
the world market."^ Furthermore, he emphasizes that a plantation 
is not only agricultural, but also industrial— derived from the 
processing portion of plantation economy. He also places the plan­
tation exclusively in the tropics and subtropics because these areas 
" . . .  have long and in parts uninterrupted growing periods for 
vegetation, during which they [plantations] produce certain valuable
g
agricultural products that are lacking in the temperate zones."
As both Waibel and McBride define the plantation within 
tropical or subtropical limits of location, it is significant to 
examine Thompson's refutation of climate as a part of the planta­
tion definition. Edgar Thompson, one of the most authoritative 
writers on the subject, argues that the plantation is a culturally 
induced and produced feature which does not wholly depend upon 
climate for its locational existence. Although Thompson recognizes 
that most plantations are located in the tropics, he argues that 
they are so located " . . .  not because of climate, but because, in 
the present world community, tropical regions constitute a highly 
important and accessible frontier. . . . Plantations have developed 
along non-tropical frontiers in the past and conceivably may in the
^Leo Waibel, "The Tropical Plantation System," Scientific 
Monthly, LIT (1944), 157.
8Ibid.
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future." Thompson's definition reflects both economic and social
elements, but discards climatic criteria.
The plantation . . .  is a large landed estate, located in an area 
of open resources (i.e. land-rich and labor-poor), in which social 
relations between diverse racial and cultural groups are based 
upon authority, involving the subordination of resident laborers 
to a planter for the purpose of producing an agricultural staple 
which is sold to a world market.
Aside from the foregoing discussions, the stereotype concept 
of the Southern plantation, as exemplified in most Southern litera­
ture, further complicates definition attempts. To the layman, the 
plantation is rarely thought of as a surviving remnant on the land­
scape and above all actively operating in the American South.
Fortunately, Prunty's article, "The Renaissance of the 
Southern Plantation," expresses the need for a geographical aware­
ness of plantations as they presently appear in the South. Except 
for two criteria: (1) location in the South and (2) settlement
forms and spatial organization, Prunty's following definition 
coincides with several of the aforementioned definitions in terms 
of economic and social elements.
The "plantation," as the term is used in the South today, compris­
es six elements: a landholding large enough to be distinguish­
able from the larger family farm; a distinct division of labor 
and management functions, with management customarily in the 
hands of the owner; specialized agricultural production, usually 
with two or three specialties per proprietorship; location in
^Edgar T. Thompson, "The Climatic Theory of the Plantation," 
Agricultural History, XV (1941), 54.
^Edgar T. Thompson, The Plantation (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1935), p. 5.
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some area in the South with a plantation tradition; distinctive 
settlement forms and spatial organization reflecting to a high 
degree, centralized control of cultivating power; and a relatively 
large input of cultivating power per unit of area.
Although some aspects of each of these definitions could be 
applied to the sugar plantation in southern Louisiana, Prunty's state­
ment most nearly approaches a comprehensive definition for planta­
tions in the South. Whereas Prunty focuses on the functions of 
plantations, this investigator emphasizes the form, or landscape 
appearance, of plantations.
In the final analysis, precise definition eludes even the most
authoritative investigators so that no single all-encompassing and
all-acceptable definition has yet been championed by any student of
plantations. With this in mind, the following statement is not
intended to apply universally to all plantations because it is
specifically directed to the morphology of sugar plantations in
Louisiana. Within the scope of this particular culturogeographic
study, a sugar plantation is an agricultural enterprise exhibiting
a landscape complex composed of distinctive settlement patterns,
dwellings which include the owner's or manager's "big house," over-
12seer's house(s), and quarter houses (four or more ) of the resident 
labor force, outbuildings (barns, sheds, and a sugarhouse— on one
^Merle Prunty, Jr., "The Renaissance of the Southern Planta­
tion," Geographical Review, XLV (1955), 460.
12The choice of four or more houses to constitute a quarters is 
arbitrary. Yet, morphologically a quarters requires four or more 
dwellings in order to constitute a block settlement pattern.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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13out of every four plantations ), field patterns, drainage ditches, 
and other cultural and agricultural elements related to the produc­
tion of sugarcane.
Tins Plantation landsca^a
Throughout alluvial southern Louisiana, sugar plantations with
their repeating forms give the landscape a distinctive plantation
appearance unrivaled by any other cultural manifestation. Individual
plantation enterprises (landholdings and buildings) line the banks
of streams sometimes in an uninterrupted succession for miles along
the rivers and bayous (Fig. 1). The plantation landscape centers
upon the better-drained arable natural levees of streams within the
Lower Mississippi River floodplain and delta. In terms of arable
land, plantation-produced sugarcane accounts for more than 50 percent
of the total cropland in 11 out of 19 sugar parishes. In Assumption
Parish alone, sugarcane represents 91.38 percent of that parish's 
14total cropland. This figure well illustrates the dominance of 
cane cultivation over other agricultural endeavors.
The sugar plantation is a unique and strikingly prominent
.Aitml fly f o c h n r o e  (V-J er 9^ ?lno c n c r a r h n n c o  p K i
w . s* *./ . . . . » -----------o     _/ “
Many sugarcane plantations today do not have the sugarhouse 
feature among their outbuilding assemblages because of a centraliza­
tion of sugarhouses and milling functions. During the 19th century, 
however, every sugar plantation maintained some semblance of a mill 
(either steam or horse powered) and a boiling house collectively 
called the sugarhouse.
14U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United 
States Census of Agriculture: 1964, Vol. I, State and County Statis­
tics, pt. 35, Louisiana, pp. 400-405.
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Fig. 1. The sugar-plantation landscape. Lafourche Parish.
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tower over the cane fields and denote the location of the modern 
sugar factory— an agricultural factory in the field (Fig. 3). A 
cluster of barns and sheds usually surrounds the sugarhouse to form 
a centrally located outbuilding complex. Nearby is the quarters, 
a village grouping of nearly identical laborers' dwellings which is 
either centered upon a single road in a linear pattern or grouped in 
a block pattern based on a grid of streets. In a location separate 
and exclusive from the other buildings in the settlement complex, 
the big house, a prominent structure, is set amid moss-draped oaks.
On larger plantation enterprises, a company store and sometimes a 
church are located on or near the plantation holdings. Extensive 
fields covering hundreds, even thousands, of acres unbroken by 
fences or boundaries stretch long and narrow from levee crests at 
the stream banks to backswamps downslope from the streams. Ditches, 
long and narrow, divide the fields and give them their characteristic 
linear appearance. Other cultural appurtenances which are related 
to the plantation landscape, but are not produced or maintained by- 
plantations, include artificial levees— long protective dikes which 
line the banks of flood-prone streams^ and "levee roads" (public 
roads) which parallel the streams just inside the levees and connect 
plantation landings (Fig. 4).
Man-made levees today are constructed and maintained by the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers. In the past century they 
were the responsibility of the individual landowners.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 2. A sugarhouse. Smithfield Plantation, West Baton 
Rouge Parish.
Fig. 3. A plantation settlement complex. Laurel Grove Plan­
tation, Lafourche Parish.
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Fig. 4. The plantation landscape illustrating the stream-bank
location, artificial levee, levee road, fields, ditches, 
and building complex. Poplar Grove Plantation, West 
Baton Rouge Parish.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The Visible Physical Landscape
The sugar-plantation landscape, except for a small area in the 
western part of the sugar area, lies within the Mississippi Alluvial 
Plain. Elevations and relief are nowhere great, as the floodplain 
south of Pointe Coupee Parish is less than 35 feet above sea level.
The pattern of drainage is primarily distributary, with stream 
courses diverging downstream toward the Gulf of Mexico (Map 2). The 
present Mississippi River is unquestionably the largest stream, while 
others, some of which are former courses of the Mississippi, are 
comparatively small.
Natural levees, produced by the alluviation of the present 
Mississippi River and its former courses and distributaries, provide 
physical bases upon which the cultural landscapes are placed (Map 3). 
The morphology of the natural levees, composed of levee crests and 
backslopes which terminate at backswamps, is much the same throughout 
the alluvial valley (Map 4). Natural-levee crests located nearest 
the stream banks are the features of highest elevation. Crest heights 
on the Mississippi vary from 35 feet at Pointe Coupee Parish to near 
sea level at the Mississippi passes south of New Orleans. Levee-crest 
elevations of other streams are lower and diminish southward toward 
the Gulf Coast. The Bayou Lafourche levees, produced by a former 
Mississippi course, stand about 15 feet above the surrounding flood-
16Richard J. Russell, "Physiography of the Lower Mississippi 
River Delta," Lower Mississippi River Delta, Louisiana Geological 
Survey, 1936), pp. 73-77. (Hereinafter referred to as "Physiography").
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plain. The levees of Bayou Teche, also the result of a former 
Mississippi channel, are 10 to 15 feet in height.
The higher levee crests, relatively safe from damaging floods, 
are significant as sites of human occupance. From Indian habitations 
to early French settlements to plantations, various successions of 
occupance have been established on these natural features.^ However, 
this occupance stage should not be considered final because urban 
and industrial complexes now compete for lands formerly occupied by 
plantations. Obviously, then, the plantation is not alone as a 
settlement type of the Mississippi Alluvial Floodplain.
Levee widths, which are quite variable throughout the flood-
plain, are measured from levee crest to backswamp— the normal limit
of cultivation. Widest levees are those of the active Mississippi
just below Baton Rouge, those flanking upper Bayou Lafourche, and
along Bayou Teche north of Franklin. Mississippi levees on either
side of the river are about three miles wide north of St. John-the-
Baptist Parish. Maximum widths of about six miles occur at points
where crevasses have breached the levee at flood time and deposited
sediment well beyond the normal backswamp— limit of the natural 
1 o
l e v e e . T h e  sections along the streams with the widest natural 
levees have been choice sites for agriculture throughout the
^William G. Mclntire, Prehistoric Indian Settlements of the 
Changing Mississippi River Delta, Coastal Studies Series, No. 1 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1958), p. 128.
18Russell, "Physiography," pp. 72-77.
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plantation history of the area. In contrast, where levees are low 
and narrow, such as along the lower courses of the Mississippi and
its distributaries, arable land is so limited as to preclude planta-
- ,  19tion-scale agriculture.
The natural landscape includes interlevee basins composed of
lakes, swamps, and coastal marshes. Runoff from the natural levees
collects in the basins, and these waters drain to the Gulf of Mexico.
Although interlevee basins are a vital part of the natural landscape,
they are of minor concern to this study of the agricultural landscape.
Arable soils of the sugar area show significant diversity in
relation to topography. In the early 19th century the main sugar
lands in the Mississippi floodplain were classified according to
their location with reference to the natural levee. "Frontlands"
was applied to lands on or near the natural-levee crests, closest
to the streams; "backlands" were the soils nearer the backswamp and
20farthest from the stream. Today in the Mississippi floodplain 
they are known as the Commerce and Mhoon series (front, sandy loam
Because of the variables in plantation size, owner-builder 
intentions, and technological capabilities through time, only an 
estimate can be given concerning the land limits of a sugar plan­
tation. But observable evidence in Louisiana indicates that present 
plantations are not found on levees which in their drained portions 
are less than one quarter mile wide.
20Taggart, "Agronomic Practices and their Influence on the 
Developments of the Louisiana Sugar Industry," pp. 69-70.
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21lands) and the Sharkey series (black, heavy clay land). In the
Bayou Teche area, soil associations from stream bank to backswamp
are termed: Buxin-Portland-Perry (former Red River deposits),
Cypremort (Mississippi River silt loams), Baldwin series (silt),
22cinci Ib6ris eLiicl All i.̂2.toir (poo2riy wXciiLxi&cL dciys clsy nmclc)
These productive floodplain soils possess a wide range in 
texture and drainage, depending upon their location on the natural 
levees. They are a natural result of spring floods when streams 
overflowed their banks, spreading highly turbid water over the 
crests of the natural levees. The coarser sediments of fine sands 
and heavier silts were deposited first. Farther down the gentle 
slope toward the backswamp, the floodwaters moved more slowly 
depositing fine silts and clays. Thus a gradation developed from 
coarse, friable, sandy soils nearer the levee crest to fine, thick, 
stiff clays toward the backswamp (Fig. 5).
These soil and natural-levee landscape considerations thus 
remain as the physical stage upon which the cultural and, in this 
case, plantation landscapes are focused. Further discussion concern­
ing the physical landscape is included in Chapter III with reference
91S. A. Lytle, The Morphological Characteristics and Relief 
Relationships of Representative Soils in Louisiana, Louisiana 
State University Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 631, 
November 1968, p. 11.
22U.S., Department of Agriculture, Soil Survey of St. Mary 
Parish, Louisiana, Series 1952, No. 3, March 1959 (Washington, D.C. 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1959), p. 2.
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Fig. 5. Baclclands of poorly dratned cloys at tlie 'baclcswaiup 
and cultivated-fields contact.
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to climatic and soil factors which account for the distribution of 
sugarcane and plantations in Louisiana.
Cultural Backgrounds
Louisiana has experienced a varied cultural heritage. The
political powers controlling Louisiana or parts of it through the
course of its history have been: France from 1682-1763; Spain from
231763-1803; Britain, which held possession of the Florida Parishes
from 1763-1779; France again momentarily in 1803; and the United
24States from December 1803 until the present time. The initial 
European settlers who entered the Louisiana area during the 18th 
century were primarily of French stock along with minor groups of 
German and Spanish. In the 19th century incoming settlers consisted 
of large numbers of Anglo-Americans who moved overland from the 
Atlantic Seaboard into Louisiana after the Louisiana Purchase in 
1803.
French settlers
The initial French settlers came directly from western France
25(Nantes, La Rochelle, St. Malo) and settled permanently along both
A A
The Florida Parishes were those parishes north of Bayou 
Manchac and Lake Pontchartrain and east of the Mississippi River.
24Writers' Program of the Work Projects Administration, 
Louisiana: A Guide to the State (New York: Hastings House, 1941),
pp. 38-44. (Hereinafter referred to as W.P.A., Louisiana).
25 /Charles Gayarre', Louisiana: Its Colonial History and Romance
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1851), p. 239.
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sides of the Mississippi River in the vicinity of New Orleans begin­
ning in 1718. Other French settlements, primarily of a defensive 
nature, were placed as forts in the vicinity of Natchez, Vicksburg, 
Natchitoches, and Baton Rouge. By 1731 isolated French settlements
in the form of concessions were Situated at various points along the
26Mississippi River and at Natchitoches.
The Acadians, people of French ancestry who were forced to
leave their already established settlements in Canada, entered
Louisiana in the 1750's and 1760's. Many of these people were given
land along the Mississippi in the Acadian Coast area of St. James
and Ascension parishes. Other Acadians settled along Bayou Teche in
27Attakapas country north of the present-day town of Franklin.
French West Indian refugees entered Louisiana at the turn of
the 19th century. Composed mostly of planters fleeing from Martinique
and St. Dominigue (Haiti), these refugees settled in scattered numbers
in unclaimed lands that were available along the Mississippi, Bayou
28Lafourche, and Bayou Teche.
Heloise H. Cruzat, "Sidelights on Louisiana History," 
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, I (1918), 87-153. (Hereinafter 
referred to as "Sidelights").
27 . ,  _ . . . . .  . „  , „  ,Charles Gayarre, touisiana: jlcs mstory as _a rrencn uolony
(New York: John Wiley, 1852), pp. 122-123; and James A. Robertson,
trans. and ed., Louis iana Under the Rule of Spain, France, and the
United States, 1785-1807 (2 vols.; Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark
Co., 1911), I, 225-227. (Hereinafter referred to as Louisiana Under
the Rule).
28Robertson, Louisiana Under the Rule, II, 248, 263, 292.
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German and Spanish settlers
German settlers arrived as early as the 1720's and settled in
small numbers in the present-day parishes of St. Charles and St. John-
the-Baptist, parishes collectively called the German Coast. As they
were small farmers content to establish small landholdings and farm-
29steads, they rarely became planters in the plantation era.
Spanish immigrants came directly from the Iberian Peninsula 
and the Canary Islands during the period of Spanish political domina­
tion between 1763 and 1803. They settled along Bayou Terre-aux- 
Boeufs in St. Bernard Parish, upper Bayou Lafourche, the Amite River
area of Ascension Parish at Galveztown, and at New Iberia on the 
30Teche. They, too, were to establish small subsistence farms of a 
non-plantation nature and were never identified as people of the 
planting or plantation class.
Anglo-American settlers
From the beginning of the 19th century until the 1840's, 
waves of Anglo-Americans came from the Atlantic Seaboard and down the 
Mississippi Valley and poured into Louisiana filling the void of 
habitable land not already claimed by earlier non-Anglo settlers.
J. Hanno Deiler, The Settlement of the German Coast of 
Louisiana and the Creoles of German Descent (Philadelphia: Americana
Germanica Press, 190S), pp. 1-16. (Hereinafter referred to as 
German Coast).
30Francois X. Martin, History of Louisiana From the Earliest 
Period (2 vols.; New Orleans: Lyman and Beardslee, 1827), I, 43.
(Hereinafter referred to as History of Louisiana).
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Although most of the Anglo-Americans settled in the northern Louisiana
31hill lands, some settled as planters in southern Louisiana.
Cultural patterns
Of the aforementioned groups, except the 'Anglo-Americans,
cultural distinctions today are difficult to assess. Except for a
Spanish cultural island in the Terre-aux-Boeufs area (southeast of
New Orleans) and a large group of Acadians along Bayou Teche, the
French have assimilated all others almost beyond recognition.
Thus today in Louisiana there are two distinct culture areas—
"French Louisiana" located in the southern part of the state and
"Anglo-American Louisiana" in the northern portions of the state.
The area of "French Louisiana" which contains the sugar-plantation
32study area is illustrated in Map 5.
The planting class of peoples with which this study is
concerned is composed of French colonials and Creoles (including
West Indian refugees) and Anglo-Americans who came to southern Louisi­
ana as planters. Of the remaining groups, the Acadians, Germans, and
Sitterson, Sugar Country, pp. 23-26; also specific names of 
Anglo claimants and planters may be found in American State Papers: 
Documents Legislative and Executive of the Congress of the United 
States, Class III, Public Lands (Washington, D.C.: Gales and
Seaton, 1843), Vol. Ill, pp. 119-121, 67-77; and in Pierre A. Degalos, 
"Statement of Sugar Made in 1828 and 1825," Louisiana Planter and 
Sugar Manufacturer, IX (July 23, 1892), 67. (Hereinafter referred to 
"Statement of Sugar").
32William B. Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession in Eastern 
French Louisiana" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Louisiana State 
University, 1956), p. 3. (Hereinafter referred to as "Settlement 
Succession").







Map 5. Culture regions of Louisiana. Source: William B. Knipmeyer,
"Settlement Succession" Plate 1.
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Spaniards did not become large planters, although a few acquired 
the plantation owner's way of life.
In the riparian landscape of southern Louisiana, the initial 
European settlers focused their settlements on the crests of natural 
levees. The "high," relatively dry lands of the natural-levee 
crests, although still subject to overflows, were chosen because 
they alone offered land suitable for cultivation.
Initial European agricultural endeavor spread from earlier 
French forts and town sites. The most extensive agricultural areas 
emerged at various concessions along the Mississippi River and in the 
vicinity of New Orleans. By the mid-1720's there were 15 concessions 
established, a number of which were already operating on a plantation 
These concessions became the genesis for the plantation 
Louisiana which subsequently led to sugar plantations.
v • 33basis.
system in
33Benjamin F. French, ed., Historical Collections of Louisiana, 
Vol. Ill (New York: Appleton and Company, 1851), p. 78.
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CHAPTER II
ORIGINS OF THE PLANTATION 
The Concession
The examination of origin is a primary consideration in any
settlement geographic work. The origin of plantations in Louisiana
begins with the concessions— initial, plantation-like enterprises
which emerged in the Lower Mississippi Valley in the 18th century.
Although earliest attempts at European settlement were unsuccessful,^
between 1717 and 1724 the Company of the Indies, a speculative land
2settlement scheme, began establishing operational concessions.
These concessions were large-scale agricultural enterprises created
to aid the French in laying claim to the Mississippi Valley. A
number of Negro slaves; engaged, or indentured servants, and a few
managing officials formed the social structure. The dispersed nature
of these early concessions required many of them to be self-governing
3and to some degree self-sustaining.
1
"‘"Nancy M. Miller Surrey, The Commerce of Louisiana During the 
French Regime 1699-1763, Columbia University Studies in History, 
Economics, and Public Law, Vol. LXXI (New York: Columbia University,
1916), pp. 157-159. (Hereinafter referred to as Commerce of 
Louisiana).
2"French Manuscripts: Mississippi Valley," Louisiana Histori­
cal Society, TV (1898), 31.
3Diron D'Artaguette, "Census 1721" and "Louisiana Grants 
1722," in "Sidelights," trans. by Cruzat, pp. 97-103.
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Concession settlements were situated on the banks of the 
Mississippi River, and land measurement was in reference to the
4stream. Surveys were made according to the French arpent measure 
in which the widths of holdings were established along the river at 
so many arpents de face (front) while the depths were measured from 
the stream bank toward the backswamp.
Although the first concessions contained large holdings about 
four leagues square,"* later grants made to planters and small farmers 
were much smaller, usually six to 25 arpents de face by 40 arpents
g
depth (Map 6). Occasionally persons of wealth and influence were 
granted 25 or more arpents de face by 80 arpents depth.^ The addi­
tional 40 arpents depth, encompassing woodlands and backswamp, was 
usually designated as a back concession which provided great expanses 
of cypress timber, useful for building materials, fences, barrel
g
staves, and saleable lumber.
Arpent— the unit of early French linear measurement. One 
arpent = 192 feet.
^Heloise H. Cruzat, trans., "Distribution of Land in Louisiana 
by the Company of the Indies: the Jonchere Concession," Louisiana
Historical Quarterly, XI (1928), 554-555. (Hereinafter referred to 
as "Distribution"). One square league = 4439 acres.
g"Henry P. Dart, trans., "The First Law Regulating Land Grants 
in French Colonial Louisiana," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XIV 
(1931), 346-347.
^Heloise H. Cruzat, trans., "Documents Concerning Bienville's 
Lands in Louisiana, 1719-1737," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, X 
(1927), Part 1, pp. 5-11; Part IV, pp. 101-175.
g
Surrey, "Commerce of Louisiana," pp. 284-285.
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Map 6. Concession landholdings. The Bienville Concessions of 1737. Source: Heloise H. Cruzat,
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The concession operations, as described in the census of 
1722, illustrate the beginnings of permanent settlement and commercial 
agriculture in southern Louisiana. They were similar to later plan­
tations in that they were large landholdings with numerous laborers. 
However, unlike the later plantations, these enterprises were experi­
menting with a variety of agricultural products and had fewer Negro 
slaves than white engage's in the labor force. For example, the four- 
league concession of Count D'Artagnan, located above New Orleans at 
Cannes Bruslees, had broad, cleared fields and a population of 70 
whites and 20 Negroes. Because the concession lands here were often
subject to overflows, artificial levees were already recognized as
9necessary for flood protection. At Chapitoulas, three leagues north
of New Orleans, the concession of M. Kolly was producing rice,
vegetables, and some maize. The labor on this four-league grant was
comprised of 100 whites, 46 Negroes, and two Indian slaves. Twenty-
eight leagues north of New Orleans at Bayou Goulas, on a smaller
tract, four whites and 15 to 20 Negroes under the direction of M.
10Dubisson were " . . .  trying the culture of silk."
Some concessions developed into significant agricultural and 
settlement enterprises producing a variety of cultivated crops (Map 
7). Native and imported mulberry trees, as food sources for silk­
worms, became the basis for the establishment of a silk industry.
9D'Artaguette, "Louisiana Grants 1722," in Cruzat, "Sidelights," 
pp. 99-100.
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Wax myrtle trees provided a source for vegetable wax which became a
successful export. Rice, maize, beans, and other foods were of
commercial importance, though most were consumed within the colony.
In the 1720's indigo and tobacco became leading export crops and
X Xcontinued as such until the 1760's.
Concession settlements: building
types and construction techniques
Though there are no surviving examples of buildings built in
concession peirXod of S£t11 emectz (X710-1 7 3 0’s)3 some of tlie
construction traits which characterized these settlements did continue
into the pre-sugar plantation period (1730's to 1790's) and even into
the early sugar-plantation period at the turn of the 19th century.
Some of the traits were retained in the construction of plantation
buildings so that, even today, examples remain on the landscape.
Early descriptions and inventories of the concessions and
subsequent indigo plantations illustrate the settlement components
of these progenitors of the sugar plantation. One such description
was made in 1726 of the Duvernay concession located on the west
bank of the Mississippi River about 40 miles north of New Orleans.
The elements of the concession settlement were described as follows:
First, the concession called Le Buisson ancient village of 
the Bayagoulas of 4 square leagues containing about seventy 
arpents cleared and which are at present planted in rice,
^Le Page Du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiane (2 vols.; Paris:
De Bure, 1758), II, 6-22; Gray, History of Agriculture, p. 68.
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potatoes, etc., on which cleared land are standing the following 
buildings and sheds, namely:
A Kitchen beneath a platform on which was formerly a frame 
house which has been burned, which kitchen, built at ground level 
is enclosed with cypress board and floored and has a mud-wall 
[bousillage] partition which forms two small rooms. The kitchen
is thirty feet long by twenty wide, and at the north end is a
shed fourteen by twenty feet built of posts driven into the 
ground fpoteaux en terre] and enclosed with mud walls [bousillage] 
which is used as a garbage dump and scullery, all being covered 
with bark. . . .
A bakery 18 feet in length by 15 in width with an outside
oven, the whole covered with bark and mud, in bad condition.
A dove-cote or pigeon house twelve feet square, mud-walled 
[bousillage] and covered with bark with the floor ten feet high, 
the lower part serving as a storeroom, falling in ruins.
A barn 45 feet long covered with bark, two-thirds of the lower 
part floored and mud-walled [bousillage], with posts driven into 
the ground, [poteaux en terre]
A negro cabin with cypress posts squared on two sides 
covered with palmettos and with mud walls [bousillage], 30 feet 
long by 18 wide.
A building 25 feet long by eighteen feet wide composed of one 
large room and three small rooms, covered with bark and without 
a floor, in bad condition.
An idem fsic] serving as a forge with posts in the earth 
[poteaux en terre] about 15 feet long by twelve feet wide, 
covered partly with bark and the rest with palmetto in very bad 
condition and enclosed with mud walls.
A stable thirty-two feet long by 20 wide with cypress posts in 
the ground [poteaux en terre], covered with palmetto, in bad 
condition.
A shed with a partition in the middle, built of cypress and 
covered with bark, in bad condition.
An idem of cypress, 20 feet long by 15 wide, covered with 
palmetto, with posts in the ground [poteaux en terre].
A hog lot, one hundred paces square enclosed with cypress 
stakes [pieux], having 4 pens within built of same and covered
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with bark, all in bad condition.
About 5000 cypress stakes for enclosures and fencing of fields 
in bad condition or to be renewed c o m p l e t e l y . -*-2
As there was no description of the main dwelling house for the 
Duvernay concession at the time of the inventory in 1726, the follow­
ing description is of a dwelling about 40 years later. The planta­
tion upon which the house was situated was located three leagues 
south of New Orleans on the left bank of the Mississippi River.
The plantation situated three leagues from this city measuring 
twenty arpents front, the depth running to Lake Borgne, enclosed 
and fenced in on three sides with pieux en travers, (post and rail 
fence) on which there is a main house in rather bad condition, the 
galleries falling into ruin, bricked between timbers [ briquete' 
entre poteaux] half-timbered raised on a brick foundation of eight 
feet, containing a parlor, a room and four closets, iron bound 
doors and windows, closing with lock and key, boarded above and 
below covered with shingles, having a kitchen and a hall [dining 
room], galleries in front and back, front yard, and garden in the 
rear surrounded by upright stakes [pieux debout] in bad con­
dition.
At this point, it is necessary to explain the terms and methods 
of building construction used in Louisiana during the first hundred 
years of the colony. The earliest European building methods in 
Louisiana were poteaux en terre (posts in the ground) and pieux en
12Walter Prichard, ed., "Inventory of the Duvernay Concession 
in Louisiana, 1726," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXI (1938), 
986-987.
13Edith Dart Price, ed. and trans., "Inventory of the Estate 
of Sieur Jean Baptiste Provost, Deceased Agent of the Company of the 
Indies, July 13, 1769," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, IX (1926), 
492-393.
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14terre (stakes or picket slabs in the ground). This was similar to
the palisade construction used by English colonists on the Atlantic
Coast. The posts or stakes were driven into the ground one next to
the other, and atop this palisade of posts, a framework and a palmetto
thatched roof were attached (Fig. 6).
Colombage was a type of half-timbering construction^ in which
wider spaces were left between the posts. Filling the interstices
16was a matrix of mud, moss, and sticks called bousillage. Another
term briquete" entre poteaux referred to bricks placed between the
timbers.^ and was usually associated with urban dwellings and
rural houses of the planter class. The posts in the colombage
construction were placed either as poteaux en terre (posts in the
18ground) or poteaux sur sole (posts on a sill). With poteaux sur 
sole construction, posts were placed on a wooden sill foundation,
14Fred B. Kniffen and Henry Glassie, "Building in Wood in the 
Eastern United States: A Time-Place Perspective," Geographical
Review, LVI (1966), 43-48; (Hereinafter referred to as "Building in 
Wood"); Hugh Morrison, Early American Architecture (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1952), pp. 256-257.
^Half-timbering (colombage) type construction in Europe 
persisted particularly in Belgium and Northern France— the primary 
point of origin for many Louisiana immigrants; Sigurd Erixon, "West 
European Connections and Cultural Relations," Folk Liv, II (1938), 
157.
16Morrison, Early American Architecture, p. 256; W.P.A., 
Louisiana, p. 686.
^Kniffen and Glassie, "Building in Wood," p. 43; W.P.A., 
Louisiana, p. 686.
18Kniffen and Glassie, "Building in Wood," p. 47; Morrison, 
Early American Architecture, p. 257.
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Fig. 6. 18th-Century wall construction techniques.
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and a frame was then constructed. The sills could be either flush
with the ground or placed in a raised manner on wooden or brick 
19piers.
Houses of a permanent nature were usually of the colombage
(half-timbered) type. Even the big houses, the principal houses of
the plantation at this time, were of colombage construction usually
with poteaux sur sole. Outbuildings and quarter-house cabins were
20built of poteaux and pieux en terre. A major difference between
the poteaux en terre and poteaux sur sole was the matter of framing.
Only buildings of the sur sole construction were very heavily framed.
By 1730, the poteaux en terre method for constructing dwellings had
21given way to the more durable, framed sur sole type, a form of 
construction which was to continue into the antebellum sugar-planta- 
tion era of 1795-1860.
Decline of the concession
Although the concession establishments provided a basis for 
the later plantation, economic failure almost destroyed the system. 
Part of this failure was attributed to mismanagement of the Company 
of the Indies and delays in providing supplies and additional
19Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," pp. 108-110.
20Louis Francois Benjamin Dumont De Montigny, Memoires 
historiques sur la Louisiane (Paris: C. J. B. Bauche, 1753),
pp. 64-65. (Hereinafter referred to as Memoires historiques).
2lIbid., p. 110.
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22settlers. The employees also contributed to the decline. The
work terms of many engage's expired before some concessions were in
full operation. And many of the settlers were vagabonds and convicts
23who knew little about agriculture. Even certain managers were 
unfamiliar with establishing working enterprises. Finally with 
the collapse of the Company of the Indies, in 1731, came the death 
blow to a number of establishments.
However, there were some positive returns. By 1724 a popula­
tion of 5000 persons had established permanent centers of settlement
24with cleared, drained, and levee-protected lands. Considerable 
progress in agriculture developed, and settlement forms and cultivated 
lands had begun to assume a plantation appearance.
Pre-Sugar Private Plantation 
Out of the wreckage of the concessions1 failure emerged 
private plantations— smaller-sized private enterprises which were 
similar to the earlier concessions as well as the later sugar planta­
tions. The private plantations, though relatively slow to develop 
prior to 1795, were owned and operated by shrewd individuals, many 
of whom were experienced with the hardships of establishing the
22Gray, History of Agriculture, pp. 331-332.
23Marc de Villers du Terrage, "A History of the Foundation of 
New Orleans," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, III (1920), 214.
(Hereinafter referred to as "Foundation of New Orleans").
24Bernard de La Harpe, Journal Historique de L1establissement 
des Frangais a la Louisiane (New Orleans: A. L. Boimare, 1831), p.
375.
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former planting enterprises. These individuals proceeded to employ
land, implements, and a labor supply of slaves to establish self-
sufficient, but commercial, agricultural enterprises based upon a
25single-cash-crop economy.
With the breakdown of the large concessions, a number of the
smaller enterprises began to raise tobacco because it was a good
market crop that did not require the elaborate ditches and equipment
26needed in indigo production. Although the principal centers for 
tobacco cultivation were at Pointe Coupee (False River area) and
27Natchez, it was also grown to a limited extent north of New Orleans.
A more significant commercial plantation crop was indigo.
Initially, indigo had been found growing wild in the lower delta
28area of southern Louisiana. However, it was not until 1722 that
indigo seed was introduced from St. Domingue, and cultivation of the 
29plant was begun. By 1738 indigo had become an established commer­
cial crop produced on about 15 plantations in the New Orleans 
vicinity. Within 16 years, indigo plantations had increased in 
number to 47 and were operating along the Mississippi between Pointe 
Coupee and a point 20 miles south of New Orleans. Their production,
25Gray, History of Agriculture, p. 333.
26°Ibid., p. 70.
27Surrey, Commerce of Louisiana, pp. 163-164, 185: Dumont 
De Montigny, Memoires historiques, pp. 34-35.
28"Indigo in Louisiana," American Agriculturist, IX (1844), 92.
29Le Page Du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiane, pp. 201-208.
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though not large in tonnage, nevertheless, equaled the quality of
30the highly favored indigo of St. Domingue.'"'
After 1763, when Louisiana became a Spanish possession, indigo,
as well as tobacco, fell in value and production. Spain at that time
was not interested in the Louisiana commercial crops because Guatemala
31was supplying Spain's needs for indigo more than adequately. Cuba
and Santo Domingo at the same time were producing tobacco for Spanish
and other European markets. Thus, except for small shipments of
tobacco to Mexico, markets for the Louisiana products were virtually 
32eliminated. Indigo remained a declining but still a commercial
crop until 1795, with planters cultivating it only because there
33was no other more profitable crop to take its place. However, 
during this time planters were experimenting with the cultivation 
of a new crop— sugarcane.
Initial Sugar Industry 
There has been much speculation as to the exact date for the 
introduction of sugarcane to Louisiana. The most popular date is
30Robertson, Louisiana Under the Rule, Vol. I, p. 55; Gray, 
History of Agriculture, pp. 73-74; and Surrey, Commerce of Louisiana, 
p. 215.
31B. F. French, ed., "Memorial of the Merchants and Planters 
of Louisiana on the Events of the 2Sth of October 1768," Historical 
Collections of Louisiana, Vol. V (New York: Lamport Blakeman Law,
1853), pp. 218-231.
32Gray, History of Agriculture, p. 72.
33Ibid., pp. 73-74.
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1751, although earlier dates of 1725, 1733, and 1742 are found in 
34various sources. Although Jesuit priests definitely brought canes 
to Louisiana from St. Domingue in 1751, certain evidence indicates 
that they probably brought cane cuttings to Louisiana as early as 
1742.
At first, a few local indigo planters, as well as produce
vendors in New Orleans, obtained cuttings from the Jesuits and began
to grow small patches of cane. The planters' interests were
experimental; whereas, New Orleans produce vendors sold sugarcane
35stalks to be chewed like candy.
Among those persons experimenting with sugarcane was M. 
Dubreuil, one planter who made significant strides in the cultivation 
of the new plant. His plantation was located on the east bank of 
the Mississippi just north of New Orleans. In a letter dated Septem­
ber 10, 1752, Dubreuil offered significant statements on the culture 
of sugarcane.
I am working now, Monseigneur, in an effort to establish the 
sugar industry in this country, as sugarcane can successfully be 
grown below here and as far as 12 leagues up the river. I 
sincerely believe that this culture will not do any injury to the 
Islands [French West Indies] because from what I see we can make 
sugar only during two months; but as cattle are plentiful and
34"’Marc de Villers du Terrage, Les Dernieres Annees de la 
Louisiane Frangaise (Paris, Librairie Orientale and Americaine,
1903), p. 198; Robertson, Louisiana Under the Rule, Vol. I, pp. 
152-153; Martin, History of Louisiana, Vol. I, p. 320; and J. D. 3. 
DeBow, "Louisiana and Her Industry," DeBow's Review, VIII (1850), 35.
35J. B. Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," DeBow1 s Review,
XXII (1857), 615-618.
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cheap we can increase the number of mills. The sugar industry 
is still a good branch of trade.
I have proof that sugarcane does not freeze in the ground 
during the winter if we cover the stalks that have been cut 
four inches from the ground; in the spring at the beginning of 
February, the cane sprouts and is ready to be cut in October.
I hope, Monseigneur, that Your Highness will not disapprove of 
this culture, while I personally am actually undergoing all 
necessary expense to establish same, since I am certain that 
the stalks will not die in winter if properly covered. . . .36
It is noteworthy that these statements were made in 1752, 
just one year after the popularized date for the introduction of 
sugarcane. This indicates that the earlier date of 1742 might be 
more plausible because of the time required to have reached this 
degree of experimentation and knowledge of sugarcane1s response to 
Louisiana's marginal subtropical climate. Dubreuil may well be 
credited, then, with being the first known sugar planter after the 
Jesuits.
After 1757, other planters began experimenting with sugarcane. 
Apparently cultivation attempts were moderately favorable, although 
efforts at producing granulated sugar were commercially unsuccessful 
until 1795. Though little progress was made until 1795, a few persons 
did grow cane for syrup and tafia (a distilled beverage) which were 
sold in New Orleans.
In 1795 a planter named Etienne de Bore, with the aid of a
36Henry P. Dart, "The Career of Dubreuil In French Louisiana," 
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XVIII (1935), 286.
37Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," pp. 615-619.
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West Indian sugar maker and newly purchased sugar equipment (a mill
and kettles), became the first cane planter in Louisiana to success-
38fully granulate sugar for commercial purposes. With a successful 
granulation process and the introduction of commercial sugarcane, 
the plantation system in Louisiana was provided with an impetus which 
was to catapult the system into a half century (1800-1860) of 
unprecedented commercial and agricultural activity.
Charles Gayarre, "A Louisiana Sugar Plantation in the Old 
Regime," Harpers' Magazine, LXXIV (1889(, 607; "Translation of 
General Collot's Description of DeBore's Sugarhouse and Comparison 
with the West India Cane," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. I, 
No. 4 (1918), 327-329. (Hereinafter referred to as "Description of 
DeBore''s Sugarhouse").
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For over 200 years, planters have experimented with sugarcane 
cultivation on plantations in Louisiana. Their success and failure, 
and their location of enterprise and product are all related to a 
variety of location factors. The purpose of this chapter is to 
analyze both present and past distributions and to relate the 
physical, cultural, and economic factors which have contributed to 
the location of the sugar plantation.
The Sugar-Plantation Region:
The Study Area
Louisiana's sugar-plantation landscape is situated in a 
well-defined sugarcane growing region concentrated in the Mississippi 
River Floodplain in south-central Louisiana (Maps 8 and 9). The 
region encompasses nearly 12,000 square miles in 20 parishes in which 
318,177 acres are utilized for sugarcane cultivation.̂ "
Û.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United 
States Census of Agriculture: 1964, Vol. I, State and County
Statistics, pt. 35, Louisiana, p. 400.
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Sugarcane within the plantation region is grown specifically 
for processing into granulated sugar with by-products of molasses and 
bagasse pulp. Although sugarcane can be grown in the United States 
as far north as Tennessee where only syrup is produced, it yields 
granulated sugar only in southern Louisiana and Florida where 
climate, though not ideal, allows for a degree of maturation suffi­
cient for sugar granulation.
Within the area, sugar plantations extend as far north as 
Meeker and southward, 150 airline miles, to Ashland and Valentine.
The eastern limit of the plantation area follows the east bank of 
the Mississippi River from a point 15 miles below New Orleans north 
to Baton Rouge. At its widest point, the area is 120 miles wide 
between New Orleans and Lafayette. The western limit follows a line 
from Meeker to the Vermilion River.
Sugar plantations are not equally distributed over the entire 
12,000 square-mile area. They are confined to the better-drained 
portions of natural levees of certain streams within the Recent 
alluvial floodplain. The Mississippi River, Bayou Lafourche, Bayou 
Teche, Bayou Sale' Bayou Cypremort, the bayous of Terrebonne Parish, 
the upper Atchafalaya Basin and a small part of the lower Red River 
Valley on Bayou Boeuf are specific areas of plantation locations.
Mississippi River plantation distributions
Sugar plantations line the banks of the Mississippi River in 
an irregular distribution for 200 river miles between New Roads and 
Magnolia. On the west bank, a concentration of plantations reaches 
from New Roads to near Edgard in St. John-the-Baptist Parish, 70
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airline miles southward. Then from Edgard to a point 20 miles below 
New Orleans, plantation enterprises are absent. They do not appear 
in St. Charles Parish partly because of the previous occupancy
2established by small-farming German settlers in the 18th century 
and the presence today of industrial complexes in the area. South­
ward, at Gretna, just across the river from New Orleans, urban 
settlements have encroached on former plantation lands so that not 
even relic evidence of plantations remains on the landscape. Down­
river to Magnolia, plantation buildings and fields once again appear 
but only in a remnant stage of existence. In the 1920's a cessation 
of plantation operations occurred along both banks of the river as a 
result of the mosaic cane disease.3
Along the east bank of the Mississippi, plantations appear in 
fewer numbers and in only one area of concentration. From Ashland- 
Belle Helene, across the river from Donaldsonville, to LaPlace, 15 
plantation settlements are in existence— either in operation or in 
some state of disrepair. From Laplace to 15 miles below New Orleans, 
petroleum refineries, the New Orleans Moisant International Airport, 
and the urban growth of New Orleans preclude a plantation existence. 
Below Bayou Terre aux Boeufs, several remnant plantations appear,
«■* WA 1 »•-.
2Deiler, German Coast, pp. 1-16; also see Map 10 page 61.
^Although present sugarcane varieties are resistant to the 
mosaic disease, between 1910 and 1926 there was an 84 percent decline 
in crop production in the entire Louisiana sugar region. Compiled 
from the Gilmore Louisiana-Florida Sugar Manual, 1967, Colquitt P. 
Dupy, ed. (New Orleans: Hauser Printing Co. Inc., 1967), p. 18.
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The Mississippi's east bank north of Ashland-Belle Helene to
Bayou Manchac is devoid of sugar plantations today, although several
remnants reflect the eminence of those of the past. Bankruptcy,
4resulting from the mosaic cane disease of the 1920's, and the eco­
nomic depression of the 1930!s are partially responsible for the 
disappearance of the sugar plantations here. Except for the L.S.U. 
experiment station field and factory in East Baton Rouge Parish and 
the factory at Angola State Prison in West Feliciana Parish, sugar 
enterprises cease at Bayou Manchac. Two additional factors account 
for this particular boundary of the sugar-plantation region. North 
of Manchac, the predominant Pleistocene terrace soils, lacking 
optimum sugarcane soil properties, are older, more oxidized, and 
weaker in available nutrients than soils of the Recent alluvial 
floodplain (Map 3). Moreover, the urban and industrial expansion 
of East Baton Rouge precludes the existence of plantations in the 
area.
Bayou Lafourche plantation distributions
Plantations along upper Bayou Lafourche form an almost contin­
uous settlement from Donaldsonville to Thibodaux. In this 34-mile 
section, 42 plantations line the natural levees of the bayou. Planta­
tion settlements in this area, unlike those of the Mississippi, are 
located a mile or more back from the levee crests (Fig. 7). This 
sugar-plantation region developed after 1812 when Anglo-American
^Ibid.
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Fig. 7. Sugar plantations along upper Bayou Lafourche; note 
settlements indicated by white squares specifically 
located back from the stream. Source: Photo index
sheet #2, Assumption Parish, U.S.D.A. - A.S.C.S.
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settlers arrived from the Atlantic Seaboard and Upland South. As 
most planters found the Lafourche levee crests already occupied by
g
petits habitants, small-farming French Acadians. specific plantation 
sites were established back from levee crests on lands behind the
7
small farmers.'
From Thibodaux southward to Valentine, along a 28-mile 
section of the Lafourche, only eight plantations exist, all on the 
left bank. Two factors account for the scarcity of plantations in 
this section. First, the natural levees become increasingly narrow 
from about two miles at Thibodaux to h  mile at Valentine. As sugar- 
plantation agriculture is limited to the natural levees of this area, 
with the narrowing of levees there is a marked decline in arable land 
and consequently a decline in the number of plantation enterprises.
Second, the levee crests had been previously settled by petits 
habitants. Whereas wide levees of the upper Lafourche had provided 
ample backlands for plantation settlement, the ever-narrowing levees 
of the lower Lafourche (below Thibodaux) did not then or now support 
many plantations. The three largest plantation operations in the area 
are located at points on the natural levees where crevasses in former 
times breached the natural levees at floodtime and deposited long
"V. W. Pugh, "Bayou Lafourche from 1840-1850: Its Inhabitants,
Customs, Pursuits," Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, I (1888), 
143-167; (Hereinafter referred to as "Bayou Lafourche"); Sitterson,
Sugar Country, pp. 23-25.
 ̂Andre' LeBlanc, "Historical and Statistical Collections of 
Louisiana: The Parish of Assumption," DeBow1s Review, IX (1850), 287.
^Pugh, "Bayou Lafourche," p. 143.
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g
tongues of alluvium into the backswamp. The increased arable-land 
area provided by these crevasses primarily accounts for plantation 
existence here. The southernmost plantations in the lower Lafourche 
are situated on or near the banks of the stream. In these cases, the 
combination of crevasse sites and the purchase of levee-crast lands 
by planters have been the primary factors for these plantation sites.
Terrebonne Parish plantation distributions
Terrebonne Parish has five bayous along which plantations 
dominate the landscape. Between Thibodaux and Houma, several plan­
tations appear rather evenly distributed along Bayou Little Black 
(Fig. 8). South of Houma, where a greater number of bayous occur as 
distributary channels of the older Lafourche delta, plantation 
distributions become wider and more irregular. From west to east are 
Bayous du Large, Grand Caillou, Petit Caillou, and Terrebonne.
Plantations on these bayous are specifically situated along the 
upper portions of the streams where natural levees are wider.
The southernmost plantations in Terrebonne Parish are located 
at Theriot on Bayou du Large, near Boudreaux on Grand Caillou, near 
Chauvin on Bayou Petit Caillou, and at Montegut on Bayou Terrebonne.
Here sugarcane cultivation and sugar plantations terminate at precise 
breakpoints beyond which fishing villages and related economies occupy 
the ever-narrowing natural levees.
Godchaux Sugars, Inc., at Raceland; Georgia Plantation of the 
South Coast Corp. at Mathews; and Valentine Sugars, Inc., at Valen­
tine.
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Fig. 8. Plantations along Little Bayou Black, Terrebonne
Parish between Thibodaux and Houma. Source: Photo 
Index sheet #2, Terrebonne Parish, U.S.D.A. - A.S. 
C.S.
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Plantation distributions along Bayou 
Teche, Bayou Sale', Bayou Cypremort, 
and the Vermilion River
In the Bayou Teche region, plantations are presently concen­
trated along the lower reaches of the bayou and along its distribu­
taries, bayous Sale and Cypremort. Plantations begin on the Teche 
at Breaux Bridge and extend intermittently, and interspersed with 
small, Acadian, family-operated cane farms, southward to New Iberia. 
Downstream from New Iberia to Patterson, sugar plantations increase 
in number and density, and dominate the landscapes along both sides 
of the bayou. Plantation enterprises also appear along bayous 
Cypremort and Sale" to Louisa and Ellerslie, beyond which the natural 
levees are too narrow to support plantation-scale agriculture.
West of the Teche to the Vermilion River is a transitional 
zone between the sugarcane cultivation to the east and the rice 
growing to the west. In this area today, sugarcane is grown in
association with syrup mills, small, family-operated cane farms, and
9in three instances with central-type sugar factories. The latter 
are in existence only because they process the cane products of small 
cane farms in the area.
Remnant sugar-plantation landscapes: 
the central bayous of Maringouin 
and Grosse Tete, and the 
Atchafalaya River
Between the Mississippi River and Bayou Teche, lies the
Factories are located at Erath in Vermilion Parish, in 
Lafayette Parish at Youngsville, and the Billeaud factory south 
of the city of Lafayette.
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Atchafalaya Basin, an interlevee basin of swamplands, lakes, and 
streams. Two of these streams, Bayou Maringouin and Bayou Grosse 
Tete, have small but cultivatable natural levees. Sugar plantations 
operated here as early as the 1840's; however, since the 1920's the 
activity has diminished. Although several plantations still grow 
cane, the remnant buildings, an abandoned sugar factory, and in 
several parts uncultivated cane fields remain as reminders of a past 
plantation existence and a declining but morphologic presence on the 
landscape. • •
Sugar-plantation remnants are also found along the upper 
Atchafalaya River between Simmesport and Melville. In the past, this 
area, though marginal,^ was dominated by plantations and sugar 
culture. Today, however, much of the land is planted with cotton.
Several factors, some certain, others conjectural, have been 
responsible for the decline of sugar cultivation in these areas.
The mosaic disease of the mid-1920's followed by the financial 
crisis of the 1930's definitely contributed to the decline. The 
regional sugar factory and railroad facilities of the upper Atchaf­
alaya area closed in the late 1920's and quite likely contributed 
to the decline of cane and the conversion to cotton. However, in the 
Grosse Tete area, the sugar factory at Slacks remained open much 
longer and thereby fostered sugar cultivation until the 1950's. This 
factory has since closed and a decline of some cane acreages has 
followed.
This area borders on the northern limit of sugarcane and the 
southern extent of cotton in Louisiana.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Red River Valley plantation 
distributions at Bayou Boeuf
The Bayou Boeuf area of the Red River Valley constitutes a
small, functionally and morphologically separate part^ of the
current sugar-plantation landscape. Plantations here exist in a
transitional zone where both cotton and sugarcane plantations are
operated. The single factory at Meeker and the few sugar enterprises
nearby remain as an outlier of the active sugar-plantation landscape
Because sugar is a tropical crop which is marginal in any part of
Louisiana, its presence is even more conspicuous on plantations in
this northernmost location (See page 70).
The Origin and Dispersal of the Sugar 
Plantation and Factors Responsible 
for Specific Distributions
Historically, sugarcane plantations first appeared in the 
12vicinity of New Orleans. Their initial presence here can be
explained through the examination of several location factors. First
plantations, based upon indigo and to a lesser degree tobacco, had
13already been established in the area during the early 1700's. This 
existence of distinctive plantation landscapes prior to the intro­
duction of sugarcane, then, is a primary location factor. Second,
New Orleans, the political, economic, and cultural center of
Only 4 percent of Louisiana's sugar is produced in this area
12Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," p. 616.
13Gray, History of Agriculture, I, p. 333; Surrey, Commerce 
in Louisiana, p. 197.
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colonial Louisiana served as a focal point for incoming ships with 
their cargoes of peoples, implements, and even crops from France and 
the French West Indies. The latter French area contributed signif­
icantly to the initiation of the sugar industry by supplying the New 
Orleans area with sugar makers, sugar technology, and above all the 
sugarcane plant itself. Thus New Orleans was the point of reception
in the 1740's for the first canes introduced by Jesuit priests from 
14St. Domingue. Also in the New Orleans area, Louisiana's first sugar
planter, Dubreuil, experimented with sugarcane cultivation in 1752,
and DeBore' later in 1795 produced granulated sugar on a commercial,
plantation scale. ̂  Prior to these significant events surrounding
the initiation of the sugar industry, other plantation crops declined
and thus enabled sugarcane to become the primary plantation crop
16of southern Louisiana after 1795.
Expansion along the Mississippi
Little is known of the distribution of plantations before 
1802, but by that year, 75 sugar- antation enterprises of various 
sizes were distributed along both banks of the Mississippi River above
C. C. Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, trans. and abridged by 
Stuart 0. Landry, Jr. (New Orleans: Pelican Publishing Co., 1966),
pp. 108-109; Jean Delanglez, The French Jesuits in Lower Louisiana 
1700-1763 (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America,
1935), p. 390.
"̂ Dart, "The Career of Dubreuil," p. 286; Gayarre, "A 
Louisiana Sugar Plantation in the Old Regime," p. 607.
^Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," pp. 615-619.
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and below New Orleans.i/ Map 10 illustrates the concentration of 
sugar plantations in the New Orleans vicinity in 1803. The north­
ward expansion of contiguous sugar plantations by 1806 was probably 
no farther than St. John-the-Baptist Parish, 35 miles above New
18Orleans. Even there, sugar was being planted less than cotton.
Northward sugar cultivation was intermittently extended to Pointe
Coupee Parish where an outpost of former tobacco enterprises was
described by William Darby in 1806 as " . . . one of the most and
best cultivated settlements on the Mississippi." Here commercially
produced commodities were " . . .  cotton, lumber and sugar; the
19latter yet in very small quantity." Whereas the frontier of 
cane cultivation had reached Pointe Coupee by 1806, sugar planta­
tions had not yet become a part of the landscape picture in the 
bayou regions to the west (Lafourche, Terrebonne, and the Teche) 
at this time.
Expansion and dispersal into the 
western bayous of the Lafourche,
Terrebonne, and Teche regions
The plantation landscapes of the sugar region west of the
Mississippi did not develop until after 1812 when planters, the
majority of whom were from the Upland Anglo-American South, began
^Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, p. 109.
18William Darby, A Geographical Description of the State of 
Louisiana (2nd. ed.; New York: James Olmstead, 1817), p. 143.
(Hereinafter referred to as Louisiana).
19Darby, Louisiana, p. 88.
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Map 10. Sugar plantations in the New Orleans vicinity in 1803.
Source: "Plan del Local de las Tierras que Rodean la 
Ciudad de Nueva Orleans," June 1, 1803. From the ori­
ginal in the Howard Library copied for W.P.A.
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to arrive in Louisiana. These migrating Anglo-Americans were 
attracted to southern Louisiana for several reasons. The region 
itself was made attractive by several writers who had traveled the 
area and told of a land of opportunity. Perhaps the most signif­
icant and far-reaching account was that of William Darby, who
described Louisiana's lands as " . . . the most extensive unbroken,
21continuous body of productive soil on the globe."
Attracted by the cheap, public lands of the Terrebonne Parish, 
lower Teche regions, and the backlands of the upper Lafourche, the
22Anglos came, some as land speculators, others as would-be planters. 
Between 1812 and 1850 they entered southern Louisiana by water, 
traveling on the Mississippi and on the western bayous. The rich, 
arable lands which they found available along portions of these 
waterways thus became the initial plantation sites where Anglo 
planters settled.
These migrations of Anglo-Americans were of fundamental 
importance to both the distributions and the internal character of 
plantations on the landscape. Borrowing from the French along the
2Mississippi, Anglo planters learned the techniques of sugar culture. 
Yet, they introduced their own ideas of the constituent parts of a
2n̂American State Papers, III, pp. 119-127; 67-77.
21Darby, Louisiana, p. 45.
22Pugh, "Bayou Lafourche," p. 167; American State Papers, III, 
pp. 119-121.
23Pugh, "Bayou Lafourche," p. 167.
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plantation in terms of settlement patterns, buildings, dwelling 
types, and some agricultural practices. (The resulting differences 
in the morphologic character of the plantation landscape produced 
by French and Anglo-American plantations is the recurring theme 
of this investigation.) By 1844, a date by which most initial- 
occupance plantation patterns had been established, certain cultural 
patterns were evident. As indicated on Map 11, French-owned plan­
tations (shown with the open symbol) were then concentrated along 
the Mississippi River; whereas, Anglo plantations (closed black 
symbol), whose arrival came later, appear on the extremities of the 
distributional pattern.
The westward expansion of the sugar-plantation landscape only 
went as far as the natural levees of Bayou Teche and the two lower 
distributary bayous of the Teche, Bayou Sale' and Bayou Cypremort.
A further westward expansion was discontinued because lands west of
24the Teche were not included in the Louisiana Purchase. Until
1819, they were still in the possession of Spain and later remained
as a no-man's land buffer area between the United States territory
25and Spanish holdings farther west. Also, the drainable portions 
of southwest Louisiana are physiograpnicaiiy composed of Pleistocene
Frank Bond, Historical Sketch of "Louisiana" and the 
Louisiana Purchase, General Land Office U.S. Department of Interior 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1912), pp. 3-12;
Charles Wilson Hackett, ed. and trans., Picardo's Treatise on the 
Limits of Louisiana and Texas (4 vols.; Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1946), IV, pp. ix, 214.
25t,Idem.
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Map 11. French and Anglo-American Plantations of 1844. Compiled from: P. A. Champomler, Statement of
Sugar Made in Louisiana in 1844. (New Orleans: P. A. Champomler 1844).
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26terraces. The soils here are not as well suited for sugarcane
because of the poorer organic composition and hardpan character
of the terraces. Other factors, such as the limited navigability
of streams, the lack of good Recent alluvial floodplain soils, and
distance from the New Orleans market, would have been additional
limiting factors even if the territory had been included in the
Louisiana Purchase. Furthermore, it was not until 1880 that the
regions west of the Teche were effectively settled, and even then
settlement was by midwestem grain farmers who adopted the growing
27of rice— the present dominant cultivation west of the Teche.
The southern extent of effective sugar-plantation settlement 
in the Lafourche, Terrebonne, and Teche areas was restricted by the 
extent of drainable lands. The lands of the lower Lafourche, the 
bayous of Terrebonne Parish and the lower Teche are all characterized 
by a progressive narrowing of natural levees. On the average, the 
lower reaches of these natural levees are but a quarter mile wide, 
or less, as compared to those of the Mississippi and upper Lafourche 
which are nearly three miles wide. Thus at points of extreme levee 
narrowing, sugar cultivation terminated.
In the Teche area below New Iberia, plantation settlement 
was achieved in the first half of the 19th century by incoming Anglo- 
American planters. They were drawn to the area, just as their
26This fact was recognized by Darby in 1806, Louisiana, p. 103.
27Mildred Kelly Ginn, "A History of Rice Production in Louisi­
ana to 1897," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, XXIII (1940), 559-560. 
(Hereinafter referred to as "History of Rice").
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28contemporaries had been to other parts of southern Louisiana.
Because the lands north of New Iberia previously had been settled by
French Acadian and Spanish small-farming groups, plantations were
not as numerous in the past, and consequently are not so today.
The lower Teche and the Bayou Cypremort and Bayou Sale' area, however,
was so sparsely settled by 1812 that open, public, and potentially
plantation lands were taken over by Anglo-American settlers and 
29claimants. Today on the Teche the lower limit of the sugar plan­
tation is at Patterson, but formerly sugar plantations extended to 
Berwick, five miles farther downstream.
Economic factors
Economic factors were also responsible for the development
of the sugar plantation and its specific localization in Louisiana.
When Louisiana became a territory and later a state in the United
States, the sugar industry gained the advantage of a wide and growing
market. Prior to 1803, Louisiana had been under the French and
Spanish regimes. Both colonial powers had their own sugar-producing
areas located elsewhere in Central America and the Caribbean, and
30each had its own markets on the European continent. When acquired 
28E. D. Richardson, "The Teche Country Fifty Years Ago," 
Southern Bivovac, IV (1886), 593.
29American State Papers, III, pp. 119-121.
30Richard Pares, War and Trade in the West Indies 1739-1763 
(London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltd., 1963), pp. 327-328, 506.
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by the United States, however, Louisiana had within its economic
fabric a product, sugarcane, which was to become marketed in the 
31United States. In addition, the market crop was made attractive
by the protection of a revenue duty of 2'iC per pound on brown sugar.
In 1812, the duty was raised to 5? per pound as a war measure,"
but it fell to 3d in 1816. These duty figures constituted a large
part of the selling price because in 1815, for example, sugar sold
for 8%c with a duty of from 3 to 5 cents per pound. Combined with the
fact that sugar prices were high (February 1815 - 8%c per lb.; Decem-
33ber, 1815 - 13c per lb.; May, 1816 - 16c per lb.), the economic
value of sugar thus drew many potential planters into the sugar
industry and into southern Louisiana.
Besides the national market of consumers in the United States,
Louisiana sugar planters had the advantage of the local selling
market of New Orleans. Located near the mouth of the Mississippi
River, 19th-century America's heartland waterway, New Orleans enjoyed
the commercial advantage as the primary outlet for products of the
34Mississippi Valley. So located on the Mississippi River and
Ol
"’■‘'DeBow, "Louisiana and Her Industry," p. 35; Sitterson,
Sugar Country, pp. 188-193.
32Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 744.
33Ibid.; By comparison when sugar was selling at 4%c per lb. 
and cotton at 6c per lb. the profits were considered about equal.
34"Commerce of American Cities: New Orleans," DeBow1s
Review, IV (1847), 391-400; "The Present and Future of New Orleans," 
DeBow1s Review, XIX (1855), 688-693; Sitterson, Sugar Country, 
pp. 169-170, 188-193.
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adjacent to navigable streams such as the bayous Lafourche and Teche, 
the Red River and others, New Orleans was accessible. Thus New 
Orleans was a desirable trading center fostering sugar trade.
Northward expansion of the sugar 
plantation, 1830-1860
Although by 1806 sugar plantations had expanded as far north
as Pointe Coupee, they were, at best, meager secondary enterprises.
Cotton as a primary staple had been cultivated as far south as
St. John-the-Baptist Parish in 1806 and even westward on small farms
35in the Lafourche and Teche region, simply because cotton prices
were good and sugar was still a rather new and developing crop.
Besides, few individuals among the German, Spanish, and Acadian
36small-farmers possessed the necessary capital ($40,000 for a
3750-hand enterprise) for developing the sugar plantation in their 
respective parishes.
The sugar-plantation expansion north of Pointe Coupee to the 
Red River area and the conversion from cotton to sugar for plan­
tations between Donaldsonville and Pointe Coupee came in the 1830's
Darby, Louisiana, p. 78; william 0. Scroggs, "Rural Life 
the Lower Mississippi Valley about 1803," Mississippi Valley Histori­
cal Association, VIII (1914), p. 268.
36An Account of Louisiana, Being an abstract of Documents in 
Offices of the Departments of State and Treasury (Washington, D.C.: 
Duane Printer, 1803), pp. 6-7; Robin, Voyage- to Louisiana, pp. 
114-115.
37Darby, Louisiana, p. 222.
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38and 40’s with the fall of cotton prices. The northernmost sugar 
parishes and lower portion of the cotton region evolved into a 
transition zone where fluctuations in prices could cause one crop 
to advance and the other to retreat. Before 1825, cotton prices 
had remained relatively high;^^ consequently, sugar was held back 
by the "high-price tide" of the cotton crops. Between 1826 and 
1832, however, cotton prices fluctuated to the lower price brackets, 
thus giving way to the slight northward expansion of sugarcane.
Further expansion of sugarcane industry came in the 1840's when
40cotton prices fell from 15c to 5c per pound (1835-1842).
Moreover, to the advantageous expansion of sugarcane, a
41stronger protective tariff was applied to sugar in 1842. Former
cotton plantations converted to sugarcane in the parishes of East
and West Feliciana, Avoyelles, and Rapides. The acceptance of cane
was such that in 1845 more than 60 new sugar plantations emerged in
Louisiana; the majority of which were in these northern margins of 
42sugar production. The agricultural writer, Solon Robinson, in
Og"Extension of the Louisiana Sugar Region," DeBow1s Review,
II (1846), 442; Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 748, 1027.
■^Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 697, 715, 1027.
40 , . ,Ibxd.
^I. Smith Homans and William B. Danna, eds., "Tariffs of the 
United States for 1842, 1846, 1857, and 1861," Hunt's Merchants' 
Magazine and Commercial Review, XLIV (1861), 511.
42P. A. Champomier, Statement of Sugar Made in Louisiana in 1844 
(New Orleans: P. A. Champomier, 1844-1862), 1844, p. 10.
(Hereinafter referred to as Statement of Sugar).
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1848 said of the area:
Short crops and low prices of cotton combined with the fact 
of several planters in the hill lands between Woodville and Bayou 
Sara [Wilkinson County, Mississippi and West Feliciana Parish], 
having been very successful in the cultivation of cane the past 
season or two, is creating considerable excitement about making 
sugar in a region that it would have been considered only a few 
years since, madness to talk about. ^
Although new and converted sugar plantations developed north­
ward, deep into the cotton parishes of Rapides, Avoyelles, even 
Concordia, Catahoula, and East and West Feliciana, in the 1850’s 
the inevitable was to happen— a northern limitation of the expansion.
Sugarcane, a tropical crop, requires 12 to 15 months of 
growing season to reach full maturity. Its moisture requirements 
of 40 to 60 inches of annual precipitation and a dry harvest season 
in the fall are adequately met by Louisiana's climate. Yet, no
44part of the state experiences consistent frost-free conditions. 
Louisiana, at best, provides a growing season of only ten months 
in its southernmost parishes; therefore, even the southern areas 
are marginal for sugar plantations. Consequently the northern limit 
for plantations producing sugarcane for granulated sugar lies not 
far to the north. Exceedingly critical is the first frost and freeze 
which, if too early, can bring devastation to the cane crop. Freezing
Herbert Anthony Kellar, ed., Solon Robinson Pioneer and 
Agriculturalist: Selected Writings (2 vols.; Indianapolis: Indiana
Historical Bureau, 1936), II, 146.
44L. P. Hebert, Culture of Sugarcane for Sugar Production in 
Louisiana, Agriculture Handbook No. 262, Agriculture Research Service, 
U.S. Dept, of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1964), pp. 2-4. (Hereinafter referred to as Culture of 
Sugarcane).
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causes sucrose contents to diminish, even sour, and an unseasonally
warm period after a freeze (a not uncommon occurrence), produces a
sour, almost useless product. Although molasses can be made from
some frost-damaged canes, granulated raw sugar is the product
45desired by the planter."r"'
In the early 19th century, planters had not ascertained the
northern limits for successful sugarcane plantations. Consequently,
some sugar cultivation extended to plantations beyond the critical 
4-6frost limits. The northern expansion of the sugar plantation
ended abruptly in 1856 when a severe early frost devastated the
entire sugar region. Hardest hit were the plantations along the 
47northern fringes. These plantations later reverted to cotton, a 
safer, more conducive crop for the northernly margins of sugar culti­
vation. Today, the northern climatic boundary is fairly well estab­
lished along the 250-day isarithm, although it is more effectively 
delimited by the average first-frost date of November 16 (Map 12).
Another factor important to the northern distribution was 
the nature of soils, particularly in the Red River Valley. In the
vicinity of Buhkie and Meeker, the soils of Recent alluvium are rich,
/. o
fertile, and well drained on natural levee slopes."TU Beyond the
45"T R. E. Coleman, "Studies on Keeping Quality of Sugarcane 
Damaged by Freezing Temperatures During the Harvest Season, 1951-52," 
Sugar Bulletin, XXX, 342-343, 377-380.
46"Extension of the Louisiana Sugar Region," p. 442.
47Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1856.
48Lytle, Soils in Louisiana, pp. 17-18.






Map 12. Northern limits of the Louisiana sugar region as indicated by 
climatic boundaries. Source: G. W. Cry, Freeze Probabilities
in Louisiana, Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1968), p. 12, 15.
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Red River Valley alluvium, other soils have formed on Pleistocene
terraces and Tertiary deposits and thus are not as conducive to the
49drainage which sugarcane requires. Furthermore, the fertr.lity 
level of these soils especially in phosphorus content, are not as
50high as those in the Red River and Mississippi rioodplain alluvium.
Soils, then, contributed to a localized concentration of plantations 
in the Red River Valley.
Eastern expans ion
Very little expansion, dispersal, or otherwise significant 
movement of the sugar plantation went very far east of the Missis­
sippi. In only one small area, in the parishes of East Baton Rouge 
and East and west Feliciana, did the sugat industry expand, and 
even then the movement was short lived. Plantations above Bayou 
Manchac on the east bank of the Mississippi were limited by several 
factors. Primary limitations were poor Pleistocene terrace soils, 
early frosts, an economy long based on cotton, and an early cultural 
separation from southern sugar areas.
Deficient soils constitute one of the more significant and 
continuous limitations in the eas.tern margins of the sugar region.
^ Ibid., pp. 10-14.
"*̂ D. S. Bymside and J. B. Sturgis, Soil Phosphorus and its 
Fractions as Related to Response of Sugar Cane to Fertilizer Phospho­
rus, Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 513 (Baton Rouge: Louis­
iana State University, 1958), pp. 13-16; (Hereinafter referred to as 
Soil Phosphorus); W. J. Peevy and R. H. Brupbacher, "Fertility Status 
of Louisiana Soils: No. 3: Phosphorus," Louisiana Agriculture, V
(1962), No. 4, pp. 12-13. (Hereinafter referred to as "Louisiana 
Soils").
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Pleistocene terrace soils form the primary surfaces where drainage 
is inadequate and oxidation has significantly weakened the soils 
so that fertility levels are not suitable for sugarcane.'*'*'
The crucial isostade of November 16 for the first freeze 
passes southward and across the center of West Feliciana Parish and 
down through the eastern part of East Baton Rouge Parish. This 
climatic limitation places the parishes northeast of that line 
beyond the limits of effective sugar cultivation for expected granu­
lated sugar.
Historically, during Louisiana's experimental period of sugar
cultivation (1750-1795), this eastern area above Bayou Manchac was
52under British and later Anglo-American domination. Furthermore,
53its economy was already successfully based upon cotton. Because 
Anglo settlers were experienced with cotton cultivation, they were 
reluctant to attempt sugar cultivation particularly when cotton 
prices were high. Moreover, when sugarcane cultivation began to 
spread northward after 1812, the new crop was not widely accepted 
because it was anomalous to the area, expensive to process, and a
Ibid.; Lytle, "Soils in Louisiana," pp. 17-18.
s.")'“Judge Carrigan, "Statistical and Historical Sketches or 
Louisiana: Baton Rouge," DeBow's Review, XI (1851), 616; Cecil
Johnson, "The Distribution of Land in British West Florida," 
Louisiana Historical Review, XVI (1933), 539-553.
53Ibid.; Berqum— DuvalIon, Travels in Louisiana and the 
Floridas in the Year 1802, trans. by John Davis (New York: I. Riley
& Co., 1806), p. 166.
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common belief was maintained that sugarcane could not be successfully
54cultivated beyond Bayou Manchac.
With the collapse of cotton prices in the 1840's,^* however,
commercial cane cultivation temporarily extended to the terrace soils
north of Baton Rouge. Here a number of cotton planters attempted the
culture and manufacture of sugar, doing so with a view that sugar
was to be their financial salvation. Some degree of success was
achieved because in 1855 the Feliciana parishes together produced
5610,793 hogsheads of sugar. The years following 1855 were marked 
by damaging frosts, the Civil War, the planters' realization of poor 
soils, and an agricultural reversion to cotton; all of which were 
detrimental to the perpetuation of the sugar industry here.
Technological factors
Technology has been an important factor in the development and 
perpetuation of the sugar plantation and its industry. Of all the 
technological improvements, four elements: cane varieties, sugar
mills, boiling apparatus, and mechanical-harvesting improvements, 
emerge as the most important factors which allowed the perpetuation 
of the sugar industry.
The earliest known sugarcane grown in Louisiana was the Creole 
variety. Its cultivation continued from the time of introduction in
54"Extension of the Louisiana Sugar Region," p. 442.
"^Gray, History of Agriculture, II, 687, 748, 1027.
56One hogshead = 1000 lbs. of sugar; Louisiana's total sugar 
production for that year was 346,635 hogsheads. Champomier, State­
ment of Sugar, 1860, p. 3.
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the 1740’s until the 1830's, but because of its frost and insect-
susceptible soft stalk, Creole cane later declined m  use* Another
58variety, the Otaheite cane, was introduced to Louisiana in 1797
as a companion cane to the Creole, but it also diminished in use as
a result of its susceptibility to frost and failure to annually
59regenerate, or ratoon- Both canes, though soft and easily milled
60by animal-powered grinding apparatus common at the time, thus did
little towards the expansion of sugar plantations because the canes
lacked cold-weather resistance.
The introduction of other more useful varieties of cane came
in 1824. Because of their hard outer rinds, the newly introduced
Purple (Cheribon) and Striped (Ribbon or Striped Preanger) varieties
were significant to the sugar industry because they could be culti-
61vated farther north. The protective rinds were detrimental at
first because they could not be easily milled by animal-powered
equipment. However, the milling problem was overcome in 1825 when
62the steam-powered sugar mill entered Louisiana.
^J. D. B. DeBow, The Southern States (Washington, D.C. and 
New Orleans: J. D. B. DeBow, 1856), pp. 196, 275; Noel Doerr, "The
-  «  .£  4-1 /**•*» „«« . 1  _  + + £  *-1 f t  T —  * ~  1  O
I U C l l l . X L ^  U 1  L . 1 1 C  L i l  C O J . C  V ^ C L I I C  U 1  L.11C C b  L. X l l U l C S  j X l l L C J .  LLCL L.XI/L1CL A.
Journal, XXX (1928), pp. 11-12.
58Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," p. 618.
59See Glossary, p. 399.
60F. S. Earle, Sugar Cane and Its Culture (New York: J.
Wiley 6c Sons, Inc., 1928), pp. 62-63.
61Avequin, "Sugarcane in Louisiana," p. 619.
62DeBow, The Southern States, p. 275.
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Besides being more effective at milling the hard Ribbon and
Purple cane varieties, the steam engine was far faster than the
63cattle- and horse-powered mills. Speed in milling at grinding time
constituted a significant step in stabilizing the industry and its
plantations. Planters could allow the canes to reach a greater
degree of maturation by delaying harvest because they could grind
more quickly with the steam mill.
Refinements and valuable improvements came to the plantation
in the 1840's and 50's when a change from open-kettle boiling to
64sealed vacuum-pan boiling of cane juices began. Plantations with 
vacuum-pan boiling equipment in the sugarhouse could process more 
cane juice, faster, and with better quality control (See Chapter VI). 
This technical improvement not only accelerated milling but also 
contributed to the stability of the industry.
Although most of these improvements occurred during ante­
bellum times, one of the more important recent innovations has been
65the mechanical cane harvester, invented in 1S35. The harvester 
allows for greater speed and efficiency in harvesting the cane crop 
than was formerly achieved with hand labor. With this improvement,
63J. D. B. DeBow, ed., "Sugar, Its Cultivation, Manufacture 
and Commerce," DeBow1s Review, V (1849), 157-159.
64J. P. Benjamin, "Louisiana Sugar," DeBow1s Review, II 
(1946), pp. 334-343; Norbert Rillieux, "Sugarmaking in Louisiana," 
DeBow's Review, V (1848), 285-288, 291-293.
65F. A. Vought, "Windrowing and Harvesting Machines,"
Gilmore's Louisiana Sugar Manual, 1940-1941 (New Orleans:
A. B. Gilmore, 1941), p. IX.
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planters can delay the cane harvest and benefit from the greater
sucrose in the more mature crop.
Except for the Ribboi. and Purple canes (which were replaced in
66the 1920's by mosaic-resistant hybrids imported from Java), steam- 
powered mills, vacuum boiling apparatus, and mechanized harvesters 
continue to operate today as technological elements upon which the 
sugar industry and its plantations vitally depend.
Effects of the Civil War
Although the Civil War dealt the sugar industry a severe
67economic blow, by 1870, the industry was approaching recovery.
The sugar area diminished somewhat in size after 1860, but it did
not shrink to any smaller area than its 1844 pattern of distribution
(Map 13). More importantly, the post-war plantation maintained the
same morphologic character that it had in antebellum times. The
same settlement patterns, identical field patterns, and undoubtedly
many of the same plantation buildings remained on the landscape.
Unlike the Upland cotton plantations where quarter houses were
dispersed when freed slaves and other laborers became sharecroppers 
68and tenants, the compact settlement of the sugar plantation 
66Hebert, Culture of Sugarcane, p. 8.
^Walter Prichard, "The Effects of the Civil War on the 
Louisiana Sugar Industry," Journal of Southern History, V (1939), 
318-332.
68Oscar Zeichner, "The Transition from Slave to Free 
Agricultural Labor in the Southern United States," Agricultural 
History, XIII (1939), 22-32; David C. Barrow, "A Georgia Plantation," 
Scribner's Monthly, XXI (1880-1881), 832-833.
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remained the same in post-war times (Map 20, page 113).
Summary and Conclusions
In the final analysis, Louisiana sugar plantations and their 
distinctive landscapes originated with French-Creole planters in 
the New Orleans vicinity and dispersed northward along the banks 
of the Mississippi River. Incoming Anglo-Americans later stimulated 
a dispersal of sugar plantations into the western bayous of the 
Lafourche, Terrebonne, and Teche regions. By the mid-19th century, 
sugar plantations had expanded up to and beyond the limits of 
successful sugarcane cultivation. Throughout the period of initial 
sugar-plantation origin and dispersal, the routes followed the lines 
of current travel via streams and bayous. Specific sites for plan­
tation location were on the banks of these streams, on the natural- 
levee crests and backs lopes.
The distribution of Louisiana's sugar plantations has been 
influenced by several location factors. Physical factors have 
operated in southern Louisiana perhaps as significantly as any others 
in setting particular distributions and locations of sugar plantations. 
Among the more important factors are: climate— as expressed in the 
first-frost date for the northern extent of sugarcane grown for 
granulated sugar; landforms— which provided natural-levee sites for 
sugar-plantation settlement; waterways— which served as routeways 
in the past for the arrival and dispersal of planters as well as for 
the transport of sugar products; and soils— which differed between 
the more fertile soils of the Mississippi Floodplain and the weaker 
and harder-to-drain Pleistocene terrace soils.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Particularly significant are the historical factors, such as 
the demise of other plantation crops and the introduction of sugar­
cane. Early contacts between the French colony of Louisiana and the 
French West Indies sugar industry resulted in the arrival from the 
French Caribbean of sugar mills, sugar makers, immigrants from 
St. Domingue, dwelling traits, and even the sugarcane plant itself.
Cultural factors were instrumental in the origin, dispersal, 
and distributions of plantations in the area. The initiation of sugar 
plantations near New Orleans followed by a dispersal along both 
banks of the Mississippi were precipitated by French Creoles. 
Anglo-Americans, with their former experience with cotton, carried 
the plantation system based on sugarcane into the western and 
northernmost margins of the sugar region. Peasant farmers, such as 
the Acadians, Germans, and Spaniards, hindered the expansion of 
sugar plantations by their occupation of potential plantation lands, 
and thus influenced incoming planters to seek lands elsewhere.
Political factors also affected the early sugar industry and 
its plantation localization. The Louisiana Purchase opened the 
Louisiana Territory to waves of incoming Anglo-American planters. 
Conversely, territorial boundary disputes hindered land settlement 
and plantation expansion west of the Teche region. The differing 
policies of Louisiana's colonial possessors affected origins and 
dispersals of sugar enterprises. France and Spain discouraged the 
development of sugar and indigo as commercial crops in Louisiana.
Yet, once in the possession of the United States in 1803, Louisiana's
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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budding sugar industry was encouraged by government support. Today 
plantations are politically and economically supported and controlled 
by United States government subsidies, tariffs, and quota systems
69which effectively perpetuate the plantation and its sugar industry.
In addition, economic factors have played a role historically 
in the development of sugar plantations in Louisiana. The initial 
establishment of an American market for Louisiana sugar and protective 
tariffs, although a result of political policies, were basically 
economic factors which encouraged the spread of sugarcane plan­
tations. Also significant was the fluctuation of sugar and cotton 
prices which were partially responsible for dispersing the sugar 
plantation northward into the cotton kingdom.
Perhaps the silent factor of inertia is the real reason that 
sugarcane plantations persist as they do in Louisiana today. With 
all economics and politics aside, inertia has fostered a traditional 
continuation of a plantation landscape and its product unto the 
present time.
Marcel Voorhies and W. M. Grayson, "An Outline of Recent 
Sugar Control Programs and their Effect on the Louisiana Sugar 
Industry," International Society of Sugarcane Technologists 
Proceedings of the Sixth Congress (Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1938), 
pp. 514-523.




Individual plantation settlements within the sugar region 
exhibit the fundamental settlement trait of agglomeration to the 
extent that definite agricultural villages exist. Plantation build­
ings, except the big house, are grouped together. The central feature 
of this compact grouping is the sugarhouse, or its former site, 
surrounded by outbuildings of barns and sheds. Nearby lies the 
quarters— the laborers' village of dwellings. Whether the build­
ings are arranged in a line, a rectangle, or a square, an organized 
pattern of settlement is evident.
Along the natural levees of the Mississippi River, plantation 
settlements are arranged along lines perpendicular to the stream^
(Map 13). In the Bayou Lafourche area and the bayous of Terrebonne 
Parish below Houma, the arrangement of buildings is in a block 
pattern. To the west in the Bayou Teche, Bayou Sale, and Bayou 
Cypremort areas, and to the north in the Red River and Atchafalaya
Note the term linear pattern in this study refers to plan­
tation settlements which lie perpendicular to streams and is not to 
be confused with the linear Marschhufendorf-like settlements of small 
French and Acadian farmers. The latter settlements form 25-30 
mile long strips of continuous settlement which are parallel to 
streams and bayous.
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Map 13. Distribution of plantation settlement pattern types - 1969.
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area, settlements are also in a block pattern but are adjacent to the 
streams. These differences in pattern among Louisiana's sugar 




Along the right bank of the Mississippi River, linear sugar 
plantations appear in an irregular distribution from ten miles north 
of New Roads in Pointe Coupee Parish, to a point 20 miles below New 
Orleans. On the left bank, plantations begin below Bayou Manchac, 
and extend intermittently and in fewer numbers south to LaPlace.
The present plantation arrangement on the Mississippi River is one 
of inequality, with the left bank supporting fewer plantations than 
the right bank (See page 50).
Linear plantations along the Mississippi River are character­
ized by an agglomeration of buildings arranged in a line (Fig.9).
The line is based on a small road which bisects the plantation and 
which lies perpendicular to the Mississippi River. The sugarhouse, 
the operational center of the plantation, is located on this small 
road, often equidistant between the levee crest and backswamp. 
Although this discussion applies to the current pattern, T. B. Thorpe 
in 1853 explained the location of the sugarhouse and outbuilding 
arrangement as being done so " . . .  to divide up as much as possible 
the distance that must be traversed in hauling the wood from the 
'swamps', the cane from the fields, and the crop to the River for
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Fig. 9. Model linear plantation settlement, a compilation of sugar 
plantations along the Mississippi River.
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2shipment.” Other buildings including bams, sheds, and the quarters 
are arranged on both sides of the road between the sugarhouse and the 
river (Figs. 10-11). Quarter houses normally consist of small, 
similar structures facing the central road. Because of this rela­
tionship to the road, th. quarters settlement contributes signif­
icantly to the linear settlement pattern. Outbuildings, sheds and 
some barns, are clustered around the centrally located sugarhouse and 
with it constitute the functional center of the plantation. On plan­
tations without a sugarhouse, the linear pattern of settlement remains 
the same, with houses aligned on the levee end of an outbuilding 
complex. The big house, located near the levee crest, stands con­
spicuously apart from the remainder of the settlement.
The length of the settlement and the number of buildings 
on each linear plantation are variable. The average Mississippi 
River linear plantation extends to 0.3 of a mile in length and 
contains approximately 25 dwellings. The largest plantation settle­
ment, in terms of dwellings, has 50; the smallest has six. Barns 
and sheds usually total less than ten per plantation. Model plan­
tations have one big house and a single sugarhouse; today, however, 
most plantations lack the sugarhouse, as it is more feasible to have 
the cane ground at larger, modern centralized mills.
Historical perspective
Because these present landscape patterns reflect those of the
2T. B. Thorpe, "Sugar and the Sugar Region of Louisiana,"
Harper's New Monthly Magazine, VII (1853), 758.
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f f i m F i i l
Fig. 10. Linear plantations along the left bank of the 
Mississippi River, St. James Parish. Source: 
U.S.D.A. - A.S.C.S.
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past, an historical examination of the linear pattern follows.
Two considerations are important in understanding the nature of the 
present linear plantation settlement: the initial parcelling of
land in accordance with the arpent system of land surveys and the 
early existence of linear plantation settlements.
Landholdings resulting from French and Spanish surveys between 
1700 and 1803 affected the linear-plantation settlement patterns. The 
arpent system of land measurement was utilized first by the French
1 c^* ■?*% o i l  a  W 4  o  c  ̂  p c i  t*vy\ iC l l i u  x  CL t c  J. Ljy u u w  n v —  x  j  u x x  u  J . V  *•*■£> J>
3River, upper Bayou Lafourche, and along other streams in Louisiana.
As initial settlements were focused on the favored frontlands and
levee crests of these streams, frontages were not usually very
wide. Lands in these areas were measured from stream bank to back-
swamp into long, narrow parcels of 3 to 25 arpents de face (in front
width) by 40 arpents depth. In some cases back concessions of
440 additional arpents were granted. The resulting landholdings were 
long, narrow land parcels some of which became the lands of small 
farmers, while others became the properties of planters (Map 14).
Thus it was within this narrow-landholding framework that the linear
3James W. Taylor, "Louisiana Land Survey Systems," South­
western Social Science Quarterly, XXXI (1950-51), 276-281. See 
also John U. Hall, "Louisiana Survey Systems: Their Antecedents,
Distribution, and Characteristics" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, 
Louisiana State University, 1970).
4Dart, "The First Law Regulating Land Grants in French 
Colonial Louisiana," p. 346; "Lands in Louisiana," American State 
Papers, Class III, Public Lands Vol. Ill, pp. 640-641; Taylor, 
"Louisiana Land Survey Systems," pp. 276-278.
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settlement pattern emerged. Although a direct cause and effect 
relationship cannot be proven, it is here suggested that the narrow 
landholdings contributed to the linearity of most plantation settle­
ments located in those areas where the arpent surveys were made.
Although the origin of the linear pattern is not entirely 
known, it has been a characteristic of plantations since the early 
1700's. The following evidence supports the antiquity for linear 
plantation settlements and provides clues to a broader-scale distri­
bution of the pattern.
First, maps of 1737 and 1797 illustrate iong-lot, arpent- 
measured landholdings in Louisiana under the French and Spanish 
regimes (Maps 6 and 14). While the arrangement of buildings is 
not shown, these maps suggest the form or mold into which plantation 
buildings were to be placed. Map 15 of the New Orleans area clearly 
indicates that in 1815 plantation settlements were then marked by a 
linear arrangement of buildings.
Second, extra-regional evidence supports a connection with 
the French West Indies as a source area from which certain plantation 
culture traits diffused to Louisiana. Among those traits, could 
have been the linear-plantation settlement pattern, because a 
linear pattern of settlement on long, narrow landholdings of arpentage 
measure"* was definitely characteristic of early French West Indian
5 / ,Eugene Revert, La Martinique; Etude Geographique (Paris:
Nouvelles Editions Latines, 1949), pp. 247-260; Guy Lasserre,
La Guadeloupe (2 vols.; Bordeaux: Union Frangais d'Impression,
1961), II, 335.
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Map 15. Linear plantations in the New Orleans vicinity in 1815. Source: A. I.acarriere Latour, Map
Shewing the Landing of the British Army, 1815, W.P.A. Map //9 Louisiana. Copy in Louisiana 
Department of Public Works, Baton Rouge.
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plantations. Map 16 illustrates a linear sugar plantation in 
Guadeloupe as described by R. P. Labat, a Jesuit priest who visited
g
the West Indies in the early 18th century. The landholding and the 
pattern of settlement are basically linear, as indicated by the 
quarters or cases. In Martinique, evidence for linear landholdings 
and settlements is revealed in Eugene Revert's study, in which maps 
of the linear settlements of 1671 are displayed.^ Insufficient 
evidence prevents further conclusions for the origin of the linear 
pattern. However, between 1700 and 1763, Louisiana and the French
g
West Indies were in contact, and because the linear settlement 
pattern was common to both French areas, it is perhaps more than 
coincidence that the settlement patterns are nearly identical.
Other evidence of early linear plantation settlements is 
found on the plat map of 1874 (Map 17) and in the descriptions of 
early writers. Howard Russell, an English traveler, described plan­
tation settlement patterns along the Mississippi in 1861 as follows: 
"The sugar plantations are bounded by lines drawn at right angles to 
the banks of the river, and extending :hrough the forest . . . and 
in the vicinity of each are rows of white washed cabins, which are
£
“R. P. Labat, Nouveaux Voyage aux Isles de L'Amerique 
(8 vols.; Paris: G. Cavelier, 1742), III, 416-418; IV, 212-214,
275-477.
7 ' /Revert, La Martinique; Etude Geographique, pp. 247-260.
g
Gayarre', History of Louisiana, II (1903 ed.), 62; Martin, 
History of Louisiana (1882 ed.), p. 263; Robertson, Louisiana 
Under the Rule I, 248, 263, 292; U. B. Phillips, American Negro 
Slavery (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1918), pp. 164-165;
Surrey, Commerce in Louisiana, pp. 161, 367-376.
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Map 16- A linear 18th-century sugar plantation in Guadeloupe, French 
West Indies. After R. P. Labat. See footnote 6.
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Map 17. A linear plantation of 1875. Myrtle Grove Plantation,
Bayou Jacob, Iberville Parish. Source: Iberville Parish 
Courthouse records, plan book #4, page 18.
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the slave quarters." At another plantation on the east bank of the
Mississippi River in St. James Parish, Russell went on to describe:
"Rising up in the midst of the verdure are the white lines of the
negroes cottages and the plantation offices and sugarhouses, which
10look like large public edifices in the distance."
Another writer of the 1850's, Frederick Law Olmstead, observed 
the arrangement of buildings as: " . . .  from a corner of the court
[the mansion yard] a road ran to the sugar-works and the negro 
settlement, which were five or six hundred yards from the house.
This arrangement of the linear settlement had been earlier described 
by C. C. Robin in 1803.
They [Negroes] are housed not far from the master’s house 
in a little house or cabin perhaps a dozen feet square . . . 
on most plantations where the masters take care of things, all 
cabins are aligned and spaced regularly. It looks like a little 
village and is usually called a camp. The master's house at 
some distance apart dominating these humble cabins by its 
greater size and elevation brings to mind feudal times, when 
the haughty chateaux of the seigneurs looked out over the 
miserable huts of the s e r f s .
A closer view of the linear settlement comes from the pen 
of Russell in the vicinity of Ascension Parish (right bank of the 
Mississippi) where he described the plantation settlement as follows:
William Howard Russell, M£ Diary North and South (New 
York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1863), p. 98. (Hereinafter
referred to as M^ Diary).
10Ibid., p. 103.
■^Frederick Law Olmstead, The Cotton Kingdom (New York: 
Manson Brothers, 1861), p. 320.
12Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, p. 237.
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The sugar-house is the capital of the negro quarters, and to 
each of them is attached an enclosure, in which there is a double 
row of single storied wooden cottages divided into two or four 
rooms. An avenue of trees runs down the centre of the negro 
street, and behind each hut are rude poultry hutches. . . . ̂
In conclusion, it was the Creole-French culture group which 
initiated these patterns for plantation settlements in Louisiana.
Proof of this fact, in addition to the above descriptions, are the 
plantation case studies in Chapter IX, especially Cedar Grove and 
Whitney plantations. The former is the best proof of the linear 
settlement's being a French trait, because the plantation was built 
and maintained by French planters until 1939. Another example can 
be found at Whitney, a linear plantation, culturally French by 
virtue of its initial owners and builders. Further evidence can be 
seen by comparing Map 11, which illustrates French and Anglo sugar 
plantations for 1844,^  with Map 13 which indicates the location of 
linear settlements. Although the correlation is not in every case 
one to one, a basic pattern indicates a majority of linear settlements 




In contrast to the linear plantation settlements along the 
Mississippi River, the sugar-plantation settlements along the other
13Russell, My Diary, p. 104.
14A year in which plantations were sufficiently normal or 
average in their distribution and in cultural pattern.
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streams and bayous of southern Louisiana are block-shaped. The block 
arrangement of plantation buildings appears on plantations along 
Bayou Lafourche from Donaldscnville to 15 miles below Thibodaux, near 
Raceland. Block-plantation settlement patterns are also commonly 
found in Terrebonne Parish, along the bayous of Little Bayou Black, 
Bayou du Large, bayous Grand and Petit Caillou, and Bayou Terrebonne. 
In the Teche region, beginning at Breaux Bridge and extending to 
Patterson along both bayous Sale and Cypremort, the sugar plantations 
display block settlement patterns. Settlements with this pattern 
also exist in the northern part of the sugar region along Bayou 
Maringouin, Bayou Grosse Tete, Atchafalaya River and in the Red 
River Valley near Meeker.
The block-patterned settlement is characterized by a nodal 
grouping of buildings (predominately quarter houses) in a square 
or rectangular pattern, with the sugarhouse and outbuildings forming 
the nucleus for the settlement. About 25 buildings located on a grid 
of four to seven small streets form the basis for the pattern. Situ­
ated some distance away from the remainder of the settlement, stands 
the big house, in a position of remoteness which is notably one of 
the more obvious characteristics of the plantation landscape.
Plantations with the block pattern display two slightly 
different locations relative to the streams. Along Bayou Lafourche, 
block-patterned plantations, hereinafter referred to as "nodal- 
block settlements," are located nearer the backswamps, usually one- 
half to one mile from the levee crests. On the other bayous, block 
plantations, termed "bayou-block settlements," are situated directly
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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on the levee crest and in some instances on both crests of the 
stream banks.
Because both block patterns originated with Anglo-American 
planters, a discussion of origin will be made following the bayou- 
block settlement section.
Nodal-block settlements
Plantation settlements along both sides of Bayou Lafourche 
display a compact, nodal-block pattern^ (Fig. 12). They are more 
numerous in the upper portion of the bayou and tend to decrease in 
numbers downstream. The settlements are located on the backlands 
near the lower slopes of natural levees.
In nodal-block plantation settlements, buildings are arranged 
in a grid pattern formed by five to seven streets (Figs. 13-15).
The sugarhouse and its surrounding cluster of sheds constitute the 
nucleus of the settlement. Of the remaining buildings, the quarter 
houses, situated on the grid pattern of streets, complete the block 
pattern. The big house, located nearer the levee crest and about 
one to two miles from the settlement, is set apart from the main 
block complex. A small, centrally placed road connects the remotely 
located settlement with the frontlands and the stream.
The unusual sites (far from the levee crest) for the Lafourche 
nodal-block plantations can be explained by examining the nature of 
the initial settlement. Mississippi natural levees were the chosen
^See the case study— Madewood Plantation, Assumption Parish, 
Louisiana, in Chapter IX, and Figure 7 in Chapter III.


























Fig. 13. Nodal-block plantations. Madewood and Elmfield plantations. 
Assumption Parish. Source: U.S.D.A. - A.S.C.S.
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Fig. 14. Nodal-block plantation. Foley Plantation, 
Assumption Parish.
Fig. 15. Nodal-block plantation. Magnolia Plantation, 
Assumption Parish.
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sites of initial French plantation occupance in the sugar district.
By the latter part of the 18th century, small, French-Acadian farmers
had settled on the Bayou Lafourche levee crests. Thus after 1812
when Anglo-American settlers entered the area, they found land
suitable for plantation agriculture limited to the backlands of the
Lafourche or the narrow levees of the smaller bayous to the south
and west. In some instances Anglo-American planters were able to
purchase frontlands from the petits habitants, but this occurred
so infrequently that plantations were confined primarily to backland 
16sites. As this factor of plantation-site location operated so 
effectively in the 19th century, upper Bayou Lafourche sugar- 
plantation sites and patterns today are vestiges of that past plan­
tation landscape.
Bayou-block settlements
The remaining block-patterned plantations^ dominate the 
Bayou Teche and Terrebonne Parish plantation areas and appear in a 
remnant stage in the northern portions of the sugar region. Unlike 
those of Bayou Lafourche, plantation buildings here are located close 
to levee crests and often directly cn them (Map 18). In some 
instances, levee crests on both banks of the stream are plantation
1 6Barnes F. Lathrop, "The Pugh Plantations 1860-1S65" 
(unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Texas, 1945), 
pp. 457-458; Sitterson, Sugar Country, pp. 23-25.
"^See Chapter IX case studies of Ashland Plantation in 
Terrebonne Parish and Oaklawn Plantation on Bayou Teche in St.
Mary Parish.
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Map 18. A typical bayou-block plantation settlement. Alice C. Plantation, 
Bayou Teche, St. Mary Parish.
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sites with one-half the settlement on each crest.
Bayou-block settlements may have only three or four streets 
for the quarters arranged in a grid, but the block or rectangular 
pattern is evident (Figs. 16-18). Usually located at the center of 
the block, the sugarhouse and outbuilding complex forms a focal 
point for the settlement. The big house, though near or even within 
the settlement, retains a detached appearance by its yard and setting.
Several factors cause this plantation landscape to be different 
from the others. First, the area, one of the last sections in the 
sugar district to be settled, was in its arable portions composed of 
narrow natural levees. Anglo-American planters, finding the Missis­
sippi and upper Lafourche levees already occupied, pushed farther
west and south and finally settled along the narrowing bayous in
18Lafourche, Terrebonne, and St. Mary parishes. Although the 
natural levees were narrow (one-quarter to one mile wide), the 
area provided nearly flood-free conditions. Fortunately, the bayous 
flowing through the sector rarely overtopped their banks, and water 
transportation provided by them was adequate for small craft and 
barge traffic.
Landholdings and surveys are important in the understanding 
of these levee-crest sites. Lands in this area were surveyed after 
1811 according to the General Land Office survey system. Although 
the system, based upon township and range delineations, produced a
18Degalos, "Statement of Sugar," 1828; Champomier, Statement 
of Sugar, 1844, 1850; G. W. Pierce, "Historical and Statistical 
Collections of Louisiana: Terrebonne," DeBow's Review, XI (1851), 606.
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Fig. 16. Bayou-block plantation. Shadyside Plantation, 
Bayou Teche, St. Mary Parish.
Fig. 17. Bayou-block plantation. Louisa Plantation, Bayou 
Cypr.emort, St. Mary Parish. Source: U.S.D.A.- 
A.S.C.S.
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Fig. 18. Bayou-block plantation. Mulberry Plantation, Bayou du 
Large, Terrebonne Parish. Source: U.S.D.A. - A.S.C.S.
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grid pattern of landholdings elsewhere in Louisiana (the southwest
Louisiana prairies), it was made to conform somewhat to the prior
French long-lot patterns for the southern Mississippi River Flood- 
19plain. In such cases, all public lands between the Mississippi,
the Atchafalaya River, and Bayou Teche were to be meandered, measured
20in accordance to the stream-bank locations (Map 19).
In most instances, particularly on the smaller bayous,
landholdings were established on both banks of the stream in a
rectangular pattern. Planters with this type of holding often built
plantation settlements close to the stream which ran through the
center of the plantation. The sugarhouse and outbuildings, in
addition to being advantageously located on the bayou for transporta-
21tion, were thus situated equidistant from the fields.
Some plantation land tracts, however, were located on a single 
levee rather than on both sides of the stream. These sites were 
situated on the larger streams, such as along Bayou Teche and the 
Atchafalaya River. The block pattern and site remained the same; only 
the location on one levee crest made this one different.
Landholdings were wider in these newly surveyed areas. In
1 A  1. ̂American State Papers, Public Lands Vol. I, 587; Vol. V,
439-440.
20Clarence E. Carter, ed., "Orleans Territory 1803-1812," 
Territorial Papers of the United States, Vol. IX, 1940, pp. 461-462; 
Ellen B. Moore, ed., General Instructions to U.S. Deputy Surveyors 
(Baton Rouge: State Land Office), p. 106.
21For evidence of these locations see Ashland and Oaklawn 
Plantations, Chapter IX pages 331-372.












Map 19. Comparative landholding types resulting from French-Spanish 
and U.S. Government Surveys. Source: Surveyor General,
Surveyor's Township Plat T15S. R16E 1829, Louisiana State 
Land Office, Baton Rouge.
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some areas, particularly those on the smaller bayous, frontages were
obtained which measured 35 to 60 arpents front by the usual 40 arpents
depth. On the narrow levees of the Terrebonne Parish bayous and the
lower Teche, Anglo-American planters were able to obtain wider, larger
22parcels of land because lands were cheap ($6.00 per acre ) and 
because wider parcels were necessary in this region of limited arable 
land. Because of the wider frontages, plantation landholdings and 
settlement patterns in this area differed from the other block- and 
linear-plantation areas by having large, wide land units extending 
from backswamp to backswamp, and by buildings clustered immediately 
on the levee crests of streams.
Historical correlation
The origins of sugar plantations for both bayou- and 
nodal-block patterns trace to the initial Anglo-American planters. 
Historical map evidence indicates that block settlements locationally 
coincide with areas of Anglo-planter domination. By comparing Map 11 
of 1844 with Map 13 of sugar-plantation sectlement patterns of today, 
the correlation is obvious. Anglo-Americans settled near the 
extremities of southern Louisiana's rivers and bayous, in the back- 
lands of the upper Lafourche, in the upper reaches of Bayou Maringouin, 
Bayou Grosse Tete, the Atchafalaya River, and in the Red River Valley. 
Because the block arrangement suggests Anglo-American origins, evi­
dence of block-plantation settlements found elsewhere in the Upland
22Terrebonne Parish, Houma, Louisiana, Conveyance Records,
Book D, November 25, 1828, p. 427.
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and Tidewater South is here discussed.
In much of the 18th- and 19th-century American South, planta­
tion landscapes were constructed by Scotch-Irish and English culture 
groups (i.e. Anglo-Americans). Earliest plantation landscapes were 
those of the English-settled Tidewater region of the Atlantic Sea­
board. In lowland Virginia and Maryland, called the upper Tidewater,
initial plantations based on tobacco were built by English settlers
23and their descendants between 1620 and 1795. These plantations 
had quarters arranged in block settlement patterns. Unlike the 
plantations elsewhere in the South, the Virginia plantation settle­
ments each had a multiplicity of quarters units each consisting
of from 4 to 15 houses and located at various points on the proper- 
24ties. For example, Gambrel's Hundred, an estate on the James
2River, had in 1736 six separate compact quarters for slave laborers.
John Fiske's brief description— "The cabins for slaves present the
appearance of a hamlet."— sums up the statement that quarters on the
Virginia plantations were clustered as compact units on the land- 
26scape.
Gray, History of Agriculture, pp. 317-322, 606; Phillips,
Life and Labor, pp. 218-251.
24Louis Morton, Robert Carter of Nomini Hall (Williamsburg: 
Colonial Williamsburg Incorporated, 1941), p. 109, Appendix Table 7; 
"Carter Papers," Virginia Magazine of History and Biograohy, TV (1898), 
267, VII (1899), 64-68.
25Clifford Dowdey, Gambrel1s Hundred (Boston: Little, Brown,
1939), Frontispiece.
26John Fiske, Old Virginia and Her Neighbors (2 vols.;
Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1902), II, 256.
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Farther down the Atlantic Coast in the lower Tidewater region 
of the Carolinas and Georgia, English Tidewater planters predominantly 
produced rice, indigo, sea island cotton, and a small amount of sugar­
cane on plantations characterized by blocky, compact settlements. An 
example was Hampton Plantation, located 40 miles northeast of Charles­
ton, South Carolina, which in 1705 had a square settlement pattern 
consisting of a mansion, outbuildings, and quarter houses all arranged
in a tight, compact block. In Tidewater Georgia, in the Altamaha
28 29River area, as well as northward near Savannah, again numerous
block settlements appeared in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
Remnant c?ock patterns of some of these former Georgia plantations
remain on the landscape, as evidenced by topographic maps.
Despite the Anglo influx from portions of Tidewater America, 
it is far more important to consider the 19th-century Anglo- 
Americans and their plantation settlements of the Upland South. This 
area, besides being characterized by Scotch-Irish settlers and cotton 
plantations, contributed more Anglo-American plantation elements 
to Louisiana than did the Tidewater region.
27Map of 1705 surveyed by Joseph Purcell in the frontispiece 
of Archibald Rutledge's, Home by the River (Indianapolis: Bobbs
w     : i 1 r « 1 QA 1 ^
JL X  J . i .  \s\jiupCLLLy  5 •
28Map of Hopeton Plantation, 1821, m  the James Hamilton Couper 
Plantation Records 1818-1854 in the University of North Carolina 
Library at Chapel Hill; also found in Prunty, "Renaissance of the 
Plantation," p. 464.
29Map entitled "Sketch of the Northern Frontiers of Georgia" 
by Archibald Campbell, 1780, in Ellis M. Coulter's Wormsloe: Two
Centuries of a Georgia Family (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1955), p. 21.
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Correlative evidence between block settlement patterns in
both southern Louisiana and the Upland South reveals some interesting
relationships. The Barrow Plantation in Georgia is perhaps the best,
readily available, visual example of the block pattern of buildings
30on an Upland plantation (Map 20). Compared with those examples of
southern Louisiana, there is neither mistaking the block pattern nor
the Anglo identity.
Descriptions of 19th-century Upland plantations provide
additional proof that the block settlement pattern is an Anglo-
American characteristic. Solon Robinson in his travels through
Mississippi wrote of a cotton plantation near Natchez, in which the
compact Negro quarters looked " . . .  like a neat New England 
31village." Another Upland-Anglo plantation was Log Hall, Hinds
County, Mississippi, which was described as follows:
A few hundred yards to the east of his dwelling, across a 
valley, was the house of the overseer. Behind this were the 
homes of the slaves. About three to four hundred yards north of 
the Log Hall dwelling were numerous barns, sheds and enclosures 
for his produce and livestock. A gin stood about the same 
distance to the southwest of his h o m e .
Descriptions of Isaac Franklin's plantations in Tennessee
and in Louisiana also illustrate block-pattern settlements.
Franklin's Tennessee cotton plantation, Fairvue, located near Nash-
30Barrow, "A Georgia Plantation," pp. 832-833.
31Kellar, Solon Robinson, I, 487.
32Franklin L. Riley, "Diary of a Mississippi Planter,
January 1, 1840 to April 1863," Publications of the Mississippi 
Historical Society, X, 305-306.
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T H E  B A R R O W  P L A N T A T I O N
AN UPLAND A N G L O - A M E R IC A N  P L A N T A T I O N
860
c o t t o n  g i n
, •  M A N S IO N
88
C O T T O N  G IN
M A N S IO N
AFTER D.C. B A R R O W
Map 20. An Upland Anglo-American plantation settlement -
The Barrow Plantation - Oglethorpe County, Georgia, 
1860-1881. Source: David C. 3arrow, "A Georgia 
Plantation," Scribner's Monthly, XXI, 1881, pages 
832-833.
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ville, displayed a settlement complex which consisted of: a two-
story brick main house with its yard and setting plus separate 
kitchen and smokehouse in one part, and in another portion of the 
settlement "The slave quarter consisted of fifteen or twenty sub­
stantial double brick houses laid off on the plan of a town, with
33the overseer's house in the center." His six Louisiana plantations
34in West Feliciana Parish at Angola were not much different.
Instructions, given to his executors in 1841 for the expansion of the
plantations, reveal the nature of the settlements and their quarters.
To be built were ” . . .  three additional Negro quarters or sets or
clusters of houses in the same style and plan as those on my other
35plantations. ..."
The pattern of agglomeration was an almost universal character­
istic of antebellum plantations in each of the plantation areas of 
the South— the Tidewater, the Upland Scotch-Irish cotton region, and 
lowland French Louisiana. However, after the Civil War, as other 
investigators certify, plantations in the Upland South particularly 
experienced a dispersal of buildings, especially among the quarter 
houses. Because sharecroppers and tenant laborers instead of slaves
33 1 U a I m o c  C  T e o p f l  -«■»>• C  1 o^rc T r a / ^ o i *  an/1C U U C X l  O  a. ^  v w  -w
Planter (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1938),
pp. 96-98. (Hereinafter referred to as Isaac Franklin).
34Ibid., pp. 100, 102-107.
35Ibid., p. 107.
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worked the Upland plantations, dwellings were dispersed and scattered
among the cotton fields. Thus at present in the Upland South and also,
but to a lesser extent, in portions of the Tidewater, present
patterns no longer effectively display the agglomerate na tZUlTc SO
36common to the antebellum South.
Louisiana's sugar plantations, however, were different.
Because sugarcane required gang labor rather than the single laborer 
plus cotton patch, quarters' settlements remained agglomerated in 
linear (French) and block (Anglo) settlement clusters, as still 
evidenced today on Louisiana's sugar-plantation landscape.
In conclusion, four fundamental statements concerning the 
origin and historical correlations of the block pattern can be made.
In Louisiana the plantations with block-shaped settlement patterns 
were found in areas largely settled by Anglo-American planters.
Similar block settlements were characteristic of Anglo-American 
plantations in the Upland and Tidewater South. Proof of the Anglo- 
American origin of Louisiana's block-patterned sugar-plantation 
settlements is revealed by three case studies in Chapter IX:
Madewood, established in 1825 by Thomas Pugh; Ashland, established 
by 1832 by James Cage, and Oaklawn, built in 1827 by .Alexander Porter. 
And finally, because block plantations were buxlt cy
^Barrow, "A Georgia Plantation," p. 833; Prunty, "The Renais­
sance of the Southern Plantation," pp. 466-482. T. J. Woofter, Jr., 
et. al., Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton Plantation, Research 
Monograph V, Works Progress Administration (Washington, D.C.: Govern­
ment Printing Office, 1936).
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American planters in the 19th century, these patterns today in the 
sugar-plantation landscape are identifying keys to both past land­
scapes and to the culture groups who built them.
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CHAPTER V
THE PLANTATION MANSION 
Introduction
Of all the features that constitute a plantation, one that 
has been most written about and least understood from a cultural, 
settlement viewpoint has been the plantation mansion, or so-called 
"big house."'*' This building, the residence of the plantation owner 
or his manager, is easily discerned by its pretentious size, distance 
from the remainder of the settlement, and the usual grove of oak 
trees or other yard plants surrounding it.
Although the architecture of the plantation big house can be 
distinguished through various means, the most important is the con­
sideration of the ethnic and folk traditions of the initial owners. 
Architectural periods, styles, trends, and decorations are not to 
be ignored; however, they often add little to the interpretation of 
the big-house type.
In keeping with cultural tradition as a basis for typology, 
the terms "Creole plantation house" (referring to houses built by
^William D. Overdyke, Louisiana Plantation Homes (New York: 
Architectural Book Publishing Company, 1965); William P. Spratling 
and Natalie Scott, Old Plantation Houses of Louisiana (New York: 
William Helburn, 1927); G. S. Thomas, "Plantation Houses in Seven 
Parishes Along the Mississippi River" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Louisiana State University, 1939).
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French planters) and "Anglo plantation house" (referring to Anglo- 
American planters' houses) will be used.
Misnomers in plantation architectural terminology have been 
used repeatedly in reference to the plantation mansion. The term 
"Southern colonial" is of little use in designating the plantation 
mansion as a dwelling type because the house is neither universally 
Southern in the folk-house tradition, nor is it entirely colonial in 
the temporal sense. Most extant plantation houses were not built
2until after 1800, which in Louisiana is after the colonial period.
"Antebellum" only dates the houses of the period 1795-1860 before
the Civil War. The term "Georgian" should be used primarily to
3designate an architectural style and decoration introduced to the 
South by Anglo planters and hired architects after 1825, but not to 
fully indicate folk-architectural types. Georgian style, character­
ised by symmetrical order, such as four rooms to a floor, central 
halls, paired chimneys, paired wings, etc., began in the American
colonies between 1700 and 1775, but nothing truly Georgian came to
4southern Louisiana's landscape until 1825-1860. The style terms
"Greek Revival" and "Classic" characterize only the fagade and
5
pillars of certain mansions, but not folk-dwelling types."'
2J. Frazer Smith, White Pillars (New York: William Helburn,
1941), p. 214.
3Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. x, 2-5.
4Smith, White Pillars, p. 241.
^Ibid.; Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1944), pp. xv-xvii.
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Site and Setting 
In the riparian landscape of the Lower Mississippi Valley, 
the higher lands offered by natural-levee crests have often been the 
chosen sites for plantation mansions. These higher portions of the 
landscape were favored in the past because they offered a commanding 
view of the river, cool breezes, and close proximity to the planta­
tion landing.
The usual big house, located at a point 200 yards to two 
miles from the agglomerated plantation settlement, is a conspicuous 
feature surrounded by a grove of oak trees, magnolias, mulberry 
trees, crepe myrtle, and numerous other yard plants (Fig. 19). During 
the 1800's, some plantation mansions were surrounded with botanical 
gardens containing a multitude of imported tropical and subtropical 
plants, as in the case of Valcour Aime's Petit Versailles in St. James 
Parish.^ Other mansion sites are characterized by long avenues of 
oaks leading to the houses from the river, such as is found at Oak 
Alley Plantation, St. James Parish (Fig. 20). Today, as in the past, 
the plantation mansion so situated comprises a botanical, social, 




The term "Creole," a word of a variety of uncertain meanings,
Valcour Aime, The Plantation Diary of the Late Valcour Aime 
(New Orleans: Clark and Hofeline Printers, 1878); Russell, My Diary,
p. 99.
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Fig. 19. Plantation mansion site. Pellico Plantation, 
Iberville, Parish.
Fig. 20. Plantation mansion site. Oak Alley, formerly 
Bon Secours Plantation, St. James Parish.
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has been widely used in identifying many cultural aspects of southern 
Louisiana and of portions of the Caribbean. As derived from the 
Spanish word criollo, the term means native to the locality.^ In the 
past, "Creole" was used in Louisiana and the West Indies to identify 
persons born in the New World of European parentage. Today it 
applies to the folk-cultural element in Louisiana that claims French 
ancestry and to such culture traits as foods and cooking, family 
names, and certain dwellings in southern Louisiana.
Of importance to this investigation of plantation morphology 
is the Creole plantation house. Southern Louisiana's Creole plan­
tation homes are characterized by the following observable traits: 
two or more rooms in a row, a gallery across the front (sometimes in 
back or on all four sides), one and one-half to two stories high, 
exterior stairs, simple fagade, steep roof (usually a hip roof), small 
posts supporting the gallery, long French shutters on all sides of 
the house, rooms opening directly onto the gallery, and central 
chimney(s). The dwelling ranges in size from 60 to 90 feet long 
by 35 to 45 feet wide and is usually in a "raised" position (Figs. 
21-24).
This "raised" trait originated with the necessity of building 
a single-story house on two- to four-foot high brick or cypress 
foundation pillars in order to raise the house above the threat of
Ŵebster's Third New International Dictionary (Springfield, 
Mass.: G & C Merriam Co., 1966), p. 534.
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Fig. 21. Creole plantation mansion. The Hermitage 
Plantation, Ascension Parish.
Fig. 22. Creole plantation mansion; note connecting 
outside stairs on the gallery. Glendale 
Plantation, St. Charles Parish.
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Fig. 23. Creole plantation mansion with sideward-facing 
gables. Malarcher Plantation, St. James Parish.
Fig. 24. Creole plantation mansion with hip roof. Keller 
Plantation, St. Charles Parish.
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g
floodwaters. The underside of the structure was sometimes bricked
in, thereby providing a storage area for tools, equipment, etc.
However, on Creole dwellings the height of the space between the
floor of the house and ground level was increased from one-half to
one full story to provide greater protection from floods and to
increase the utility of this area for storage. Among the lesser 
9Creole houses, this ground floor remained as a storage area for 
implements and provisions. With the larger plantation dwellings, 
the ground floor not only served the function of storage for the 
wine room or kitchen, but in some cases it included a dining room 
or ballroom.
A distinguishing trait in the "raised," Creole plantation 
house is the difference in building materials for the two floors.
The ground floor, built of brick, results from a former usage as 
the underpinning for the dwelling. As southern Louisiana lacked 
building stone, brick came to be a common non-wood supporting building 
material. The upper floor was constructed of half-timbering with 
either brick nogging (briquete' entre poteaux) or mud tempered with 
Spanish moss (bousillage) in the earlier Creole plantation houses 
(Fig. 25). Among some of the later Creole mansions, built after
Laura L. Porteus, trans., "Inventory of DeVaugine's Plan­
tation in the Attakapas on Bayou Teche, 1773," Louisiana Historical 
Quarterly, Vol. IX (1926), 570; Morrison, Early American Architecture, 
p. 259.
9The traditional houses of some petits habitants and the basis 
for larger Creole plantation dwellings.
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Fig. 25. Detail of brickwork on the ground floor and 
timbered construction on the second floor. 
Hermitage mansion, Ascension Parish.
half-
The
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1800, all-cypress wood construction for the second floor came into 
10use.
Floor plans
One of the more significant traits that distinguish the Creole 
plantation structure is the floor plan and its relation to the 
gallery (Fig. 26). The arrangement of rooms is in a row from two to 
six rooms long and one to two rooms deep with all front rooms opening 
onto a gallery. Because all front rooms open onto the gallery, this 
outside gallery serves the same function as a hall for the connection 
of rooms and as a passage from one room to another on the front.
In addition, alignments of doors for paralleling rooms are so posi­
tioned to allow for through ventilation. The front rooms of the 
dwellings function as a parlor and bedrooms. The back rooms serve 
as dressing rooms, pantries, kitchen, and additional bedrooms.
The fagade
The Creole house displays a simple fagade characterized by
the gallery, front doors, stairs, and windows (Figs. 27-28). With
the Creole house, the gallery is an inherent feature built-in
11and incorporated into the roof line. As an extension of the roof, 
the front gallery forms an overhang which produces the basis for a 
front porch. On "raised" dwellings there are double galleries— the
^Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," p. 114.
^See Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 257-260.
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Fig. 26. Floor plans of Creole plantation mansions.
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Fig. 27. Facade of the St. Joseph Plantation mansion, 
St. James Parish. Note: hip roof, multiple 
front doors, gallery, and raised position.
Fig. 28. The gallery and exterior stairs of the Keller 
Plantation mansion, St. Charles Parish.
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12original roof gallery and the second-story porch floor.
The Creole house characteristically displays front doors 
leading to each of the front rooms, thus indicating the floor plan 
for the front portion of the dwelling. Additionally, the fagade 
displays long French windows, extending from floor to ceiling, which 
are often incorporated into the front doors and are usually bordered 
by green louvered shutters.
As there are no interior stair wells or halls, the main stairs
of the Creole plantation are built outside. On a single-story
Creole, stairs to the attic lead up from the front porch into the
gallery overhang. On the "raised," or two-story dwelling, a single
flight of stairs leads from the ground directly to the second-floor
gallery forming the ordinary front steps. A different location for
13the stairs is at one corner of the gallery. Screened by a lattice, 
the stairs here form a two-flight set of connecting stairs from the 
ground floor to the second floor (Fig. 28).
Large pillars are not a dominant feature of the Creole big 
house; a dual set of columns of two different diameters forms the 
usual pillars' arrangement on the "raised" dwelling. At the ground- 
floor level, circular, plastered brick columns support the gallery 
up to the second-floor balcony. From the balcony to the roof, the 
second set, consisting of small wooden columnettes, support the 
overhanging gallery.
^ Ibid., pp. 263-265.
13The location of the stairs in this case may be at any corner 
of the gallery along the front of the house or in the back.
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Roof
The roof feature is characterized by one of two forms. One
is the steep-sloping roof with sideward-facing gables. Another roof
style is the hip roof, a type characterized by sloping on all four
14sides of the dwelling (Figs. 21, 22, 23, 27-29). The hip roof 
is a dominating trait among West Indian house types and is thought 
to have European origins in the English Channel area.^
Although the hip roof is best associated with the Creole 
planter culture, it cannot be considered exclusively French because 
the trait has experienced architectural identity among English (Anglo) 
plantation houses in parts of the Tidewater region, in the former 
British West Indies, and as a borrowed and introduced feature on a 
few Anglo dwellings in southern Louisiana. Although some larger 
Anglo plantation dwellings display the hip roof, the feature is less 
distinctive, being shallow in roof pitch, and represents intro­
duction from the Eastern Seaboard by professional architects.
Materials used in roof construction have varied widely. The 
original plantation roofs were covered with hand-riven (split) 
cypress shakes. The shakes were produced by riving with a froe 
(wedge) and mallet, thin wedge-shaped slabs of wood one-half to one 
inch thick, six to eight inches wide, and as much as two to three 
feet long. Later, slate roofing was utilized on some dwellings,
14Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 258, 260.
^Edwin Doran, Jr., "The West Indian Hip-Roof Cottage," 
California Geographer, Vol. Ill (1962), 97.
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particularly after the Civil War.16 Since the first quarter of the 
20th century, galvanized corrugated sheeting has become a common 
roofing material.
A final feature of the roof is the dormer window. If the 
attic portion of the house is used as a functional living area, 
dormer windows are utilized for light and ventilation; however, 
on some houses, dormer windows are used only for decoration.
Diagnostic dwelling traits of the 
Creole plantation mansion
Among these features, previously described, certain diagnostic 
traits can be used to distinguish the Creole plantation dwelling from 
Anglo plantation mansions. On the Creole mansion: (1) chimney(s)
are always located on the inside walls and particularly at the center 
of the roof line; they are never placed on the exterior gabled ends 
of the house; (2) all front rooms have doors which open onto the 
gallery so that multiple front doors characterize the front of the 
structure; (3) internally, the floor plan may be several rooms 
long and from one to three rooms deep, and it distinctly lacks a 
central hallway inside; (4) all stairs are located on the exterior, 
never inside; (5) the hip roof, gallery, and raised one and one-half 
to two-story height features, though occasionally found on some Anglo 
plantation houses, are inherently French traits on the southern 
Louisiana Creole plantation mansion.
16See page 264 Armant Plantation; Hamlin, Greek Revival 
Architecture in America, p. 214.
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If considered individually, the above traits would not 
provide the necessary index for determining the house type, but 
considered as a complex, they constitute significant keys to the 
cultural identity of the Creole plantation mansion.
Pigeonnier and gargonniere
The other features found in association with some Creole 
big houses are the pigeonnier and the gargonniere. Although separated 
from the big house, these structures are located within the yard site 
of the main dwelling.
The pigeonniers, formerly used as roosts for pigeons, are 
usually found in pairs decorating the entrance to the Creole mansion^ 
(Fig. 29). Their form is that of a turret ten to twenty feet tall, 
six to eight feet in diameter, and sometimes octagonal in shape with 
a conical roof. They are usually constructed of brick for the lower 
half and of wood for the upper half, although some may be entirely of 
brick.
Gargonnieres are found only on some of the larger Creole plan­
tations. The gargonniere is a small cottage located behind or flank­
ing the main house. The structure formerly functioned as a dwelling 
for the planter's sons, but its more common usage during the 19th 
century was to accommodate travelers or wayfarers on overnight
Journal, 1826-1847, Louis A. Bringier Collection, Louisiana 
State University, Archives, p. 6; Morrison, Early American Architec­
ture, p. 264.
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Fig. 29. Pigeonnier at Whitney Plantation, St. John-the-Baptist 
Parish.
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stays. The gargonniere, though patterned after the main floor of 
the big house, usually was much smaller, measuring about 30 feet by 
20 feet. During the 19th century, gargonnieres, as well as pigeon- 
niers, were optional, often decorative, features on plantations and 
were associated with only a few of the larger Creole plantations.
Materials and construction methods 
of the Creole plantation mansion
Two construction methods and a variety of materials were used
in the basic construction of the Creole big house: colombage, or
half-timbering, of the 18th and early 19th centuries and all-wood
19construction used in the 19th century. The technique of half­
timbering construction began with the building of the carreT, or frame. 
Cypress wood timbers from the backswamp were sawn and hewn into pre­
determined sizes at the site of cutting (the cypriere). The heavy 
timbers were hewn, numbered, and brought to the construction site
where they were mortised, tenoned and pegged together to form the 
20carre. Wooden pegs, instead of nails, were used to join the frame. 
The carre was the heavy-timbered part that was to be filled later.
The roof framing and galleries were built of lighter frame and not of 
the heavier-timbered carre construction.
18"^Russell, M^ Diary, p. 98.
19See Chapter II, pages 34-39 for a comparison with 18th- 
century building methods of concessions and pre-sugar plantations.
20Le Page Du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiane, p. 217.
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21Filling the carre’'with brick or mud nogging (bousillage) was
the next operation. Both materials were used in the construction of
Creole-planter dwellings, and in some instances the two types of
materials were found in the same house. When brick nogging (briquete'
entre poteaux) was used, nothing else was needed to support or
strengthen the nogging (Figs. 30-31). However, with mud nogging, a
tempering of Spanish moss, shells, or lime was necessary to stiffen
the mud. In addition, small rods (barreaux) were placed between the
22heavy-timbered studs and braces to hold the mud nogging in place 
(Figs. 32-33).
Once the spaces between the timbers of the carre' were filled, 
the mud was smoothed, allowed to harden, and then whitewashed. Ex­
posed walls on the gables and rear were weatherboarded and usually
painted white. Originally the front wall, protected by the gallery
23overhang, was not covered, only whitewashed. Somewhat later this 
wall, too, was weatherboarded and painted.
Half-timbering construction for Creole big houses was aban­
doned by some builders as early as 1800 to be replaced by all-wood
construction. Not until 1880, did the petit habitant completely
2£abandon his half-timbering construction, and it is conceivable
“ W.P.A., Louisiana, p. 686; Morrison, Early American 
Architecture, pp. 256-257.
22Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," pp. 99-100.
23Ibid., p. 101; W.P.A., Louisiana, opposite page 637.
24Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," p. 114.
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Fig. 30. Creole dwelling with brick nogging (briquete' 
entre poteaux). Ascension Parish.
Fig. 31. Detail of half-timbered construction with 
brick nogging.
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Fig. 32. Creole dwelling with mud-and-moss nogging
(bousillage) in a half-timbered construction. 
Landeche Plantation, St. Charles Parish.
Fig. 33. Detail of bousillage (mud-and-moss nogging). 
Note the small support rods (barreaux). 
Landeche Plantation, St. Charles Parish.
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that some plantation houses were half-timbered perhaps as late as 
1840. With the introduction of all-wood construction for the Creole 
mansion, all exterior walls were board finished; frames remained 
heavily timbered, and mud and brick filling was discarded. For the 
const2r«jctiiLoxi of wslls Icttzli ciTiĉ p Icis tlis common
materials.
Origins of the Creole big house
Antecedents of the Creole plantation mansion originate with the 
basic double-room Creole dwelling (Fig. 34). Although the fundamental 
two-room Creole is the progenitor of larger Creole mansions, it is 
not— because of its meager size— considered to be a plantation big 
house p6ir se. Howe vex? 7 there are traits inherent in the smaller 
structure which are common to the larger mansions. The basic two- 
room Creole dwelling is characterized by its central chimney, double 
front doors, sideward-facing gables, and a front gallery incorporated 
into the roof design (Fig. 35). From this more characteristic struc­
ture, all other forms were established by simply adding additional 
room units, particularly to the sides to form three- or four-room 
Creole houses, one room deep. In some instances, additional rooms 
were added to the rear of the dwelling. As indicated by the floor 
plans, the evolution of the Creole plantation house from the typical 
two-room Creole through to the various plantation-mansion plans, well 
illustrates the continued characteristic of each front room opening 
onto the gallery. The front gallery also forms a continuum from the 
simplest Creole to the largest multi-room plantation big house. Some
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Fig, 34. Evolution of the Creole dwelling as indicated by floor plans. After J. Frazer Smith. White 
Pillars and William B. Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession."
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Fig. 35. A basic double-unit Creole house, the progenitor 
of the Creole plantation mansion. St. John-the- 
Baptist Parish.
John-the-Baptist Parish.
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mansions also maintained the sideward-facing gable with straight roof 
as found on the antecedent Creole house.
The antecedent Creole house blossomed into the Creole planta­
tion mansion by the addition of such traits as the hip roof, "raised" 
position with bricked ground floor, additional rooms to the sides and 
rear, green-shuttered French windows, and the exterior entirely weath­
erboarded and painted white (Fig. 36). These houses, however, regard­
less of their size or number of rooms, remain basically Creole dwell­
ings— built by French farmers and planters alike.
There are many examples of Creole plantation mansions as 
exemplified by the photographic evidence herein. Among the more 
notable examples are such structures or partial structures as: the
Landeche house and Keller Plantation house in St. Charles Parish; 
Whitney in St. John-the-Baptist Parish built between 1800 and 1820 by 
Jean Jacques Haydel (See Chapter IX); Armant built in 1795 by Jean 
Baptist Armant (See Chapter IX) and St. Joseph in St. James Parish. 
Unfortunately, the Landeche and Armant structures have been destroyed; 
however, photographs reveal techniques of the half-timbering construc­
tion (colombage) used in Creole plantation mansions (Figs. 33, 112- 
n  -n
Acccuntis jjy p p 2nd t grj 0XTtsts3(i prwS6<?ti
con£smpQ2T3,2ry X9£li~csntu2ry dcsc2ri.pti.0ns of tlic C2rooXo~pl.3-nteit2.on lions0 
types. Olmstead in 1860, describing a sugar plantation just north of 
New Orleans on the right bank of the Mississippi, had these observa­
tions to offer.
Fronting upon the river, and but six or eight rods from the 
public road which everywhere runs close along the shore inside
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the levee, was the mansion of the proprietor: an old Creole
house, the lower story of brick and the second of wood, with a 
broad gallery, shaded by the extended roof, running all around it 
the roof steep, and shedding water on four sides, [hip roof] with 
ornaments of turned wood where lines met, and broken by several 
small dormer windows. The gallery was supported by round brick 
columns, and arches. The parlours, library, and sleeping rooms 
of the white family were all on the second floor. Between the 
house and the street was a yard, planted formally with orange- 
trees and other evergreens. A little to one side of the house 
stood a large two-story, square dove-cot[e], which is a universal 
appendage of a sugar-planter's house.25
Robin's account, of 1803, provides excellent descriptions of 
che dwelling traits and especially construction materials and tech­
niques of the Creole dwelling.
Some of the houses are of brick with columns, but the usual 
construction is of timber with the interstices filled with earth, 
the whole plastered over with lime. These houses have ordinarily 
only two or three large rooms, but the heat of the climate makes 
^sllsriss around T*ousss a nscsssi.ty. A H  of tliam liava 0x103 
some around all four sides of the house, others on two sides only 
and, rarely, on only one side. These galleries are formed by a 
prolongation of the roof beyond the walls, but the prolongation 
forms a break in the angle of the plane of the roof so that the
gallery roof rises instead of falling.
The roofs of the houses are covered with bark, with pieux 
(a sort of plank) or with shingles. . . . Houses are built either 
on the ground or elevated on blocks. ^
These 19th-century observations and recent photographs have 
provided not only descriptions of dwelling traits, but also evidence
of the existence of the Creole plantatxon mansion as a house type m
southern Louisiana.
25Olmstead, Cotton Kingdom, p. 319.
26Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, pp. 122-124.
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Anglo Plantation Mans ions 
General descriptions
Following the turn of the 19th century and particularly after 
1812, the Lower Mississippi Valley attracted scores of Anglo-Ameri­
can planters from the Upland South and the Atlantic Tidewater re- 
27gions. Accompanying the planters were not only basic, folk house 
plans, but also architects who introduced current architectural deco­
rations from the Old Wor Xu. and popular Georgian styles from the Atlan- 
28tic Seaboard.
Anglo plantation big houses, as distinct from Creole houses, 
are characterized by the following traits: one and one-half to two
stories with both floors used as living quarters, usually one to two 
rooms deep, no more than two rooms wide, a central hall or passage 
that extends the full width of the house from the front door to the 
back, inside stairs, end chimneys (inside end or cutside end), and 
single front door.
Significant is the central hallway, or passage, which is common
29 30to both the Tidewater house and the Upland plantation house. The
27 *Pierre Clement De Laussat, Memoire sur Ma Vie Pendant les
Annexes 1802-1803 (Pau, France, 1831), pp. 95-97.
?8Smith, White Pillars, pp. 171-175, 217-220; Hamlin, Greek 
Revival Architecture in America, p. 223.
29Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 140-141.
30Henry H. Glassie, III, "Southern Mountain Houses: A Study in
American Folk Culture" (unpublished Master's thesis, State University 
of New York College at Oneonta, 1965), p. 180. (Hereinafter referred 
to as "Southern Mountain Houses").
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passage has different origins for both source-area dwellings, as will
be discussed later, but it is significant as a distinctive Anglo- 
31American trait. As a hallway passage does not occur in any of the
basic Creole houses, the trait has thus become a primary basis for
identifying the Anglo plantation mansion.
Gables on the Anglo houses may be either sideward facing or
front facing. This distinction is important because big houses with
front-facing gables are identified as Anglo dwellings having connec-
32tion with the Atlantic Tidewater region. Although it is an identi­
fying trait for the Tidewater house, the front-facing gable is not 
to be considered a feature of folk-Anglo plantation housing. This 
trait, important as it is in identification, was the result of the
Greek Revival architectural influence which was popular in Tidewater
33Maryland and Virginia during the early 19th century. The trait 
reflects the popular Greek Revival decorative style, supported by 
columns, a portico, and pediments, found on the Eastern-Seaboard 
plantation dwellings. Sideward-facing gables on Anglo plantation 
houses are associated with the Upland South plantation. Unfortu-
”“Henry C. Forman, The Architecture of the Old South: The
Medieval Style, 1585-1850 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1948), pp. 40-41, 47, 50. (Hereinafter referred to as Architecture 
of the Old South).
32Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 316-317, 368, 
372, 389, 416-417.
~*~*Ibid.; Henry C. Forman, Old Buildings, Gardens, and Furni­
ture in Tidewater Maryland (Cambridge, Md.: Tidewater Publishers,
1967), pp. 62-63. (Hereinafter referred to as Old Buildings).
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nately this particular trait per se remains inadequate for house-type 
identification as it is found on a few Tidewater dwellings and on many 
Creole dwellings.
The fagade of the Anglo plantation house displays more varia­
tions in detail than any other part. Xt is a "pegboard" upon which
are placed numerous non-folk architectural decorations such as Greek
34Revival pediments, massive white pillars, and porticos. However,
the single front door on the facade is a useful identifying trait, for
it usually indicates the existence of the central hall. As for the
porch, or "gallery," variety here, too, prevails. Essentially, the
porch on a Tidewater-Anglo house with front-facing gables takes the
35appearance of a portico; whereas, on other Anglo types, the porch 
is of medium width and is either attached to the fagade and roof or 
built-in such as on the galleried Anglo dwelling.
Materials and construction
In the construction of Anglo dwellings, techniques and materi­
als differed from those used in the Creole mansions. In lowland 
Louisiana, building materials for Anglo structures were brick, plas­
ter, and cypress wood. Difference in materials of construction do 
not appear between the first and second floors as was the case with 
Creole dwellings. Walls were either entirely brick or entirely wood, 
but never half-frame timbered with mud or brick nogging as in the
34Smith, White Pillars, pp. 170, 214-214; Hamlin, Greek 
Revival Architecture in America, p. 19.
35Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 316-317.
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earlier Creole big houses. Interior walls, even among brick-walled 
homes, were plastered, and among wooden structures lath and plaster 
composed the interior wall surfaces. Brick pillars were used for 
foundation; however, the "raised" position to one-half to one full 
floor was not as common among Anglo houses. Underground basements or 
cellars were not constructed for any of the dwellings, either Creole 
or Anglo, because of the high water table.
All-wood frame construction, an inherent building trait of the
36English-settled Tidewater since the 1620's, was introduced from the 
Atlantic Seaboard. Frame construction and weatherboarding became
37building traits later identified with Tidewater-Anglo architecture.
The Upland South (Anglo, Scotch-Irish) planters also contributed wood- 
frame construction to the building traits of many southern Louisiana 
plantations. Though thoroughly steeped in the log-construction tech­
niques in the Upland South, the Upland planters in most cases, how­
ever, had structures in southern Louisiana constructed of frame.
38Exterior brickwork^ also identified with Anglo plantation 
mansions in Louisiana, had been a common construction technique for 
dwellings in the English Tidewater, Maryland, Virginia, and the Caro-
O £
Harold R. Shurtleff, The Log Cabin Myth (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1939), pp. 101-158.
37Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 15-16, 30-31,
157, 293.
38Not just support pillars but nearly complete brick-walled 
structures.
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39linas, so it, too, accompanied some of the Anglo planting class of 
peoples and architects to southern Louisiana.
Tidewater traits
To distinguish the Tidewater from the Upland Anglo-American 
structures, a departure is made here from basic folk-house-type iden­
tification to the architectural styles and decorations that were pop­
ular in the Atlantic Tidewater area during the early 19th century.
During the time of Anglo influence in Louisiana, which was to continue
until the mid-lSth century, the Greek and Classic architectural reviv-
40als were appearing in the American East. Almost simultaneously,
non-folk architectural styles and decorative features represented by
large pillars, entablatures, pediments, and porticos made their appear-
41ance with the arrival of architects and Tidewater-Anglo planters.
Although both French-Creole and Upland-Anglo planters borrowed 
generously from the new Greek Revival decorative styles, their basic 
dwelling types are still identified by inherent folk characteristics, 
particularly by floor plans and chimney positions. On the other hand, 
with the Tidewater house the architectural innovations, styles, and 
decorations, considered in a complex, form the identifying traits. A 
typical southern Louisiana plantation house of Tidewater origin thus
39Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 158, 293; Henry C. 
Foreman, Virginia Architecture in the Seventeenth Century (Williams­
burg, Virginia: 350th Anniversary Celebration Corporation, 1957),
p. 33.
40Morrison, Early American Architecture, p. 271.
41Smith, White Pillars, pp. 214-215, 235; Hamlin, Greek 
Revival Architecture in America, p. 221.
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might be identified by the following traits: front-facing gable, two
full stories, large white pillars, a pediment, a portico, inside—end
chimneys, and in some cases the dwelling flanked by side pavilions,
42or wings, so common with Georgian symmetry (Fig. 37). The Tidewater
dwelling had a central passage, or hallway, which was a characteristic 
43of Georgian styles (Fig. 38). This central passage evolved out of
the change from a single central chimney to inside-end chimneys during
44the late Georgian-style architectural period established back East. 
Thus it was this form, the front-facing gabled house with central 
hallway and inside-end chimneys, that found favor with a few Anglo- 
Americans who settled in southern Louisiana.
Several examples, two of which are further discussed in Chap­
ter IX in the case studies, deserve attention as evidence of Greek 
Revival decoration and Tidewater affiliation. Madewood, on the right 
bank of Bayou Lafourche, is a case in point (Fig. 39 and Chapter IX). 
The structure, which measures 60 feet by 68 feet, displays a front- 
facing gable, portico, columns, and wing pavilions as characteristic 
Greek Revival traits. And among its Anglo-American traits are its 
central hall and single front door, inside-end chimneys, and interior
 ̂A. — * ̂  Ti/r J Aa.M a J > M M V ̂  M 1 1 ̂  A £ W* A î **A *<•« J AW T
l ' l d u c w u u u  i h  i a t g C i j  u u x j . l  v  jl i-'J- j-x-rs. ^ u v c i c u  w j l u l i y i o o L C i .  u.«-
42Best exemplified in southern Louisiana by the Madewood and 
Oaklawn plantation mansions. See Chapter IX pages 326-330, 370-372.
43Morrison, Early American Architecture, pp. 295-296, 308.
44Ibid.
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ANGLO-AMERICAN TIDEWATER MANSION



















Fig. 37. Floor plan of a model Anglo-American Tidewater Mansion with
front-facing gable. Belle Grove, Iberville Parish. (H.A.B.S.)






























FIR ST FLOOR PLAN
Fig. 38. Floor plan of a model Anglo-American mansion with sideward-facing gables. 
Woodlawn Plantation, Assumption Parish. After H.A.B.S,
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was built in 1840 by Thomas Pugh, a pioneering Anglo planter in the 
Lafourche country from a Tidewater area, Bertie County, North Caro­
lina.
Oaklawn Manor on Bayou Teche is another front-facing gabled 
dwelling of Anglo heritage (Fig. 40). It was built in 1837 by an­
other pioneering planter and statesman, Alexander Porter (See Chapter 
IX). Nearby on Bayou Teche, is a front-gabled big house, the former 
home of Donelson Caffery, an Anglo-American planter who had the struc­
ture built ca. 1845 (Fig. 41).
Another example of this type of front-facing Anglo-American
dwelling of Greek Revival vintage and decoration is found in Iberville
45Parish on the west bank of the Mississippi River. Nottoway was 
built in 1857 for John Hampton Randolph, a planter originally from 
Tidewater Virginia and later from Wilkinson County, Mississippi.
Though rich in external decoration, the basic floor plan reveals a 
central hall flanked by several rooms and inside-end chimneys which 
again are Anglo-American house-type indicators (Fig.42).
One final example, which does not, in fact, display a front- 
facing gable, but which is an Anglo-American plantation house, is 
Ashland-Belle Hwl&xiSj located in Ascen.si.cn Pa2ri.s!i on ttie east Îanlc of 
the Mississippi. Built for Duncan Kenner in ca. 1845, the structure, 
though surrounded by columns, has basic Anglo features: end chimneys,
a central hall, four rooms on each floor (a characteristic of Georgian
45Another dwelling, Belle Grove, now destroyed, was a "sister"
mansion to Nottoway.
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Fig. 39. An Anglo-American mansion with, front-facing
gable. Madewood Plantation, Assumption Parish.
Fig. 40. An Anglo-American mansion with front-facing 
gable. Oaklawn Plantation, St. Mary Parish.
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Fig. 41. Anglo-American mansion with front-facing gable. 
Caffery Plantation mansion, St. Mary Parish.
Fig. 42. Anglo-American mansion. Nottoway Plantation, 
Iberville Parish.
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Fig. 43. Anglo-American, mansion. Ashland-Belle Helene Plantation, 
Ascension Parish.
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symmetry and plan), and frame, plaster, and brick construction 
(Fig. 43).
Upland traits
The Anglo mansion which had come from the Upland South, though
sometimes exhibiting borrowed Greek- and Classic-Revival styles, was
46in its basic form an Upland Anglo structure. Based upon Southern, 
log-cabin, folk architecture, the .Anglo plantation house was more 
Southern in form, materials, and plan than it was Greek Revival. In 
plan, the basic Upland folk type of Anglo plantation house was one to 
two stories tall, one room deep, and two rooms wide which were sepa­
rated by a wide hallway (at first open but later enclosed). Stairs 
were1 located msxda the dwallmg m  the hallway. Brxck chxmneys were 
on the outside of the gabled ends. Dwellings with a second floor 
usually had the same floor plan as the first. All openings were to
the front and rear of the dwelling at either end of the central hall 
47passage.
Upon arrival in southern Louisiana, the Upland dwelling was 
altered by certain modifications resulting from borrowed traits. The 
most significant trait borrowed from the Creole folk types was the 
overhanging built-in porch (gallery). Using this as a basis for 
description, we might call the dwelling a galleried Anglo house. An­
other less common, even rare, borrowed trait was the "raised" posi-
46Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America, pp. 200 
plate L; 206-207, Figures 22 and 23.
47Glassie, "Southern Mountain Houses," p. 195.
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tion; only two Anglo dwellings in the sugar-plantation area today 
display the "raised" trait, and even then the lower portions are not 
bricked in and used as a ground floor.
The gallery characteristic is particularly significant for a 
complication in house-type identification. Upon viewing an Anglo 
plantation dwelling with a gallery for the first time, the unwary 
observer, especially in Terrebonne Parish, would immediately classify 
the house as Creole. Further scrutiny would reveal, however, chimneys 
at the gabled ends, a single front door, a central hallway, and a 
floor plan of two tooms wide and one to two rooms deep— traits which 
would identify the dwelling as an Anglo-American house.
Examples of houses of the Upland influence can be seen in 
Figures 44-47, which illustrate Anglo dwellings with the gallery 
feature. The Douglas White dwelling on Bayou Lafourche, the Schaffer 
big house at Crescent Plantation on Bayou Little Black, and other 
plantations on Bayou Du Large in Terrebonne Parish and Bayou Cypremort 
display particular Anglo-American traits such as the end chimneys, 
single front door and the inside plan of a central hall with rooms 
flanking either side.
Origin of the Upland mansion
Although the evolution of houses from log cabin to dogtrot 
to Upland-plantation big house took place in the Upland South, it is 
hoped that the following discussion and diagram will clarify the 
evolution of the few Upland plantation house types found in southern 
Louisiana (Fig. 48).
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Fig. 44. Anglo-American, plantation big house with gallery. 
White Plantation, Assumption Parish.
Fig. 45. Anglo-American plantation big house with gaJlery. 
Crescent Plantation, Terrebonne Parish.
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Fig. 46. Anglo-American house with gallery. Bayou 
du Large, Terrebonne Parish.
Fig. 47. Anglo-American plantation house with gallery.
Alice B. Plantation, Bayou Cypremort, St. Mary 
Parish.
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Fig. 48. Evolution of the Upland Anglo-American dwelling as indicated by 
floor plans. After J. Frazer Smith, White Pillars.
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While all Upland dwellings are based on the single-pen cabin, 
it is the dogtrot which is acre important to this investigation. In 
plan, the dogtrot house was a two-room cabin with an open passage
between the rooms. Chimneys were placed outside, at the gabled ends.
48Later a front porch and rear shed rooms were added. Upon arrival 
in southern Louisiana, certain Upland plantation houses based upon the 
dogtrot were modified. Although the floor plan and chimney position 
remained the same, materials were changed from the initial use of 
logs to frame and weatherboarding and to brick and plaster. But the 
significant appearance changes were made with the addition of the 
gallery and, on a few houses, taller, bricked piers.
Identification complications
Further complications in identifying traits were introduced 
when the more wealthy planters, regardless of cultural heritage, 
began to hire architects. Obviously, the tracing of diffusion 
through folk housing was complicated by the introduction of styles and 
decorative features that were popular in the 19th century.
With greater influx of Anglo-American planters from the two 
source areas of the Upland South and Tidewater region from 1830 to 
1860, and with increased wealth, greater was the complexity in dwell­
ings. Thus, eventually certain dwellings could neither be identified
48
~r Fred B. Kniffen, "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Annals
of the Association of American Geographers, LV (1965), 561; Henry H. 
Glassie, III, Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern 
United States (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1968), pp. 89, 94-99.
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by type nor associated with a particular culture group. These anom­
alies, though relatively few in number, have provided additional 
complexity to the big-house problem. Cases in point are: Houmas
House in Ascension Parish, the rear of which is believed to be of 
Creole origin and the facade of Anglo origin and architectural 
alterations; and the Shadows on the Teche, the David Weeks' house 
whose architectural design displays French, as well as Anglo, 
features.
For the general distribution of French-Creole and Anglo- 
American dwellings, see Map 11, which indicates the locations of 
French and Anglo plantations. Although there are exceptions— that 
is, some Anglo plantation mansions in the French area— one can, 
however, usually determine, by the culture traits here described for 
dwelling types and in Chapter IV, Settlement Patterns, the cultural 
affinity of specific plantations.




The quarters, that composite unit of laborers houses, consti­
tutes one of the basic elements of the plantation-landscape morphol­
ogy. As a village settlement, the quarters determines pattern (linear 
or block), as well as agglomeration (See Chapter IV). It is, in 
effect, a village of dwellings which house the resident labor force 
of the plantation. While the status of the laborers has changed from 
slave to wage-earner, the arrangement and function of the quarter 
houses have not been altered since the 19th century (Fig. 49).
Quarter houses vary in form and number from one plantation to 
another. The number of quarter houses averages about 25 per planta­
tion in all of the sugar area. The smallest quarters is composed of 
four dwellings, and the largest has about 60. Actual figures are un­
important, provided that there are at least four or more dwellings 
which can be considered a quarters. Without a village of quarter 
houses, the identity of the plantation as a settlement form cannot be 
easily determined. The quarters remains, then, as an essential char­
acteristic because it differentiates the plantation from the smaller 
non-plantation sugarcane farm.
Four separate forms of quarter houses can be identified. First
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Fig. 49. A 19th-century quarters. Palo Alto Plantation, Ascen­
sion Parish. Source: Louisana Planter and Sugar 
Manufacturer IX, 1892, page 104.
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is the built-in-porch'*' dwelling which, although concentrated among 
the Mississippi River sugar plantations, is found throughout the sugar 
district. A second, but less prominent, quarter house, distinguished 
by an attached porch, is distributed along the Mississippi River in 
the parishes of St. James and St. John-the-Baptist. The third, 
termed the "shotgun," is a long, narrow dwelling which is concentrated 
along the bayous of the Lafourche, Teche, and in Terrebonne Parish.
Finally the bungalow, a larger, wider house type in part derived from 
the older shotgun, is concentrated in the same general area as the 
shotgun type (Map 21 and Fig. 50).
The Built-in-Porch Quarter House
Among the Mississippi River sugar plantations, built-in-porch 
quarter houses are the common type of sugar-laborer1s dwelling. These 
are small houses characterized by a roof overhang which functions as 
a front porch. Gables are sideward facing. Double front doors char­
acterize the front of the dwelling, and a central chimney bisects the 
roof line. On the ground, brick piers, about two feet high, support
the one to one and one-half-story frame dwelling (Figs. 51-52).
The size of these dwellings varies from 15 by 27 feet to 32 by 
30 feet. The smaller dwellings were originally built to house one 
family while the larger ones were constructed for housing two families.
Size is not the only difference between these two quarter houses.
^In this study, the term "built-in-porch dwelling" applies to 
quarter-house forms on the sugar-plantation landscape and is not to 
be confused with Kniffen's earlier term which applies to the Creole
dwellings. Fred B. Kniffen, "Louisiana House Types," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers, XXIV (1936), 182-183.
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Map 21. Distribution of quarter house types - 1969.
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Fig. 50. An anomaly in quarter-house type distribution, yet all four 
dwelling types are shown. From left to right: attached- 
porch quarter house, bungalow, built-in-porch quarter house, 
and shotgun. White Castle Plantation, Iberville Parish.
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Whereas the two-family dwelling has two front doors which lead to 
separate living quarters, the smaller single-family house has one 
front door and one living area. The position of the chimneys is also 
different. A centrally placed chimney with two flues is found in the 
larger quarter house; whereas, a single outside chimney or inside-end 
chimney belongs to the smaller dwelling (Figs. 53-54). The single­
family dwelling is atypical of the built-in-porch quarter houses be­
cause only two plantations in the Mississippi River sector predom­
inantly display single-family quarter houses. The smaller dwelling, 
then, remains as a minor form which is essentially one-half of the 
basic built-in-porch type.
The two-family dwelling is of greater significance in terms 
of occurrence and characteristic features. Even though the two-family 
dwelling is the more typical, rarely are there two families housed in 
it today. With present mechanized farming, fewer laborers are needed 
on plantations; therefore, dwellings formerly built to house two 
families now house only one.
In plan, the basic built-in-porch quarter house is comprised
of two living areas— one behind each of the double front doors
(Fig. 55). In the past, when used for housing two families, the
dwelling consisted of two separate, 16 by 15-foot living areas.
All members of the laborer's family ate, slept, and dwelled in the
single room. An attached kitchen at the rear of the dwelling was also
2a feature of the house, built for the use of both families.
2Russell, M£ Diary, pp. 98, 104; Olmstead, Cotton Kingdom, pp. 
320, 327.
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Fig. 51. Built-in-porch quarter house. Upper Einer 
Plantation, Iberville Parish.
Fig. 52. Built-in-porch quarter house. Catherine 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
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Fig. 53. Single-unit, single-family built-in-porch quarter 
house. Allendale Plantation, West Baton Rouge 
Parish.
Fig. 54. Double-unit, two-family, built-in-porch quarter 
house. Smithfield Plantation, West Baton Rouge 
Parish.
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Fig, 55. Floor plans of single-and two-family quarter houses.
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Today, with quarter houses occupied by one family, the function 
of the two living areas has been modified. In most cases, a door has 
been added to connect the two rooms on the inside so that one room 
functions as a living room, while the other is a bedroom. The back 
kitchen has remained in its same form, but its current function is to 
serve the single family living in the dwelling.
Attached-Porch Quarter House 
The quarter houses with attached porches are scattered along 
the Mississippi River, but there is a concentration of them in St. 
James and St. John-the-Baptist parishes. The basic dwelling, in plan, 
resembles the built-in-porch type in that it consists of two living 
areas and a back kitchen. Sideward-facing gables, a central chimney, 
and often double front doors characterize the house. The most dis­
tinguishing trait, however, is the attached porch (Figs. 56-57). The 
porch in this case has no influence over the roof design, regardless 
of where or how the porch is attached. Even though the house has 
characteristics similar to the built-in-porch dwelling, the roof and 
porches of each dwelling are different enough to constitute two 
similar, but separate, forms.
The Shotgun
Quarter houses known as "shotguns" are located primarily along 
the lower and lesser bayous of the sugar district, with a major 
concentration along Bayou Lafourche. An easily recognized dwelling, 
the shotgun is a long, narrow structure one room wide and three or 
more rooms long. Gables are at the front and rear of the house, thus
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 56. Attached-porch quarter house. New Hope Plan­
tation, Ascension Parish.
Fig. 57. Attached-porch quarter houses. Laurel Ridge 
Plantation, St. James Parish
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the house is perpendicular to the road, path, or bayou upon which
it faces (Figs. 58-59). The size of a shotgun varies considerably
in the sugar district. Plantation shotguns usually measure 15 by 44
feet. These are small dimensions in comparison to the non-plantation
shotguns of the Lafourche area which are up to 30 feet wide.
As the shotgun dwelling forms a long and narrow shape, the plan
of the house is usually three or more rooms one behind the other. The
position of the front door and all inside doors may be either in the
center or to one side. With either arrangement, it is conceivable
how the term "shotgun" originated. The most popular explanation is
that with all doors open a shotgun could be fired through the entire
3length of the house without causing damage to the dwelling. The 
long, narrow appearance of the house also suggests an explanation for 
the name.
The shotgun has not always been a dwelling of the plantation
landscape. Originating from a smaller, but similar, house called the
"camp," the shotgun began as a dwelling of the bayou fisher-trapper
settlements (Fig. 60). It was not a dwelling of the agricultural
4sections until the first quarter of this century. Since then, the 
shotgun has moved into the farming areas to be used widely as a plan­
tation quarter house. In this case, the popularity of the shotgun 
can be attributed to the ease and low cost of its construction (Fig. 
61).
3W.P.A., Louisiana, p. 158.
4Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," p. 82.
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Fig. 58. Shotgun quarter house. Elmfield Plantation^ 
Assumption Parish.
Fig. 59. Shotgun quarter house. Laurel Valley Plantation, 
Lafourche Parish.
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Fig. 60. A fisher-trapper shotgun, the progenitor of the 
plantation shotgun quarter house. Assumption 
Parish.
Fig. 61. A plantation shotgun quarter house. Madewood 
Plantation, Assumption Parish.
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The integral parts of the dwelling also deserve attention. 
Having three or more rooms, the shotgun has advantage over the afore­
mentioned quarter houses, which have only two rooms for living areas. 
Aside from the front porch which all quarter houses have, the shotgun 
has at least a front living room, two back bedrooms, and a back porch 
(Fig. 62). The back porch for many plantation shotguns is enclosed 
and is utilized as a kitchen. Among the non-plantation dwellings of 
this type, the kitchen was traditionally detached from the main 
house,^ but this trait somehow has been lost in the transition of the 
shotgun from bayou settlement to plantations. Despite the loss of 
the detached-kitchen trait, the basic structure of the shotgun used 
as a quarter house has not been greatly altered.
The Bungalow
Following much the same distribution as the shotgun in the 
sugar region, the bungalow house as a plantation-laborer's dwelling 
is located predominantly in the Bayou Lafourche and Terrebonne Parish 
areas. Bungalows are typically two rooms wide and two to three rooms 
deep. The overall form is either rectangular or square. The orienta­
tion of the house is the same as the shotgun, with front-facing gable 
and roof ridge running front to back (Figs. 62-64). A front porch is 
also a part of the bungalow structure, with either a built-in-porch, 
roof-overhang arrangement or an attached porch. Often the front porch 
does not extend the full width of the dwelling, in which case, the
5Ibid.
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Fig, 62. Representative floor plans of shotgun and bungalow quarter houses.
Fig. 63. Bungalow quarter house. Mulberry Plantation, 
Bayou du Large, Terrebonne Parish.
Fig. 64. Bungalow quarter house. Madewood Plantation, 
Assumption Parish.
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porch occupies only half the front width, while the other half is 
occupied by a front bedroom. When the front bedroom arrangement is 
used, there is only one front door on the house; otherwise, in the 
case of a full front porch, there are usually two doors. The kitchen 
is at the rear of the house, usually located on or in the position of 
the back porch.
The source area for the bungalow house form on plantations is 
found in the lower-bayou area of Lafourche and Terrebonne parishes.
The bungalow in this area is based upon an indigenous simpler dwell­
ing more closely associated with the French trapper-fisher areas in 
which the shotgun got its start. It is derived from the earlier 
shotgun house type and is similar in length to the true shotgun, but 
the width is two full rooms wide. The dwelling looks like a "double 
shotgun," or a combination of two shotguns, but it is typologically 
called a Louisiana bungalow. The dwelling displays a front-facing 
gable like the shotgun and usually has the overhanging, sloping roof- 
porch as seen on shotguns (Fig. 65). The dwelling entered the agri­
cultural regions from the lower bayous about the same time as the
shotgun, and was occasionally used as a quarter house on both French
6and Anglo plantations because of its space and ease of construction 
(Fig. 66).
On several plantations, the Louisiana bungalow has been uti­
lized as a manager’s or overseer's dwelling because of its larger 
size and "better appearance." In fact, in one instance, the structure
°Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," p. 82.
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Fig. 6 6. Bungalow quarter house. Oaklawn Plantation, 
Bayou Teche, St. Mary Parish.
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has been used as a big-house dwelling (See Chapter IX, Cedar Grove 
Plantation).
Cultural considerations
Little evidence supports any direct correlations between the 
aforementioned quarter-house types and the cultural identity of 
plantations. The quarter house has not been considered a prominent 
dwelling. Its original builders, regardless of their cultural back­
ground, rarely considered a particular type of house; they simply 
built cabins for slaves. Simplicity of design and low cost were 
primary considerations to the builders of the earlier quarter houses. 
Certain traits were unintentionally added, however, such as those with 
the Creole house-type features of central chimney and gallery result­
ing in the built-in-porch quarter house. However, for the attached- 
porch dwelling no such house traits can be assigned to a particular 
culture group. Shotgun and bungalow quarter houses, though identified 
with petits habitants, were borrowed features which appeared on plan­
tations late in the history of the plantation landscape. As quarter 
houses of all four types were built on both French and Anglo planta­
tions, quarter houses cannot be used to culturally identify plantat­
ions within the sugar region.
Atypical Laborers1 Swellmgs 
Not all plantation quarters are exclusively of the afore­
mentioned dwelling types. One interesting dwelling found on certain 
Mississippi River plantations is the multi-family dwelling called 
the "hotel" or "long house" (Figs. 67-68). As a multi-family dwell-
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Fig. 67. A "long house" quarters dwelling. Smithfield 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
Fig. 6 8 . A "hotel" quarters structure. Poplar Grove 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
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ing, the "hotel" usually consists of apartments for three or more 
families. Although the dwelling does not constitute a type based 
on porches or position of chimneys, the "hotel" usually has two 
central chimneys, three or more front doors, and a porch which may 
be either built in or attached. In plan, the dwelling is one or 
two stories, one room deep, and three or more apartments wide. One 
particular "hotel," located on Poplar Grove Plantation in West Baton 
Rouge Parish, is built of brick and dates from the antebellum period. 
Although the "hotel" is neither common nor typical on the plantation 
landscape, it does have a heritage.
Other atypical dwellings on a few of the larger plantations 
are barracks or bunk houses used for housing bachelor laborers. Al­
though perhaps a dozen of these structures remain in the entire 
sugar-plantation region, they were formerly used more so than they 
are today.
Construction Methods and Materials
Methods of construction for the quarter house in all stages 
of its development have rarely excelled in quality. A hierarchy in 
both people and the quality of their dwellings is readily apparent 
on plantations, with the quarter houses and their inhabitants forming 
the larger but lower stratum. The earliest quarter houses were of 
the pieux en terre (stakes in the ground) construction.^ Long rough
^Heloise H. Cruzat, "Documents Concerning the Sale of 
Chaouachas Plantation," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, VIII (1925), 
664. (Hereinafter referred to as "Documents").
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cypress slabs or posts were driven into the ground vertically to a
depth of two to three feet and set in a palisade fashion. Spaces
between the posts were chinked with mud and Spanish moss, rags, or
whatever material was available. The ridge pole formed the apex of
the roof, and the joists were then pegged to these posts. Roofing was
8of palmetto thatch or of bark shingles.
A more permanent construction of half-timbering or colombage
came into use at an early date in southern Louisiana, but it was not
widely used in the building of temporary structures such as the 
9quarters. Details of this type of construction are in Chapter II, 
pages 37-39.
The present quarter houses represent the third construction 
method of all-wood, lumber framing. This involved the liberal use 
of small lumber for the frame, or carre. Sawn-plank siding was nailed 
in a horizontal position. The roof retained the wood shingle, or 
shake, covering until the 20th century when tin roofing replaced it. 
The light-frame practice dates from the second quarter of the 19th 
century when Creole planters began to adopt the method of building 
big houses entirely of wood.^ With the accessibility of fairly cheap 
sawn lumber, other buildings such as quarter houses could be cheaply 
constructed on the plantation. Although this meant a change in
Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, pp. 122-123.
9Dumont De Montigny, Memoires historiques, pp. 64-65; 
Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," pp. 108-110.
^Knipmeyer, "Settlement Succession," p. 114.
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materials and methods, the practice did not change the quarter-house 
form to any appreciable extent.
For siding today, weatherboard, tarpaper, asbestos shingles, 
or board-and-batten are utilized. The board-and-batten construction, 
which involves six-inch and two-inch boards placed vertically and 
alternately overlapping, is an old siding technique which is more 
associated with some older quarter houses and non-farm shotgun dwell­
ings built since 1880^ (Fig. 69). This type of construction not 
only appears on a few plantation dwellings, but also on barns and 
sheds. Weatherboard siding is more commonplace than asbestos, which 
is more closely identified with the bungalow dwellings. Yellow 
tarpaper in the brick pattern is widely used on all types of quarter- 
house dwellings within the sugar-plantation region. Of all the 
quarter houses, the bungalow is the one which is usually painted.
Roof coverings have varied among plantation buildings during
the past 150 years. Some of the early 19th-century quarter houses
12were roofed with palmetto thatch. In much of the I9th century,
wooden cypress shingles, or shakes, were the common roofing materials
13for quarter houses and other plantation buildings. At present even 
cypress shingles have all but disappeared. By the 1920's and 1930's,
1 1
'“"‘'Louis and Alcee Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar and Rice Crops 
Made in Louisiana (New Orleans: Bouchereau, 1868-1917), 1883, p. xii.
(Hereinafter referred to as Statement of Sugar).
12 ,Cruzat, "Documents," p. 664; Dumont De Montigny, Memoires
historique, pp. 64-65.
13See Chapter IX, The Armant Plantation case study, page 264.
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Fig. 69. Example of board-and-batten construction from 
the late 19th century. Source: Bouchereau, 
Statement of Sugar 1883, page xii.
Fig. 70. Wood frame construction; note the imprint 
of W. W. Carre on the timber.
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tin roofs entered the plantation landscape. Thus, today the major­
ity of quarter houses are roofed with this material, usually with the 
metal sheets nailed over the older cypress shingles. Common tar 
shingles are also used, but this type of roof covering is not as 
predominant as the tin roof.
Presently, quarter houses of brick construction exist only on 
two sugar plantations (Fig. 71). On both plantations only about one- 
fourth of the dwellings are so constructed. Although the few remain­
ing brick quarter houses date from the first half of the 19th century, 
they by no means indicate that brick was the common quarter-house
building material. Brick was indeed important for big-house, and
14especially sugarhouse, construction, but for the quarters only in 
a few isolated cases was brick, a permanent material, used in the 
construction of such ''temporary" structures.
There are perhaps two dozen quarter houses of cinder-block 
construction within the district today (Fig. 72). This little-used 
material has entered the sugar region within the last ten years. As 
older wooden structures become dilapidated, perhaps the use of cinder 
block as a replacement building material for quarters will become 
necessary. Five years ago it was doubtful that many new quarter 
houses would be built at all. But, because finding good labor pre­
sents a problem, several plantation managers have begun to build more 
attractive cinder-block houses in order to keep the existing laborers
14Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869, p. 81; 1882, p. 54.
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Fig. 71. Brick quarter house. Augusta Plantation, 
Iberville Parish.
Fig. 72. Cinder-block quarter houses. Minnie Plantation, 
St. James Parish.
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and to attract others. As abandonment of the older quarter dwellings 
increases, the need for new construction will be increased. Not a 
plantation in the entire district has a deficiency of old quarter 
houses today. In fact, on many plantations more than one-fourth of 
the quarter houses remain unoccupied. But the fact remains that a 
change is taking place, not in pattern but in the construction of 
new dwellings on several plantations.
The Quarter-House Yard and Outbuildings
The following description applies to ail quarter-house types 
in the southern Louisiana sugar district. In some areas, all features 
of the yard are present; in others only a few are found. The point 
of importance, however, is that in any settlement study, almost any­
thing on the landscape produced by man is noteworthy. The quarter- 
house yard is no exception (Figs. 73-74).
Most quarter-house yards are not fenced in the front. In the 
few cases in which they are fenced, sheet metal, scrap lumber, and 
some chicken wire are used (sometimes in combination). Back yards are 
more often fenced and with the same materials.
Grass rarely covers the front or back yards. Most of it is 
trampled by the foot, tractor, and automobile traffic which is usually 
in the front yard. Some families clear and sweep the yard, keeping it 
entirely free of grasses or weeds. The sweeping of yards is a trait 
more common to the Anglo-American South. Due to the mobility of plan­
tation labor, the cultural affinity of a plantation cannot be deter­
mined by this single trait. Yard trees, often chinaberry and weeping
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Fig. 73. Representative quarter house and yard. Smithfield 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
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Fig. 74. Generalized composite of a quarter-house yard.
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willow, are usually located in the back of the dwelling. The china- 
berry tree is thought to be a culture trait of French Louisiana,^ 
but here again it cannot be relied upon for a plantation identifica­
tion.
Every quarter house within the sugar-piancation district has
a garden or, at least, a space for a garden. When the garden is
actively worked, there are two seasons of the year for plantings.
Commonly winter gardens are planted with cabbage, mustard greens,
turnips, and collards. The same plot of ground in the summer yields
tomatoes, okra, onions, garlic, melons, beans, and squash. Presently
corn is not often grown in quarter-house gardens but planted in the
16fields on the plantation.
Gardens for the laborers has been a trait dating from the 
very beginnings of the plantation in southern Louisiana. Small 
gardens have always been encouraged for economic reasons. Under the 
slavery system during antebellum times, gardens helped alleviate the 
expense of feeding slaves.^ This tradition of providing laborers' 
gardens has continued through the postbellum period to the present.
It is also a trait common to other plantation areas, such as among 
the West Indian sugar plantations where such garden plots are called 
"provisioning grounds."
^Fred B. Kniffen, "The Physiognomy of Rural Louisiana," 
Louisiana History, IV (1963), 291-299.
16This practice is a remnant trait dating from the time when 
corn was cultivated for livestock feed as well as for laborers.
^Russell, Diary, p. 104.
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Outbuildings associated with the quarters vary in type, size, 
and number from plantation to plantation and from quarter house to 
quarter house. A majority of quarter houses have outdoor privies 
located in the farthest corner of the back yards. A ditch marking the 
back line of the quarters' back yards accomodates for seepage. Chick­
en coops and rabbit hutches, located almost anywhere in the back yard, 
complete the outbuildings of the quarter-house yard.
Overseers' Dwellings 
The house occupied by the overseer, or "white boss," as he was 
known in the past, is usually no different in type from the quarter 
houses. On plantations along the Mississippi River, overseers usually 
occupy built-in or attacned-porch dwellings (Fig. 75). In the other 
portions of southern Louisiana, built-in-porch houses and particularly 
bungalows are the dwellings of the overseer (Fig. 76). Usually, at 
least one, but no more than five, overseer dwellings appear on any 
single plantation. The traits which set the overseer's house apart 
from the other houses are the larger size and the neatness of the 
dwelling, which reflect a socio-economic difference between the over­
seer and the field laborer.
Included with the overseers' houses are the dwellings of the 
sugarhouse workers. Engineers, boilermen, chemists, and other tech­
nicians usually occupy neat dwellings near the sugarhouse. Their 
houses are of the same types and quality as the overseers' houses.
The yard settings of the overseers' and mill-hands' houses are 
better kept and are more often fenced than the field-laborers' houses
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Fig. 75. Built-in-porch overseer's dwelling. Smithfield 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
Fig. 76. Overseer's dwelling of the bungalow type. 
Armant Plantation, St. James Parish.
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in the quarters. Again the chinaberry and weeping willow are the pre­
dominant yard trees. Grassy lawns and flowering plants adorn the 
fronts of the houses. In back are well-kept vegetable gardens with 
about the same plants as are found in the other gardens on the plan­
tation. Privies and other outbuildings, except for garages and sheds, 
are not as common among these dwellings. Indoor plumbing is the rule 
for big houses, overseers' houses, and the dwellings of the sugarhouse 
workers. Outdoor privies, on the other hand, are more commonly found 
among the quarter houses.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER VII
THE SUGARHOUSE AND OUTBUILDINGS
The Sugarhouse
The sugarhouse, with its shiny galvanized-tin siding and 
roofing and tall smokestacks, is the most striking cultural feature 
of the entire plantation landscape. This immense structure with 
dimensions of 300 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 75 feet high is the 
largest building on the plantation (Fig. 77). The sugarhouse and 
mill of today technologically constitute a modern sugar factory which 
is one of the most active portions of the plantation. During the 
short two to three month grinding season,^ the sugarhouse runs 24 
hours per day, seven days a week, unless an accident or breakdown 
ceases its operation. The other nine months are spent in repairing 
broken machinery, cleaning and mending boilers, refurbishing the 9 
to 20 cane-grinding rollers, and in general preparing the sugarhouse 
for the next grinding season.
Today there are about 50 modern sugarhouses distributed 
relatively evenly throughout the sugar district (Map 22). Propor­
tionately they constitute a ratio of one sugarhouse for about four
'’Grinding season is the period from October through December 
which includes the harvest of the cane crop; the grinding, or crush­
ing, of cane stalks for the extraction of cane juices; and the pro­
cessing of those juices into brown crystalline sugar and molasses.
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Fig. 77. Sugarhouse at Lula Plantation, Assumption Parish.






























plantations. Perfect correlations between sugarhouses and plantations 
no longer exist because few plantations are financially able to main­
tain these expensive, but totally necessary, processing centers. In 
the past, however, every plantation maintained a grinding mill and 
a boiling house. For example, in 1850 there were 1495 sugarhouses,
2907 of which had steam mills, while the other 588 were horse driven. 
But the Civil War wrought havoc with the plantation economy and parts
3of its landscape and thereby plunged the total number to 817 in 1869.
By 1882, however, 910 were operating as a result of the Reconstruction 
4Era. However, since 1900 a rapid decline of sugarhouses has taken 
place.
One reason for the decline in the number of sugarhouses was 
the near annihilation of the industry by the sugarcane mosaic disease 
in the 1920's. The resulting bankruptcy of numerous planters led 
to the closing of many mills. After recovery in the 1930's, only a 
very few of the larger sugarhouses resumed operation.
In addition, within the past 60 years the number of factories 
has been reduced from 300^ to about 50^ because of the better effi­
ciency in the larger complexes. This decline, however, has not
2Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1850, p. 43.
3Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869, p. 81.
4 Ibid., 1882, p. 54.
Â. B. Gilmore, Directory of Louisiana Sugar Planters, 1922 
(New Orleans: A. B. Gilmore, 1922).
^Dupy, Gilmore Louisiana-Florida Sugar Manual, 1967, pp. 8-9.
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hindered the plantation operation. Plantations lacking factories 
no longer have the expense of maintaining costly sugarhouse equip­
ment. Many plantations today are organized into co-operatives 
which maintain centralized sugar factories. Other plantations, 
which are now owned by large sugar corporations, utilize modern, 
centralized mills owned and operated by the corporation. Few of 
today's planters have difficulty in delivering cane to the distant 
co-op and corporation sugar factories because of the better trans­
portation provided by highways and railroads.
19th-century sugarhouses
The sugarhouses of the 19th century were generally two- 
story brick structures measuring 100 to 160 feet in length and 
60 feet in width (Figs. 78-79). Usually one or two 40-foot appendages 
to the main sugarhouse were placed at right angles to the long side 
of the building and produced an L- or T-shaped structure. These 
appendages functioned either as sugar-storage areas or as purgeries.̂  
Just as today, the sugarhouse of the past consisted of a grinding 
mill, cane-juice clarifiers, boiling apparatus, crystallizing troughs, 
and purging facilities.
The grinding mill of the 19th-century sugarhouse was located 
at the far end of the main structure nearest the cane fields and
/Benjamin Silliman, Manual on the Cultivation of Sugar Cane 
and the Fabrication and Refinement of Sugar (Washington, D.C.:
F. P. Slair, 1833), p. 30.
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Fig. 78. Mid-lS.th-century brick sugarhouse in operation.
Source: Harper*s New Monthly Magazine, VII, 1853, 
page 761.
Fig. 79. Late 19th-century sugarhouse and mill yard. Palo
Alto Plantation, Ascension Parish.- Source: Louisiana 
Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, IX, 1892, page 103.
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backswamp. This location was ideal because cane could be brought
8directly to the mill yard from the fraids. The present modern
mills have this same arrangement, even though most of the cane is 
trucked through the plantation settlement to the mill at the rear
>»/ JL I . U V  O U C U X  l l V W O W  I
The earliest grinding mills consisted of a frame and three 
vertical grinding cylinders. The cylinders of the 1700's were made 
of solid oak; later they were covered with metal sheeting. Then in 
the 1820's, all-metal rollers came into use. Each roller, measuring 
about three feet in length, had flutes or grooves parallel to the 
axle of the roller to enable the cylinder to take a firm grip on 
the canes. Cogwheels, fixed in the upper end, geared one roller
9to the other with the middle cylinder receiving the motive power.
Horizontally placed rollers in grinding mills entered the 
plantation operation in the 1820's. These grooved rollers, which 
were larger (five feet long), were arranged in a triangular formation 
with one roller above and two below. The power was supplied to the 
upper roller and motion was transferred via cogs to the lower two. ̂  
The motive power for the 18th-century grinding mills was
A 1 k <« /■»!» 4 « A A A 1* 1 T Q O A I A A. %• AAA AA <3 » *. 1 AA *»AAA A A—« A ■— m  —+ a
u a c i i •  n .  L u u u g u  j l l i .  u j l i C  c a j .  J~y  o  u v i o c o  c u m  uiuico w C l e  a u m e l .1 t t i c S
used3 all mills which ware turned by animal power were callad 
"cattle mills" (Fig# 80). Wind— or water—powered mills were never 
used for grinding cane in Louisiana, even though they were widely
^Ibid. Îbid. ^Ibid., p. 31.
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used in the West Indies.^ When turned by "cattle," the power was 
supplied to the center roller of the vertical mill. Attached to 
this center roller were two to four sweeps, or long poles about 20 
feet long. At the end of each pole, the harnessed pair of oxen, 
horses, or mules turned the mill. With the horizontal mill powered 
by "cattle," the upper roller was geared to the vertical axle, and 
the sweeps were attached to the axle in the same way as the vertical- 
roller mill.^
"Cattle" mills dominated the grinding function in Louisiana
until after the steam mill arrived. They continued to be utilized
on the small cane farms until well after the Civil War. In 1880,
there remained 273 sugar factories grinding cane by animal power;
in 1900 this number was reduced to five; and after 1905 there were 
13no more.
In southern Louisiana, the animal-powered sugarcane mill is 
a product of the past. However, a number of mule-powered cane mills 
continue to operate in the Upland South (northern Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, the Carolinas, and Tennessee).
These extra-regional mills extract cane juice which is made into 
cane syrup. They belong to a separate culture and region which is
Lasserre, La Guadeloupe, I, 352-353; Labat, Nouveaux Voyage 
aux Isles de L'Amerique, III, 318, 436.
12Silliman, Manual, p. 31.
13C. A. Brown, "Development of the Sugarcane Industry in 
Louisiana and the Southern United States," Intemational Society of 
Sugarcane Technologists Sixth Congress, 1938 (Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 
1938), p. 62.
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removed from the sugar plantation, its landscape, and function as 
found in southern Louisiana.
Steam mills with their more efficient power, gear systems,
and pressure control first entered the Louisiana sugar district
in 1822. By 1828 there were 705 sugar mills, 67 of which were
steam powered. In 1860, of the 1308 mills, 992 were powered by 
14steam. As steam-powered mills worked more effectively with 
horizontal rollers, vertical mills rapidly declined. An impetus for 
a rapid acceptance of the steam mill was the introduction of ribbon 
cane in 1825. The hard rind of this newer variety necessitated 
more powerful mills for its effective crushing.^ Nevertheless, 
there were still many small planters who continued until after the 
Civil War to depend on animal-powered mills simply because they could 
not afford the expensive steam mills. Steam engines continue to 
power present-day grinding mills. The rollers are set horizontally 
in groups of three. In each sugar mill there are four to six sets 
of rollers with a total of 12 to 18 rollers each weighing about one 
ton.
Antebellum Sugar Making 
The processes involved in the manufacture of sugar during 
the antebellum period have differed little from those of today.
Degalos, "Statement of Sugar," pp. 65-68; Champomier, 
Statement of Sugar, 1860, p. 39.
^DeBow, The Southern States, p. 275.
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even though the equipment has been altered greatly with technological 
improvements. The following description of the sugarhouse equipment 
and the process of making sugar during the antebellum period is
16derived from a sugar manual of 1828 written by Benjamin Silliman 
(Fig. 81).
The process began with hand-cut cane arriving at the mill 
yard from the fields in large, mule-drawn, two-wheeled carts.
The cane stalks were then carried by hand from a massive cane pile 
in the mill yard to the mill where they were fed into the turning 
rollers (Fig. 82). Following the crushing operation, the pulp 
and trash, known as bagasse, passed down a trough to the outside 
and into a waiting cart to be hauled away to a rubbish heap. The 
only additional use for bagasse in the early 19th century was as 
an occasional cattle feed and as a temper in levee construction.
After crushing, the resulting cane juice passed into several large 
rectangular cypress vats, the purpose of which was to strain any 
stalk debris or trash from the juice. From here the juice went 
on to the kettles (Fig. 83).^
The kettles and furnaces occupied the main portion of the 
sugarhouse, called the boiling room. Here, on one or both long sides 
of the room, were arranged a set of cast-iron kettles, ranging in
Benjamin Silliman, Manual on the Cultivation of Sugar Cane 
and the Fabrication and Refinement of Sugar (Washington, D.C.:
F. P. Blair, 1833), pp. 30-40.
17Ibid.
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Fig, 81, Floor plan and apparatus in a 19th-century sugarhouse compiled from Benjamin Silliman, Manual*
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Fig. 82. Hand loading of a 19th-century three-roller cane 
mill. Harper's New Monthly Magazine, VII, 1853, 
page 764.
Fig. 83. A 19th-century set of sugar kettles and their 
operation. Harper's New Monthly Magazine, VII, 
1853, page 765.
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size from 72 to 54 inches in diameter. Each kettle was set in 
order of size into a foundation of fire-brick and masonry. An 
arch flue beneath the foundation was built to pass heat from the 
furnace to the bottoms of the kettles. Each kettle was assigned 
a name; from largest to smallest there were the grande, the flambeau, 
the sirop and the batterie. The grande kettle was placed nearest 
the mill to receive the raw cane juice first, while the batterie 
occupied the other extremity of the sugarhouse, where the furnace 
was hottest. The main furnace was directly beneath the batterie or 
smallest kettle. From here heat passed through the arch flue 
under the bottoms of the other kettles in order to provide a 
gradation of heat. From the last kettle (grande), the flue passed 
into a square brick chimney some 60 feet high. Remnants of these 
square chimneys remain on the landscape today (Fig. 84).
In the process of sugar making, the grande was filled with
raw cane juice. Into it also went six to 24 cubic inches of
slacked lime to act as a flux for releasing impurities. As the
juice temperature increased, a greenish scum formed which was
skimmed off by one or two men with copper skimmers. After eight
to ten minutes, the contents were ladled into the flambeau. In
the flambeau and sirop kettles the cane juice continued to boil,
all the time giving off additional scum which was skimmed off. In
each successive kettle, the cane juice became thicker, and fewer
18impurities were released.
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Fig. 84. Remnant sugarhouse chimney. Plaquemines Parish.
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In the last kettle, the syrup eventually reached a proper 
consistency for granulation. At this point the syrup was said to 
be ready for "striking," or drawing it off into cooling vats. It 
required an experienced sugar maker to know just how much lime to 
add in the skimming process as well as to know the precise instant 
for "striking" the batch.
The thick, grainy-textured syrup was then placed into six 
or more cooling vats, located at the end of the sugarhouse. Each 
vat, measuring seven feet long by five feet wide by one foot high, 
received a thin three-inch layer of the grainy syrup. This was 
stirred as more crystals began to form. After successive layers 
were cooled and granulated, a grainy, sugary material called 
massecuite was removed from the cooling vats and placed in hogsheads
The concluding step was the "bleeding," or purging, of
molasses from the hogsheads filled with the crystallized massecuite.
This process of bleeding took place in the draining room, or purgery
a room often situated as a side appendage to the main sugarhouse.
On the floor of the purgery were several open molasses cisterns 20
feet square made of cypress. Wide planks, placed 18 inches apart
over the cisterns, supported the draining hogsheads. In the bottom
of each hogshead were drilled holes which allowed the molasses
to drain from the granulated mass within it. Approximately 20
to 40 gallons of molasses would drain from each hogshead, thereby
19leaving a mass of brown-sugar crystals called raw sugar. After
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draining, the hogsheads were filled, sealed, and made ready to
j 20be marketed.
All plantations with sugarhouses in the antebellum period
produced raw sugar in this way. The white, or refined, sugar was
not made at any of the plantations then, and today it is produced,
21or refined, in Louisiana only at five sugar refineries.
The open-kettle method, as this process of sugar making is
called, continued until the 20th century. However, the process
was not without its drawbacks. Poor quality sugars were often
the result of the open-kettle method because temperatures could
not be kept even, and if the juice was cooked too long, a less
than perfect sugar was made. Thus the problems of high temperature
and clarification of the syrup were two basic faults of the process.
Between 1830 and 1860 a number of inventions advanced the
manufacture of sugar to a more efficient degree. The vacuum pan
came into use in 1830. The process was the same as the open-kettle
method except at the final stage of boiling; granulation took place
in a vacuum. The granulation improved; therefore, the selling
23price of the sugar was higher. In 1843, another advancement,
20 , . ,Ibid.
21American Sugar Reigning Company, Cnaimette; Coioniai Sugar 
Refining Company, Gramercy; Godchaux Sugar Refining Company, Reserve 
The South Coast Corporation, Georgia Refinery, Mathews; Southdown, 
Inc., Houma.
22Rillieux, "Sugarmaking in Louisiana,” pp. 285-288.
23Ibid.
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the Rillieux apparatus, was patent’d. It consisted of two vacuum
pans connected so that the vapor given off by the first pan provided
heat for boiling in the second pan, and the vapor from the second
pan collected in a condenser. The advantages of this apparatus
were not only the favorable lower temperatures and higher-quality
24sugar produced, but it also conserved fuel.
Clarification proved to be a substantial problem in sugar
making during the antebellum period. As lime was not totally
satisfactory, other methods were employed. Boneblack filters came
into considerable use during the 1850's. After the cane juice
passed through the clarifying straining vats, it was filtered
through cylindrical iron containers filled with boneblack. This
25method of clarification was utilized until the early 1900's.
In the latter years of the antebellum sugar era, planters 
found an ever-increasing shortage of wood to fuel the sugarhouse 
mill and furnaces. In order to meet this problem, the bagasse 
burner, a device for burning cane-stalk pulp for fuel, was developed. 
Between 1830 and 1854, attempts to burn bagasse were met with 
problems and disapproval. Some planters in the 1840's erected 
silos for the storage and drying of the pulp; however, most planters 
wanted to burn or make some use of the bagasse as it came from the 
mill. In 1854 a new furnace was developed for igniting wet bagasse. 
The furnace worked well but still required a considerable supply
24Ibid., pp. 289-290.
25Sitterson, Sugar Country, pp. 150-152.
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of wood. Not until after the Civil War was the bagasse burner
truly successful. This was primarily due to the better milling
26which produced a drier, more easily burned bagasse. Although 
today many sugarhouse power plants exclusively use natural gas 
as a fuel, there are many which continue to supplement this fuel 
by burning bagasse.
Modern Processes
Although the modern sugar factory has experienced numerous
technological improvements, the underlying process of sugar making
remains relatively unchanged. Bundles of cane stalks are brought to
the mill yard via trucks and tractor-pulled cane carts (Fig. 85).
Here one or more motorized cranes, or booms, load the stalks onto a
conveyer belt which carries the canes through a washer, and then
through a cutter which chops the stalks. From this point, the small
cut-up stalk pieces pass through the first set of three-roller
mills (Fig. 87). After having been crushed by several more sets of
27rollers (usually four or five sets), the resulting cane pulp, or 
bagasse, is conveyed to either a bagasse burner which uses the pulp 
for fuel, or to a drying room where the pulp is baled (Fig. 8 6). In 
this latter situation, the bagasse is dried, stored, and made ready 
for shipment to the main plant of the Celotex Corporation near New
26Ibid., pp. 152-153.
27The number of rollers in sugar factories at present ranges 
from 11 to 2 0 .
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Orleans (Marrero, Louisiana), where the pulp is made into acoustical 
tile, fiberboard, and insulating materials.
After the cane-crushing stage, the resulting juice is 
strained and pumped into the clarifying tanks. In this process 
heat is supplied to the tanks by waste steam coming from the 
powerhouse. Lime or phosphoric acid added to the juice precipitates 
the impurities. These "muds," or "scums," of residue are separated 
from the juice usually by a vacuum filter which rotates within 
the tank. This stage of modern sugar making corresponds to the 
step in which the grande kettle is used in open-kettle sugar making.
After clarification, the juice is pumped to the multiple- 
effect evaporators, large vessels six to ten feet in diameter and 
16 feet high. Usually four to six evaporators operate in each 
sugarhouse. Here the juice is piped through a bundle of long tubes 
inside the evaporator. Steam is added to the outside of the tubes 
to heat the juice. The heated juice then percolates through the 
tubes to evaporate the water content. This procedure xs based on 
the same desired effect produced by the Rillieux apparatus; whereby, 
the steam given off by one evaporator is used to heat the next 
evaporator in succession.
The boiling stage follows evaporation. Here the cane juice 
is sent to a vacuum pan which operates independently of the evapor­
ators (Fig. 8 8). Although evaporation continues in this pan, the 
major function of the vacuum pan is to induce crystallization.
Just as with the old batterie-kettle stage, the boiling stage is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 85. Mill yard, cane carts, and loader. Sraithfield 
Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
Fig. 8 6. Placing baled bagasse in the storage area.
McCall-Evan Hall Plantation, Ascension Parish.
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Fig. 87. Grinding-mill rollers. Westfield Plantation, 
Assumption Parish.
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the one which tests the true skill of the sugar maker. The boiling 
stage is critical because the juice is at a maximum in concentration, 
yet it is most susceptible to "spoilage" (an imperfect granulation). 
Once crystallization has begun, the batch drops into the crystallizers, 
large cooling troughs filled with slow-moving agitators, where 
further crystal growth is attained.
As total separation is not achieved at this stage, in a 
final operation the batch is placed into the centrifugal machines.
These are large, enclosed, perforated baskets 40 inches in diameter, 
which spin at high speeds to effect the process of "purging."
As the syrup spins off, the crystals remain inside the basket.
Within a few minutes, several hundred pounds of raw sugar are purged 
and dropped from the centrifugal into a drying room. (In the 19th 
century, purging required 12 to 30 days.) Finally the raw sugar is 
bagged and made ready for shipment.
Outbuildings
The sugar-plantation outbuildings have varied in number,
function, and construction through the century and a half of sugar
enterprise in Louisiana. In the past century the outbuilding
assemblage was comprised of mule barns, blacksmith shops, implement
sheds, purgeries (attached to the sugarhouse for molasses extraction),
feed and corn storage sheds, a poultry house, pigeonniers, stables,
28a dairy, and other storage sheds of various sizes.
28Thorpe, "Sugar and the Sugar Region of Louisiana," pp.
754, 758.
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Fewer functional outbuildings exist on today's plantations. 
Most storage sheds have been replaced by large, often metal-covered, 
storage buildings (Fig. 89). Dairies, stables, and poultry houses 
have disappeared from the plantation landscape. Plantations with 
sugarhcu^as today display tanks and appendages which are connected 
with the sugarhouse operation. However, many outbuilding assemblages 
retain such remnant features as a large bam formerly used for mules, 
a remaining blacksmith shop, two or more long tractor sheds, an 
implement storage and repair shop, and one or more storehouses.
In the past, every plantation had a large barn for the
29purpose of sheltering the work animals of the plantation (Fig. 90). 
Barns still appear on most plantations, but today they are used 
for the storage of fertilizers, agricultural equipment, tools, 
etc. (Fig. 91). Although the function of the plantation barns 
has changed, the form has not. They remain as large, rectangular
buildings 40 to 60 feet wide by 100 to 150 feet long. In plan,
the extant plantation barn may, or may not, have stalls in the 
main portion and a loft above. Doorways or entrances are always
on the gable end. Heavy timbers constitute the materials in the
framework, and vertically placed boards are often used for siding.
The saddle roof is covered with either cypress shingles or galvanized 
tin. The latter is the predominant roofing material which has 
replaced the older cypress-shingle roofing. On the 18th-century
29Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, 197-201; Thorpe, "Sugar and 
the Sugar Region of Louisiana," p. 754.
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Fig. 89. Outbuilding complex of metal-covered buildings.
Orange Grove Plantation, West Baton Rouge Parish.
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Fig. 90. Bam and mule feedlot. Palo Alto Plantation, 
Ascension Parish. Source: Louisiana Planter 
and Sugar Manufacturer, IX, 1892, page 105.
Fig. 91. Barn and outbuilding complex. Longwood Plantation, 
East Baton Rouge Parish.
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plantation outbuildings, riven slabs were used for siding, and pal-
30metto and bark were the roofing materials.
Blacksmith and mechanic shops are still important functioning 
plantation features. With the many plows, tractors, and other 
metal machinery to be maintained, the blacksmith and mechanic are 
still in great demand for repairing such items today (Fig. 92). 
Tractor sheds are relatively new features within the outbuilding 
complex. With its long, narrow shape, 70-foot length, and sectioned- 
off open stalls, the tractor shed has the appearance of an unfinished 
building. The shed, composed of merely a roof and supporting posts, 
is open for the advantages of a drive-through and the ease of con­
struction (Fig. 93). The remaining sheds are used for the storage 
of fertilizers, chemicals, implements, or machine parts. The store­
house form is much the same as sheds in the past— a rectilinear 
building with the doorways in the gable end. The only difference 
is that present sheds are larger and are built of either weather­
board or of sheet-metal siding.
Careful examination of the outbuilding locations, as related 
to the functions and the locations of agricultural and mill workers, 
supports the following conclusions. (1) Two related, yet segregated, 
functions exist on the plantation— the agricultural production 
of sugarcane in the fields and the manufacture of raw sugar in 
the sugarhouse. (2) Two separate units of laborers are employed—
30Dumont De Montigny, Memoires historiques, p. 65; Prichard, 
"Inventory of the Duvernay Concession," p. 987.
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Fig. 92. Blacksmith shop. Star Plantation, Assumption 
Parish.
Fig. 93. Tractor shed. Orange Grove Plantation, West 
Baton Rouge Parish.
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the agricultural-machine operators and the mill workers. (3) Two 
units of outbuildings are locationally separate for purposes of 
serving the two respective labor units and the two functions of 
the plantation (Map 29).
Outbuilding construction methods
The original, French, plantation outbuildings were constructed
of pieux (stakes or slabs) walls and roofed with cypress bark or 
31palmetto. Half-timbering construction for outbuildings was rarely 
utilized because this was a more substantial construction method 
usually reserved for dwellings.
The sheds and barns of the middle and late 19th century, 
of which many remain today on the landscape, were constructed of 
sawn planks fastened to a more durable, timbered frame. The siding 
was placed either horizontally in the usual weatherboarded fashion 
or vertically. Board-and-batten construction, as this vertically 
arranged siding was called, consisted of alternating six-inch to 
eight-inch wide vertical planks with narrow two-inch strips fastened 
at the interstices. Vertical siding of the board-and-batten fashion 
is being abandoned at present in favor of sheet metal or horizontal 
weatherboarding.
Stores and Churches 
Two distinctive outbuildings are the plantation store and 
church (Figs. 94-95). The store occupies an important place in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 94. A plantation store. Waguespack Plantation, St. 
James Parish.
-i—
Fig. 95. A plantation church. Catherine Plantation, 
West Baton Rouge Parish.
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the economic framework of the plantation. Although the buildings 
may be somewhat variable in type and construction, the function 
of the store is the same: to serve the needs of the plantation
community, in addition to realizing substantial profits for its 
owners. Most plantation stores provide credit and/or goods in 
exchange for scrip issued by the plantation payroll office. Some 
stores must rely on these measures in order to keep in business 
because today's workers want cash to spend in nearby towns. The 
function of the plantation store is not entirely tainted with such 
deeds as the use of scrip payment. On plantations located far from 
towns and cities, the store does provide a selection of goods to 
those who cannot easily travel to town.
The origin of the plantation store dates to the late 19th
century. This was a period of reconstruction for the plantation
South and a time of social and economic change. Prior to this,
plantations were operating on a slave system, thus food and
clothing were provided by the owner. It was unnecessary for a
store to be on or near the plantation, because goods could be
32obtained from steamboats and traveling peddlers. However, in 
the postbellum times of the 1800's, as the necessity arose to 
provide products for sale to the wage-earning laborer, the planta­
tion store came into existence.
On some plantations, buildings were built specifically for 
the store; whereas, on others, existing buildings or storage sheds
32Sitterson, Sugar Country, pp. 109-110.
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were used. Nevertheless, of the extant plantation stores which were 
built in the late 1800's, the form remains much the same. The 
entrance is at the gable end, and a roof ridge runs front to back. 
The present stores are large structures, usually one and a half 
stories high and 40 feet wide by as much as 100 feet long. They 
are roofed in galvanized tin and sided with weatherboard. For 
some unknown reason, many stores are painted white with green trim.
Churches are less prevalent on the plantation landscape 
today. Even so, there are a few plantations with definite planta­
tion-built churches. After the Civil War, churches for the laborer 
began to increase in number, but they were not always built directly 
within the plantation settlement. The location of church structures 
was often established some distance away from the settlement complex, 
usually in non-plantation Negro villages. The buildings are small, 
simply constructed of wood, sided with weatherboard, and painted 
white with green trim. Green-painted window panes add a "stained 
glass" appearance to many of the churches on the plantation land­
scape. Churches of this type serve not only the Negro laborers who 
live on the plantations, but also the nonresident laborers and other 
folk who live off the plantation.
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CHAPTER VIII
OTHER LANDSCAPE FEATURES 
Introduction
Although some investigators maintain that the object of
settlement geography is to study the pattern and form of buildings,'*'
2it is the contention of this author, as well as others, that the 
settlement geographer must examine the forms and patterns of all 
the material objects produced by man which give character to the 
landscape.
The sugar-plantation landscape in Louisiana exhibits numerous 
features other than buildings. Characteristically there are long, 
narrow fields divided by a grid work of ditches and roads; formerly 
wooden, now wire fences; a few local intra-plantation railroads; 
remnant former landscape features such as landings, work bells, and 
certain implements; and the artificial levees which line the banks 
of certain streams in the region. Implements of the past and present 
are discussed because the study of man's modification of the physical 
landscape into a cultural one must include his technology, i.e.
'''Kirk Stone, "The Development of a Focus for the Geography 
of Settlement," Economic Geography (1965), pp. 346-355.
2Terry Jordan, "On the Nature of Settlement Geography,"
The Professional Geographer, XVIII (1966), 26-28.
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Throughout the southern Louisiana sugar country, the cane 
fields follow a well-defined and established pattern. The fields 
are long, narrow strips which extend from frontlands to backswamp 
and follow the almost imperceptible gradient of the natural levees. 
Superimposed over this is a network of ditches and roads which 
produce a rectangular grid pattern on the landscape (Fig. 96).
The basic field unit produced by the grid pattern is the 
cane plot, which is bordered on two sides by lateral ditches 
parallel to the furrows. Each plot measures from one to five 
acres in size and contains 18 to 25 rows of cane. A grouping of 
15 to 20 individual plots is called a section, or "cut." These 
larger sections are bounded by headlands, or turnrows, each about 
24 feet wide. Because most plantations are from 500 to 5000 acres 
in size, obviously many individual plots and sections appear on 
the landscape.
Rows
Row widths, or distances between rows, today are set at a 
standard of six feet (Fig. 97). All machinery, tractors, harvesters, 
etc. are based on this standard as well. Although the width of cane 
rows would not seem important, distances between rows in the early 
19th century changed considerably.
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Fig. 96. A grid work of sugarcane fields, ditches, and 
roads; view toward the backswamp.
Fig. 97. Furrows and cane ridges set at the six-foot 
standard width; note relative ridge height.
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Prior to 1830, cane rows were narrow (two and one-half 
feet to four feet apart). With the abundance of hand labor and 
the fewer numbers of mules and mule plows, narrow rows fitted 
well with the technology of the time. With narrow rows, one-mule 
carts and plows were commonly used. In addition, the canes grown 
prior to 1830 were the Creole and Otaheite varieties which some 
planters thought were better suited to cultivation on narrow rows.
After 1832, when ribbon and purple canes were introduced,
rows were widened to six to eight feet. W. W. P--gh, a prcm—nent
sugar planter, noted that with the new varieties it was necessary
to increase the width of the row to let in air and sunlight for 
4ripening the cane.
Another reason for widened rows was the change, during the 
1830's, from single-mule plows to two-mule plows. This seems to 
be a more logical reason for an alteration in row width; however, 
it is not known which of the two introductions, the new cane 
varieties or the two-mule plows, initiated the change.
It was long after this initial change to wider rows that 
the standard six-foot row was established. In the 1880's W. C. 
Stubbs of the Sugar Experiment Station reported that, although 
cane could grow well and reach proper maturity in narrow rows, it
3W. W. Pugh, "Width of Cane Rows," Louisiana Planter and 
Sugar Manufacturer, II (1889), 62.
^Ibid.
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was necessary to plant more seed, or plant, cane. The cost and 
trouble of planting twice as much seed cane in three-foot rows 
than in six-foot rows proved to be uneconomical. Stubbs suggested 
that a five-foot row was best."* As planters found it difficult 
to work two-mule plows in a five-foot row, they expanded the width 
to six feet. From this time on, then, implement manufacturers 
standardized all cane carts, wagons, and cultivators to fit the 
six-foot standard. For that reason, on all sugar plantations
 ̂ ^ T +» V « A £ VAT TA i  A a 4* AW J AV T A A A+*
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six feet.
The height of cane rows, or ridges, is another conspicuous
characteristic of cultivated rows. Ridge heights are set at 18 to
25 inches— an unusual standard compared to other areas of cane 
cultivation (Fig. 97). High ridges are essential here to provide 
proper drainage and aeration and to prevent cane roots from rotting 
in the relatively wet alluvial soils. The lands near the backswamp 
particularly require high ridges because the soils there are 
extremely moisture retentive.
Ditches
The impo"Ctence of drsinsgs cennot he cveir emphasized fô r 
cane growing in southern Louisiana. Although the moisture require-
5W. C. Stubbs, Sugarcane: A Treatise on Its History, Botany,
and Agriculture (Savannah, Georgia: D. G. Purse Company, 1901),
p. 1 1 2.
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ments for sugarcane are relatively high (60 inches per year), the 
plant cannot survive in a constantly wet soil environment. The 
roots are susceptible to rotting and root diseases associated with 
wet conditions; therefore, a rapid means of clearing fields of 
water is necessary (Fig. 98).
Natural drainage is hampered by the low gradient from levee 
to backswamp. Gradients from the natural-levee crest to backswampg
rarely exceed 0.8 feet per mile. Thus, each small field unit 
has three or four shallow quarter drains which run at right angles 
to lateral ditches and the furrows. The lateral ditches, three to 
four feet wide and two to four feet deep, carry water to cross 
ditches. As lateral ditches seldom effectively carry water for 
more than 2400 to 3000 feet, cross ditches are placed at 2500-foot 
intervals to insure rapid runoff. These large cross ditches, 
placed at right angles to the lateral ditches, are connected to 
even larger 20-foot drainage canals that extend into the backswamp.
With the exception of fewer cross ditches found today, depths, 
widths, and numbers of ditches are the same as those in the past 
century.^ Numbers of ditches per acre increase southward from below 
Baton Rouge where more ditches are required for proper drainage.
In the southern parishes— lower Lafourche, St. Mary, and Terrebonne—
g
Russell, "Physiography," p. 47.
Ĵ. C. Delavigne, "Production of Sugar in the United States," 
DeBow1s Review, V (1848), pp. 139-141; (Hereinafter referred to as 
"Production of Sugar"); Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, 165.
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Fig. 98. Field ditches and drainage process; the view is 
toward the levee crest.
Fig. 99. A backswamp levee and pump; water here is being 
pumped over the levee for draining backlands.
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lateral ditches are placed as close as 50 feet apart. Northward 
on the larger levees of the Mississippi River, the distance between 
ditches is occasionally greater, from 150 to 200 feet.
Although the drainage patterns and systems of antebellum 
plantations were similar to those of today, they were not sufficient 
to drain the plantation of flood waters and excessive rains.
During such problem times, draining wheels, which were usually 
located in the backlands on larger plantations, were put into use. 
These great wheels, 15 to 25 feet in diameter and turned by a steam 
engine, threw water from the main drainage canals over small levees
g
into the backswamp. The small levees were placed in the backlands 
to protect low-lying fields from rising swamp waters.
Drainage by machine today is performed by gasoline or diesel- 
powered pumps. Although the same small backswamp levees exist and 
the need for a draining machine is the same, only the machinery 
and method of operation has changed (Fig. 99).
Fences
The earliest plantation fence type of the 18th century 
was made of stakes driven into the ground and was called pieux 
debout, or stake fence. The pieux debout was a palisade of cypress 
stakes used for penning livestock and for enclosing small plots of 
ground such as gardens and small fields. Although most fences of
g
Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, 177, 180, 182; J. D. B. DeBow, 
"Drainage," DeBow1s Review, III (1847), 66-80; R. A. Wilkinson, 
"Cultivation of Sugarcane," DeBowTs Review, IV (1847), 229.
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this type were unsupported, on some, horizontal stakes were affixed
o
to the top of the fence for added support' (Fig. 100). Not only
was the pieux debout found on plantations, it had been used earlier
in New Orleans where in 1727 the city was described as being
" . . .  surrounded by a large ditch and fenced in with sharp stakes 
10wedged together."
The next fence to be used significantly on the plantations 
was the pieux a travers, or horizontal fence, which was used concur­
rently with the stake fence.^ Similar to the post and rail fences 
of the Middle Atlantic states, the pieux a travers fence consisted 
of posts with holes in them and rails, the ends of which fitted 
into the holes (Fig. 101). The pieux a travers, or pieux travers,
enclosed fields and pastures. Four to five rails produced a fence
12of five to six feet high. This fence type was common to the
plantation landscape from the mid-18th century until the 1880's
13when barbed wire entered the region. Fence types in the Baton 
Rouge area near the Anglo-French margins, xncluded snake or worm 
split-oak rail fences (exclusively Anglo-American fence type), which
9Knitfen and Glassie, "Building in Wood," pp. 46, 48; Russell, 
My Diary, p. 98.
10Gayarre, Louisiana, Its Colonial History and Romance, p. 387.
11Cruzat, "Documents," p. 614.
12Robin, Voyage to Louisiana, p. 124; Olmstead, Cotton 
Kingdom,- p. 319.
13Pierce, "Terrebonne," p. 606.
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Fig. 100. A fence similar to the pieux debout type, at the 
mansion site of Cedar Grove Plantation, Iberville 
Parish.
Evergreen Plantation, St. John-the-Baptist Parish.
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were used on the terraces; whereas, on the lowland floodplain the
cypress "post-and-rail-like" pieux a travers (a French fence in
14this area) was in use. Neither of these two fences is function­
ally in existence on plantations today. There are one or two 
pieux a travers fences remaining, but they are reconstructed ones 
used for ornamental purposes (Fig. 101).
Since 1880, barbed wire has been used on the plantation 
mainly for fencing or enclosing livestock.^ At present neither 
sugar fields nor many vegetable gardens are fenced. Fences are 
used primarily for stock pens and to keep grazing cattle on the 
artificial levees.
The Work Bell
One remnant antebellum feature present on the plantation 
landscape today is the plantation work bell. This relict not only 
serves as a reminder of the past, but its form and function on 
many plantations is much the same as it was during the antebellum 
period. The cast-iron bell, set atop a derrick of heavy timbers, 
is usually located near the sugarhouse and outbuilding complex (Fig. 
102). In the past the bell was used for calling the slaves to
16their tasks at dawn and for signaling breaks at noon and at dusk.
Carrigan, "Statistical and Historical Sketches of Louisiana: 
Baton Rouge," p. 616.
15Harry D. and Francis T. McCallum, The Wire That Fenced the 
West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965), p. 33.
16Russell, Diary, p. 108.
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Fig. 102. Plantation work bell.
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Today the use of the bell is limited to signaling lunch breaks and 
emergencies such as fires.
Implements
Before the 1830's, hand implements and, to a lesser degree,
plows were the primary cultivation tools. Crude wooden plows
drawn by a single draft animal were used for land preparation and
plowing, and brush drags were used for harrowing. Hand hoes and
shovels were utilized to perform all other cultivation.^
The hand-hoe, although more extensively used in earlier
times, rapidly diminished in use after the Civil War because the
hand labor that had been so prevalent before was no longer available.
Two types of hoes were used in cane cultivation— the short-handled,
narrow-bladed hoe used for grubbing stubble cane and the long-
handled, wide-bladed hoe (five to eight inches wide) used for 
18weeding.
No implement was put to greater use on cane plantations 
19than the steel plow. It was used to prepare land, to open 
furrows for planting seed cane, and to cultivate the land. It was 
also used to clean quarter drains and shape-up the headlands after
^For a detailed list of horse-drawn implements see The 
Sugar Industry, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, Misc. Series 9 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1913), p. 9.
3.8Pugh, "Bayou Lafourche," p. 179.
19J. D. B. DeBow, ed., "Improved Husbandry, Implements, Etc.," 
DeBow1s Review, VI (1848), pp. 131-132.
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the crop was laid by. Because this plow was used to open deep
furrows on the newly opened stiff backlands, usually two to four
mules were required to pull it. The task of operating the plowing
unit was accomplished by two people— a man at the plow and another
90(usually a young boy) driving the mules.- The use of gang plows, 
multiple hitches, and more than four animals, although common to the 
Great Plains during the 19th century, was not found on sugar plan­
tations. These units could not be worked in the cane fields because
21of the wide rows and high ridges.
Implements specifically designed for sugarcane were not
developed until after the Civil War, when labor became scarce.
The first of these tools was the slide shaver. This implement was
29built on two runners, or slides, placed 15 to 18 inches apart. A
single blade to cut, or shave, the old remaining stubble stalks
was fixed at an angle between the runners. Fixed to the rear of
the two runners was a "V-drag" to loosen the soil and expose the
23stubble-cane nodes for later germination.
Other developments included left-hand plows for covering 
plant cane, larger turn plows, iron-toothed harrows and double- 
mould-board plows. The double-mould-board plow came into relatively
20E. A. Maier, "A Story of Sugarcane Machinery," Sugar 
Journal (1952), p. 8.
21Ibid.
92Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1875, p. xii.
23Maier, "A Story of Sugarcane Machinery," p. 8.
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wide use because it opened a furrow, or row, in one operation.
Earlier turn plows required two trips to complete this same
operation. The rotary hoe was introduced in the later part of the
19th century to replace hand labor in building up rows. This mule-
drawn implement consisted of a number of radiating paddles in a fan-
24shaped arrangement designed to work both sides of the row. Later 
came disc cultivators and disc harrows, implements whose form and 
function differed little from the cultivating implements of today.
The major difference has been tractive power— mules being used until 
the early 1920's and tractors being used afterwards.
Mechanization for almost all cultivation did not arrive on 
the plantation until after the 1830's. Tractors were the first 
items of the mechanized era. Although steam tractors were tried 
earlier in the sugar lands, they did not remain because they were 
too heavy and at best could perform only the one operation of breaking 
land. Caterpillar tractors were also operated to a limited extent, 
but were unsatisfactory because they failed to have the proper 
clearance or the maneuverability of the wheeled tractors.
The modern tractor is a high-clearance vehicle designed to 
fit a six-foot wide row. Attached to the tractor is a lifting 
device designed to raise the implements clear of the ground. This 
feature is especially advantageous because it permits the machine 
to be turned on existing headlands. The high-clearance feature
^ Ibid., p. 9.
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enables the machine to cultivate over the growing cane until lay­
by time and to straddle the ridge at harvest time in order to 
haul cane from the fields and not damage the stubble.
Harvesting implements
Cane cutters.— From the beginnings of sugarcane cultivation 
until 1938, when mechanized harvesters were invented, cane was 
cut by hand. Cane knives are used today but only where cane stalks 
have been missed by the mechanized harvester. Cane knives, machete­
like blades usually measuring 18 inches long, have a single cutting 
edge with a hook, or tooth, at the end opposite the cutting side 
of the blade. This hook is used for picking up the cane and for 
stripping leaves from the cane stalk (Fig. 103).
The modern, mechanical cane harvester dates from 1935 (Fig.
25104). In one labor-saving, easy operation the machine gathers 
the cane stalks between two sets of conveyer chains and moves along 
the stalks back to where a circular blade cuts the top of the 
stalk. At the same time another circular blade severs the stalk 
at the ground. Conveying chains carry the cut canes back, give 
them a right-angle turn, and place them back on the field at 
right angles to the rows. This placement of stalks enables a mech­
anized loader to gather up the stalks in a claw-like device and 
then to place the load into waiting cane carts. As the mechanized 
harvester does not strip the leaves from the stalk, portable burner
25Vought, "Windrowing and Harvesting Machines," p. ix.
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Fig. 103. Cutting cane by hand; note the broad-bladed 
cane knife.
Fig. 104. A mechanized sugarcane harvester.
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units on tractors are used to burn leaves from the felled, dried 
stalks.
Cane loaders.— Before the mechanized era of cane cultivation
and harvesting began, cane stalks after having been cut by hand
■were hand loaded onto cane carts. During the latter part of the
19th century, mule-powered field loaders were employed. These
implements consisted simply of a boom and hoist mounted on a wagon
bed. A scissors-like grab was placed at one end of a cable attached
to the boom (Fig. 105). The loader was operated by three people:
one to operate the boom and wagon, one to place the grab over the
26cane, and one to guide the mule. Later, steam and then gasoline- 
powered field loaders similar to the loader described above, but 
differently powered, were employed. The modern cane loader is a 
tractor-like vehicle which has a grab that is pushed ahead of the 
machine. The claw-like grab gathers the cane stalks which previously 
have been laid crossways to the rows. After the claw is filled with 
cane and is closed, it is turned around toward tractor-pulled cane 
carts beside the loader and unloaded (Fig. 106).
Cane carts.— Cane carts, the two-wheeled vehicles used for 
hauling harvested cane from the fields to mills, have, except for 
a few minor changes, remained much the same in form and function.
The early cane carts had two large, steel-rimmed, spoked wheels
"Sugarcane Loading Devices," Louisiana Planter and Sugar 
Manufacturer, XXXVI (1906), 105-107, 165, 294.
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Fig. 105 Early mule-drawn cane cart; note cane loader at right. 
Source: Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer,
XXXVI, 1906, page 165.
Fig. 106 Sugarcane loading device, 1967; note cane cart 
being loaded.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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97six feet in diameter" (Fig. 105). These extremely large wheels 
provided a high clearance which enabled the cart to be operated 
effectively in the ridged cane fields, as well as on the miry roads 
during grinding season. The bed of the cart was about eight feet 
by four feet, and the average load for a cart was from one to two 
tons.
Changes in cart size came later. When the early cane
varieties and narrow rows were common prior to 1825, cane carts,
28pulled by a single draft animal, were small. When wider rows
came into use with newer varieties, the axles of the carts were
widened to six feet to conform to the rows. The cart beds were
set at 12 feet by 5 feet, which is the standard size for cane-cart 
29beds today. Since the introduction of tractors, cane carts have 
been made with rubber tires and steel beds. However, the form 
and function of the carts have remained the same (Fig. 106).
Loading derrick.— At present, loading derricks or field 
booms are common features found on the cultural landscape xn the 
sugar country. These devices, used for unloading cane carts, are 
based primarily on two iron beams, each 25 feet long. One, the 
major support beam, is set vertically and is supported by either 
guy wires or by two minor beams anchored at the ground and fastened
27Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, 166.
28Pugh, "Width of Cane Rows," p. 62.
29Present cane carts have a carrying capacity of three tons.
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at the top of this beam. The second beam, one end of which is fas­
tened at the base of the support beam, is the lifting beam. Cables, 
chains, and block-and-tackles are so rigged to the device to enable 
a two-ton mass of cane stalks to be lifted from a cane cart (Fig.
i  A - r  \
J . V  /  J  •
In the past, when every plantation had a sugarhouse, the cane 
derrick, then built of heavy wood timbers, was usually located in 
the mill yard. Here cane was taken directly from carts and deposited 
near the carrier at the mill. In the 1920's, when the sugarcane 
mosaic disease hampered the industry and subsequently caused the 
closing of many mills, the cane derrick came into wider use. Since 
1930, particularly where plantations no longer have an operating 
sugarhouse, the loading derrick has either remained at the former 
mill site or has been relocated and increased in numbers in the 
fields (Fig. 108). Cane is cut and carted, just as it had been 
before, but its destination is the loading derrick. Here the 
cart-loads of cane are transferred to truck trailers, which carry 
the cane to the sugar factories, sometimes located miles away.
Internal Transportation
Roads
On individual plantations small roads grid the landscape 
connecting fields with each other and with the sugarhouse. Traffic 
on the single-lane field roads is composed mainly of tractors and, 
occasionally, the trucks of the overseers. Elsewhere on the plan-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 108. Cane derrick in a former sugarhouse site.
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tation, usually centrally located, is a main road. On Mississippi 
River plantations this road bisects the linear settlement. In the 
Lafourche area it leads to the block settlement. The main road, 
sometimes called a quarters road, not only forms a focal point for 
the settlement, but it also provides intersections for many of the 
field roads. Most local plantation roads are unsurfaced, although 
a few main roads are asphalt paved.
The existence of roads on plantations is not a new feature 
of the landscape. Roads of this pattern have been on the plantation 
since its beginning. The roads and tracks of antebellum plantations 
were perhaps not as well maintained nor as passable as present ones; 
nevertheless, the earlier roads had the same form, pattern, and 
function as those of today.
Railroads
Narrow-gage railroads for hauling cane from the fields to
the sugarhouse operate on about three plantations. As early as
1870, attempts were made to establish railroads on individual
plantations. In St. Mary and Terrebonne parishes, planters experi-
31mented with portable wooden tracks and horse-drawn carts. In 
time, fixed rails and steam locomotives were popularly introduced.
By 1900, of the total 723 sugarcane-growing establishments (not all
30Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, 165; Surrey, Commerce of 
Louisiana, p. 92; Du Terrage, Les Dernihres Annies de l a  Louisiane 
Frangaise, p. 129.
31Sitterson, Sugar Country, p. 264.
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32were plantations), 64 had narrow-gage railroads. Unfortunately
the narrow-gage railroad was found to be uneconomical for hauling
33cane short distances. As a result, the cane cart returned as a 
major short-hauling vehicle. Today, where cane is moved less than 
five miles from field to mill, cane carts pulled by tractors are 
used. On the few enterprises where the narrow-gage railroad is 
still used, more than one plantation is involved. The railroad 
connects several plantations and hauls all cane produced by each 
to a centralized sugarhouse. Essentially, though, the railroad 
as an intra-plantation feature and function on the landscape has 
almost completely disappeared.
Landings
With the great emphasis placed on water transport in the
19th century, all plantations fronting navigable streams had land- 
34ings. The plantation landing was as much a geographical location
as it was a form. Although a wharf or narrow wooden pier often
characterized the landing, this was not always necessary. Many
landings were simply cleared places along the river where a boat 
35might moor. As a site, the landing was the contact point where
32Henry Rightor, ed., Standard History of New Orleans (Chica­
go: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1900), pp. 687-726.
33Sitterson, Sugar Country, p. 264.
34Frank M. Cayton, Landings on all the Western and Southern 
Rivers and Bayous, Showing Location, Post Offices, Distances, Etc. 
(St. Louis: Woodward, Tierman and Hale, Printers and Binders, 1881).
35Olmstead, Cotton Kingdom, p. 317.
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watercraft (keelboats, flatboats, steamboats, etc.) moored, or tied 
up, at the river bank. The exchange of supplies and goods from the 
boat was made here for sugar products from the plantation.
At the present time, landings exist only in name. Certain 
river charts and maps still have the names of plantation landings 
as points of reference, but for the most part (especially on the 
Mississippi), the landing features are gone.
Levees
The Mississippi River has had a notorious history of flooding 
in the Lower Mississippi Valley. As features of flood protection, 
nothing has been more important than the pair of protective dikes 
called levees. The present system of levees, built and maintained 
by the Mississippi River Commission, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
confines the Mississippi Ri-s- from Venice, Louisiana, below New 
Orleans northward to Cairo, l.linois. Although this levee system has 
successfully contained the river from serious flooding in the past 
several decades, the levees of the antebellum plantation era were 
much less of a success (Figs. 109-110).
The need for man-made levees was recognized early in the
European settlement of the region. At first, levee ordinances
and regulations required individual planters to be responsible
36for building levees on their property. However, individual
36Du Terrage, Les Dernieres Annees de la Louisiane 
Frangaise, p. 632.
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Fig. 10S. A break in a 19th-century artificial levee.
Source: Harper’s weekly, May 1866, page 329.
Fig. 110. Present artificial levee, right bank of the 
Mississippi River, St. James Parish.
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planters' attempts were unsuccessful because some of the parties 
responsible for the building and maintenance of levees often con­
structed ridges of lesser dimensions or neglected the job altogether. 
Therefore, appeals were made for state and federal aid, but it was 
not until after 1900 that relatively permanent and uniform levees 
became a reality.^
Levees built by individual planters were more successful on 
the bayou plantations and at the backswamp of all plantations in 
the district. Small levees were and still are necessary at the 
backlands of many plantations to keep rising swamp waters from 
entering fields. (See page 235).
The levee in antebellum times was an extremely necessary, 
functional man-made form on the landscape. It is likewise an 
important feature of the present plantation landscape, though its 
construction and maintenance on the Mississippi has passed out of 
the hands of the planter.
37J. D. B. DeBow, ed., "Louisiana: Her Public Lands and
Levees,” DeBow's Review, X (1851), 530-534.




The foregoing chapters (IV-VIII) have been a synthesis of the 
Louisiana sugar plantation as it exists as a model form on the land­
scape. To confirm that plantation elements exist in combination and 
constitute the true nature of the plantation in Louisiana, case stud­
ies have been made of six selected plantations. Furthermore, histor­
ical ownership successions have been investigated for each plantation 
so that French- and Anglo-plantation landscape traits could be cul­
turally verified. The sampling procedure was not entirely objective, 
but the settlement patterns, buildings, fields, and other phenomena 
found on the six plantation examples are representative of Louisi­
ana's sugar-plantation morphology.
The plantations were selected to represent the entire sugar­
cane plantation region, with the six distributed as follows: three
along the Mississippi River, one on Bayou Lafourche, one on Bayou 
Grand Caillou (Terrebonne Parish), and one on the western side of the 
sugar region on Bayou Teche (Map 23).
All six plantations are within the 270 to 280 day frost-free 
growing-season zones and are located on the natural-levee portions 
of streams. Of these six plantations studied, four have big houses;
























three have sugarhouses or factories; and all are clearly represented 
by a quarters with distinctive settlement patterns, in which three 
are linear and three are block-patterned settlements. Each maintains 
sugarcane fields, ditches, roads, and outbuilding complexes of barns, 
tractor sheds, and storage sheds. Although four of the plantations 
are now operated by corporations which own multiple and contiguous 
plantations, each plantation is considered, by its owners and opera­
tors, as a singular unit. Each plantation has a distinctive appear­
ance on the landscape and illustrates the work of men of different 
cultural backgrounds (French and Anglo), who established the basic 
landscape picture in earlier years through cultural tradition.
Armant Plantation
General information
Armant Plantation is located 40 airline miles above New 
Orleans on the west bank of the Mississippi River in St. James 
Parish, 1.5 miles north of Vacherie. A large plantation with 2,876 
acres of total land area, Armant maintains a sugarhouse and houses 
more than 57 workers and their families on the premises. Owned now 
by Southdown Incorporated, Armant is a division-centered plantation, 
having other company-owned plantations nearby and contiguous to it.
Of benefit to this sugar-plantation1s agricultural pursuit, 
is its location on a portion of the Vacherie alluvial crevasse, which 
allows for an extension of drained land at Armant reaching from the 
Mississippi River to the backswamp for a distance of 4.8 miles. This 
distance includes 1.75 miles of arable land beyond the comparable
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natural-levee widths along the Mississippi where crevasses have not 
occurred.
Historical succession
Armant Plantation, named for its i .• .1 owner, Jean Baptiste 
Armant, Sr., has been in existence for over 170 years. Although 
the original date of the plantation's establishment is not known, 
earliest evidence points to a date of 1796 when the property was con­
sidered a plantation.'*’ Parish courthouse records of St. James Parish, 
which date to 1809 for the Armant successions, indicate that for the 
several years between 1809 and 1818, both Jean B. Armant, Sr. and his
son Jean B. Armant, Jr. were buying small parcels of land for the
2expansion of the plantation. Even after Jean Baptiste, Jr. gained 
full ownership of the properties, between 1820 and 1830, he con-
3tinued to purchase lands adjacent to the Armant Plantation (Map 24).
In 1840, a notice of foreclosure on the plantation mortgage, described
the Armant Plantation at that time:
The property is an habitation established in sugar situated 
in St. James Parish on the right bank of the Mississippi at 18 
lieues^ from New Orleans having 32 arpents de face by 80 in 
depth bordered on the sides above by heirs of Jacques Roman and
“Caires1 Southern Louisiana Antebellum Plantation Map, Louisi­
ana Room, Louisiana State University Library, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
9“St. James Parish, Convent Louisiana, Conveyance Records, Book
1, September 28, 1809, p. 631; Book 4, pp. 671, 952; Book 5, p. 571; 
Book 6 , p. 98; Book 7, p. 1.
^Ibid., Book 10, October 2, 1827, p. 239.
4One Lieue = 2.5 miles.
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below by heirs of Duparc. Together with all buildings, steam- 
powered sugar mill, animals, implements, and 124 slaves. . .
In January 1847, seven years before his death, Armant donated the
g
plantation to his eight children. The sons, known as the "Armant 
Brothers," successfully maintained the plantation for the next 13 
years.
The next owner was John Burnside, one of Louisiana's largest 
landowners, who purchased Armant in a sheriff's sale in 1860. Burn­
side purchased all of the lands except a four by four arpent plot, 
which contained buildings and improvements (probably the mansion), 
which was reserved by the sellers. This was reserved for their 
mother, Mrs. Jean Baptiste Armant, Jr.^ In 1883 Burnside willed 
the Armant Plantation to Oliver Beirne; the transaction indicated 
an increase in the size of the holdings by a tract of 6,156 acres
g
of backswamp lands behind the 80-arpent line.
In 1889 the Miles family gained the right to succession from
9the Beirne family. Among the five recipients was William Porcher 
Miles. Miles technologically improved operations through a modern­
ization of the sugarhouse by the introduction of vacuum pans, cen-
5St. James Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 18, January 14, 
1840, p. 366. 
c.
''ibid., Book 24, January 15, 1847, p. 78.
^Ibid., Book 35, January 13, 1860, p. 123.
^Ibid., Book 50, October 18, 1883, p. 398; Book 51, January 
21, 1886, p. 441.
9Four other owners included Sally Beirne Miles, Susan Wailey 
Miles, Margaret Melinda Miles, and Betty Beirne Miles.
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trifugals, and double-effect evaporating equipment between 1884 and 
101915. w He also adopted improvements in the field. He installed 
a portable railroad to facilitate the hauling of harvested cane to 
the mill and in 1891 experimented, unsuccessfully, with drain tiles 
in the sugar fields. He even experimented with tenant labor, despite 
the overwhelming use of gang labor found on other Louisiana planta­
tions.'*''*' This use of tenants is still today a part of the Armant 
Plantation and conceivably can be traced to the William Porcher Miles 
era of ownership.
12Finally, in 1934, Armant and all other holdings were sold on 
assumption for $310,000 to Reality Operators Company, Inc., a corpo­
ration of other plantation properties, which in a change of title in
131948 became Southdown Sugars, the present owners of Armant.
Present morphology
The settlement complex at Armant exhibits a neat, compact, 
agglomerated appearance displaying linearity in its quarters arrange­
ment (Map 25 and Fig. 111). As demonstrated in Chapter IV, linearity
^Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1884-1892, St. James Parish.
^Sitterson, Sugar Country, pp. 264, 272, 261, from W. P. 
Miles' Diary, January 26, 1896, University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, Library.
*"̂ Except for 5436 acres of backswamp lands behind the 80- 
arpent line at Armant to be kept by the Miles Planting and Manu­
facturing Company, Ltd.
13St. James Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 67, August 28, 
1934, p. 452; Book'8 6 , February 28, 1948, p. 284.
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Fig. 111. Armant Plantation settlement complex; note the 
linearity of the built-in-porch quarter houses.
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in a plantation settlement pattern indicates that the plantation is 
identified as French. Armant's linear settlement pattern and French 
origins support this conclusion.
Big house
House types, expecially those built through traditional folk 
patterns and techniques, are often the better indices of cultural
origin as manifestations of man's action on the landscape.
14The big house at Armant was the best cultural index for 
typing the plantation.13 The dwelling, typed as a French raised- 
Creole mansion, exhibited such basic traits as: a bricked, raised
basement (a full-sized floor above ground), multiple front doors, 
central chimneys, hipped roof, construction of a wooden story above 
and a brick one below, and galleries— in this case on two sides of 
the structure incorporated into the roof design. Columns, brick 
below and wood above, completed the outward appearance and traits of 
the dwelling (Fig. 112). The original structure measured 60 feet 
long by 36 feet wide, with 8 -foot galleries extending beyond the 36- 
foot measurements. At the rear of the main structure was a 24-foot 
appendage, which served as a kitchen and laundry facility.
Originally built of shakes, or cypress shingles, the roof had 
had, in the past, an additional roof covering of slate. This was
Sold and dismantled in June 1969; examined and photographed 
by the author in April 1967.
^The very name of the plantation— Armant— suggests a French 
connotation and, irregardless of the succession of owners, the origi­
nal name, having come from the initial owners, persists.
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Fig. 112. Armant big bouse, a Creole mansion, 1967.
Fig. 113. The remaining brick ground floor of the Armant 
mansion, 1969.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 114. Floor plan of the Armant Creole mansion.
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probably added under William P. Miles' ownership in 1890, because at
that time the wooden shingle roof on the sugarhouse was replaced by 
16slate. The upper floor or main living area, with multiple front 
doors opening onto the gallery, had been of a half-timbered construc­
tion, with cypress timbers as a support frame and mud-ana-moss filling 
at the interstices in the walls. The exterior walls were covered with 
weatherboarding to protect the half-timbering inside.
In 1969, the author arrived at Armant and found the brick 
raised basement the only part of the house remaining intact. Work­
men, however, confirmed that the house had massive cypress posts and 
timbers, and the spaces between were filled with "mud." From this, 
there can be no question about the half-timbered nature of the wall 
detail. From the remaining basement, however, it was possible to 
reconstruct the ground-floor plan and to examine the brick work, walls, 
and dimensions of the main structure as illustrated in figures 113 
and 114.
Quarters and other dwellings
The quarters, that settlement of nearly identical dwellings 
for the workers at Armant, is located 300 yards from the big house 
and sugar factory. A double row of cabins some 275 yards long forms 
the quarters and gives Armant its linear settlement pattern (Fig.
111).
Quarter houses at Armant number 21, of which 16 are occupied
Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1890, St. James Parish.
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by agricultural workers. In addition, there are 12 houses not inher­
ently connected to the quarters, occupied by managers, overseers, and 
mill workers. All quarter houses measure 32 by 30 feet and are of 
the built-in-porch type; chimneys are set at the center of the roof 
line, and the construction of each structure, except for the tin 
roof, is of wood frame and weatherboarded siding. Most yards contain . 
spaces for gardens, but many are not cultivated. Fences of smooth 
wire, chicken wire, and scrap-lumber slats enclose yards in which
j „ j— __j
;iauc uicco vj j_ uumauci. ty  auu wj.jlj.uw picuvui4uai.c.
Such are the settlement characteristics of the main Armant 
quarters— meaning "Armant front." On the same plantation, there 
are two additional quarter-house clusters, with the same house types, 
located at l k  and 2% miles behind the main agglomerated center of 
Armant. In the vernacular of southern Louisiana, they are "back 
quarters," in reference to their location. It has been a matter of 
convenience to have additional quarters in the center and back units 
on some plantations, especially as in the case of Armant, where 4.8 
miles of arable land lay at length from end to end. Although today 
back quarters are rarely found materially or functionally on the 
landscape at other plantations, back quarters are at Armant in both 
capacities by virtue of their use by tenants and their hired laborers.
The other dwellings at Armant are for mill workers, overseers, 
and managers. House types consist of a shotgun, a new cinder-block 
dwelling, two built-in-porch types, and eight bungalows. In the yard 
settings of these dwellings, the mill workers and overseers maintain 
well-kept yards and usually vegetable gardens.
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Sugarhouse and outbuilding complex
Within the agglomerate center of Armant, along with the 
quarters and other dwellings, are clustered the sugarhouse and the 
outbuilding complex. The sugarhouse dominates the scene with its 
four black smoke stacks, galvanized-metal surface, and above all its 
size of 460 feet by 260 feet by 70 feet. Armant's present sugar­
house is considered a modern "central" type of sugar factory (Fig. 
115). Modernity in this case means within the past thirty years,
wiiicli tiss sug2irlici2S2s i.n 1*0112.52.2,112, I12VS bssr. iz0cliiioXo§2.c2XXy
updated.
Since 1922, the milling capacity, an index of quantity (tons 
of cane ground per day) and efficiency, has risen from 900 tons 
of cane ground per day to 3500 tons in 1968. Part of Armant's success 
is attributed to the milling equipment consisting of 16 rollers 
arranged in two sets of two rollers each and four three-roller mills. 
Compared to Louisiana's other plantations, both the milling capacity 
and the number of roller mills at Armant are above average.^ Power 
for mo«t of the machinery is supplied by 11 steam boilers which col­
lectively produce-4110 horsepower. The loading or feeder tables, 
sets of cutting knives, the 16 roller mills, as well as the boiling- 
house equipment, are all powered and/or heated by steam engines and 
boilers. In the boiling-house portion of the factory are: two lim­
ing tanks (eight feet in diameter), five cane-juice heaters, three
^Average milling capacity for Louisiana sugar factories is 
2400 tons per day. Average number of rollers is 13.
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Fig. 115. Mill yard, cane-loading derrick, and cane 
carrier at the Armant sugarhouse.
Fig. 116. Two of the outbuildings at Armant.
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clarifiers (at 20, 18, and 8 feet in diameter), two evaporators (at 
9 and 11 feet in diameter), five vacuum pans (8 to 10 feet in diam­
eter), four condensing pans, 12 crystallizers (800 cubic feet capacity
of each), and nine centrifugals with 34-inch baskets for the separa-
18tion of crystallized sugar from the molasses.
The present Armant sugarhouse was refurbished and built as an
all-steel building approximately 30 years ago (Pig. 115). Before that
time the location of the sugarhouse had been at the same site— in the
agglomerate center of Armant. As early as 1828, the sugarhouse had
a steam-driven grinding mill, and by 1843, while still owned by J. B.
Armant, Jr., the sugarhouse had been refurbished with $51,000 worth
19of boiling equipment and Rilleux apparatus. In 1880, with John
Burnside the owner, the sugarhouse was described as being constructed
of brick walls roofed with cypress shakes, or shingles. It remained
this way until the 1890's when William P. Miles had the sugarhouse
20re-roofed with slate. The brick structure at Armant was replaced 
in the latter 1930's by the present building.
At Armant the average duration of the grinding season is 73 
days, which begins about mid-October and ends by the third or fourth 
week in December. Not all of the cane ground at Armant comes from 
its own fields. Company-controlled plantations of the Vacherie Divi-
18Dupy, Gilmore Louisiana-Florida Sugar Manual, 1967, 
pp. 26-32.
19Sitterson, Sugar Country, p. 149.
20Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1911, St. James Parish.
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sion (Armant, St. James, Salzburg, and New Hope) supply 25 percent of 
the cane processed at the factory; another 15 percent comes from 
tenants at Armant, and the remaining 60 percent is supplied by 50 
independent growers. A "symbiotic" relationship exists between these 
independent growers and Armant's sugarhouse. Without the outside 
growers, Armant could not operate economically by grinding company 
and tenant cane alone. On the other hand,«the independent growers 
cannot each maintain a sugarhouse for their own plantations today 
b<2c«LUS6 tli6 cost of msclixtisiryy sc[ui.pnisiit5 snd msnpovjsx vjould bs piro- 
hibitive.
The outbuildings at Armant are related to both sugarhouse and 
agricultural functions of the plantation. As a complex or cluster 
of separate but related buildings, they represent storage sheds, ware­
houses, machine shops, and tractor, implement, and equipment sheds.
No barns function as such at Armant, although there is a remnant one 
with a weed-covered former feed lot. The last of the plantation's
mules disappeared in 1958, although there had been 60 or more mules
. 91(all named) on the plantation as of 1934.
Within the outbuilding complex, structures which are related 
to the sugarhouse include six tanks for molasses storage and two all- 
steel warehouses 50 feet by 100 feet and 80 feet by 160 feet in size. 
As the Armant factory only produces raw brown sugar, the warehouses 
are for the storage of bagged and bulk brown sugar before it is
St. James Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 67, August 28, 
1934, p. 456.
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shipped to the primary refinery at Southdown in Houma, Louisiana.
These and the other agricultural outbuilding sheds and tractor stalls 
are all commercially constructed buildings of steel beam frames and 
galvanized sheeting (Fig. 116). Because most agricultural and indus­
trial outbuildings at Armant are commercially designed and fabricated, 
they themselves today do not represent the traditional folk cultures 
by which other plantation elements are identified. They do, however, 
reflect past intentions by their location in an agglomerate outbuild­
ing complex, and use for the storage of agricultural and sugarhouse 
equipment and products. The older forms cannot be expected to remain 
through a 170-year period at Armant, but it is feasible that the 
arrangement and function of many of these structures represent a con­
tinuum through time.
Other landscape features
Plantation store, office, and church.— Within the agglomerated 
settlement remain two other buildings— the plantation store and 
office. The former is closed because retail stores in Vacherie, about 
a mile away, have taken much of the business away, and secondly be­
cause of the fewer resident workers (consumers) at Armant in recent 
years. The store closed early in 1969. The office, now housed in a 
relatively new brick building less than two years old, has been relo­
cated, but only across the road from its former site. Armant is one 
of the few plantations in Louisiana which has a church erected on 
the premises for use by the laborers. The church is located on the 
line between Armant and St. James Plantation and thus serves both.
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It is described as a "Negro church" by white employees at Armant be­
cause of its use by the Negro field and mill workers.
Bagasse.— Adjacent to the habitation and outbuilding complex 
lies the 25-acre tract reserved for bagasse storage. Bagasse (cane- 
stalk pulp), once thought of as trash but now considered a significant 
by-product, is dried and baled at the Armant sugar factory. From the 
factory the pulp is transported 330 yards to the storage tract where 
the bales are stacked into "warehouse-shaped" piles and covered by a 
sheet-metal "roof." Nearby is an independently owned bagasse process­
ing plant where the bagasse is redried and sent for further processing 
at the Celotex Corporation near New Orleans.
Fields and drainage.— Armant, like all other sugar planta­
tions along the Mississippi and bayous of Louisiana, has fields which 
are long, narrow, and oriented perpendicularly to the stream. Fields, 
rows, and ditches all conform to this pattern for purposes of proper 
drainage— that all-important ingredient for preventing root damage 
in the crop. Individual field plots, marked and separated by roads 
and/or ditches, average about 2.5 acres each and range from 1 to 6.4 
acres in size. Lengr j f  plots range from 143 to 330 yards, and 
widths vary from 40 feet to 110 yards. Field cuts, the larger field 
units, are usually bounded by roads and have from three to nine plots, 
with an average of five plots each. As in the case of all other 
sugar plantations in the region, the Armant field rows are set at the 
standard measure of six feet from furrow to furrow.
Ditching.— Drainage is made possible by an elaborate grid work 
of quarter drains (usually two or three per plot), long, narrow
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lateral ditches (which separate plots), and deeper cross ditches.
These cross ditches are placed at right angles to the lateral ditches
and in turn are connected to canals which lead to the backswamp. Two
main canals, one of which is partially navigable, extend into the
backswamp. In the 1890's, W. P. Miles experimented with the use of
drain tiles, but they proved to be unfeasible by their clogging with
22sediment within a few years.“
There are no field fences at Armant. Barbed wire fences, 
however, appear on the artificial levee, for fencing cattle, and 
small yard fences of wood and chicken wire surround house sites in the 
quarters.
Land use
As this study is an examination of the settlement morphology 
of the sugar plantations, land use is considered a topic of less 
emphasis (Map 25). The primary crop is obviously sugarcane, and at 
Armant there are presently about 300 acres destined for the 1969 crop. 
This figure hardly appears to be enough cane for a sizable plantation, 
much less one with an operating sugarhouse. However, in addition to 
these company-worked cane acreages, 650 acres of tenant cane and 
other company-owned cane at adjacent plantations are ground at the 
Armant sugarhouse.
The secondary commercial crop, soybeans, accounts for 313 
acres. The beans are raised primarily for oil-bean production rather
22Sitterson, Sugar Country, p. 272.
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than for fertilizing purposes (green manure). The soybean crop is 
not only a secondary crop, but is one which finds little favor among 
planting managers, not only at Armant but also on other plantations. 
Were it not for the federal control on sugar quotas, planters would 
cultivate sugarcane in the place of soybeans. Additionally, the 
beans are harvested not by plantation laborers or equipment, but by 
roving harvesting concerns which are hired to harvest the soybeans of 
several plantations.
ScsjLdss siẑ cL«rc&n€ cind soyl̂ £S.ns no c£li£2r cornmsY*c2.2."̂ cirop i.s 
produced. At individual house lots, however, among some quarter 
houses and at more of the overseer, manager, and tenant houses, 
vegetable gardens for home use yield onions, peppers, beans, okra, 
tomatoes, and occasionally some corn, especially among the tenants.
Fallow land, marked into rows of readiness for the next year's 
planting of plant cane, amounts to 153 acres at Armant, and about 
280 acres on the tenant lands.
Whitney Plantation
General information 
23The Whitney sugar plantation is located seven miles down­
stream from the Armant complex, on the right bank of the Mississippi 
River in St. John-the-Baptist Parish, 33 airline miles above New 
Orleans. As there is no sugarhouse, the Whitney working force is
23̂The present name of the plantation was given to the holding 
in the 1870's, when Bradish Johnson, owner at that time, named it for 
a relative.
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small, numbering only eight, of which there is a manager, an over-
24seer, and six agricultural-machine operators. The plantation is 
owned by an absentee owner, Alfred M. Barnes, who resides i New 
Orleans. Three commercial crops have at various times been culti­
vated at Whitney— sugarcane, soybeans, and rice, with the latter 
being produced until 1967.
Historical succession
Earliest ownership for Whitney Plantation traces, as far
as this investigator can find, to Jean Jacques Haydel of St. John-
the-Baptist Parish. Earliest recorded evidence indicates that the
25plantation was under Haydel's ownership as of 1803. Conveyance 
Records, which date to 1820 for the ownership successions, indicate 
that Jean Jacques Haydel, Sr. sold in that year the then well- 
established plantation to his sons Jean Jacques, Jr. and Marcelin 
Haydel. At that time the plantation was described as follows:
1. An habitation situated in the Parish of St. John-the-
Baptist measuring 23 arpents de face on the River Missis­
sippi of which ten arpents have a double concession, the 
others having only the ordinary depth of forty arpents, 
forming nine degrees opening of which 580 [surficial] 
arpents are cultivated; having 300 in plant cane, 200 in 
sources [cane destined for next year's planting], and 80 
in maize; the remaining lands are in wood or in savanne 
[marshes].
24"Machine operator" among plantation folk is a favored 
term over "laborer."
25Shown on the Spanish map, Plan del Local de Las Tierras 
que Rodean La Ciudad de Nueva Orleans, June 1, 1803, traced from 
the original in Howard Library for W.P.A., Louisiana.
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2. Eighty-three slaves
3. Twenty-five horses, twenty pairs of oxen
4. The buildings consisting of two maisons de ma^tre (master's 
dwellings) of which one is a two story structure, kitchen, 
storehouses, mills for rice and maize, a sugarhouse with
a steam driven mill^purgery, cases a Negres (Negro cabins), 
stables, etc. . . .~°
Jean Jacques Haydel, Jr. and his brother Marcelin continued
the operation of Whitney until about 1830 (Map 26). Then Marcelin
took over the ownership. The records do not indicate when the
27transaction took place, but the brothers were at Whitney as of 1828.
While under the singular ownership of Marcelin Haydel, the
plantation was enlarged by Haydel's purchase of a three by 40 arpent
habitation in 1835 for $7,000. The addition was a small place
consisting of a principal dwelling (maison de maStre) a kitchen,
28storehouse, two pigeonniers, and two Negro cabins.
In the mid-1840's, following the death of Marcelin, the Widow 
Haydel retained the holdings and operated Whitney, apparently with 
great success. For example, in 1844 the production reached 326 
hogsheads. Unfortunately, by 1851 and 1852, production slumped to 
235 and 260 hogsheads. Three years later, however, the Whitney 
production reached its zenith for the antebellum period with a
“°St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Edgard, Louisiana, Conveyance 
Records, Book C, January 17, 1820, p. 120. (Items 1-4 translated 
by this author.)
27Degalos, "Statement of Sugar," pp. 65-68.
28St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Conveyance Records, Book M,
March 30, 1835, p. 296.
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390-hogsheads figure, only to fall to near disaster the following 
year, as a result of early frost which devastated the entire sugar
29region, with only 60 hogsheads for the total annual 1856 production. 
The widow, Mrs. Marcelin Haydel, acquired two tracts of
30swampland near the rear of the Whitney property in 1852 and 1853.
These tracts were not immediately adjacent to the plantation and were
obtained perhaps because of the low cost in the case of one tract
and in the case of the other because it was a patent of property
granted by the United States government. Xrregardless of these
outside land purchases, the Whitney holding had reached its present
size while under Marcelin Haydel's era of ownership.
Mrs. M. Haydel retained the property until 1867, when it was
31bought by the Bradish Johnson Company, Ltd. In the years 1868-69,
the Alcee Bouchereau survey described the Whitney Plantation as
having a wooden sugarhouse, in which there were a steam-powered
mill and open kettles in the boiling-house section. Two crops were
being produced in 1869: sugar (182 hogsheads) and corn (3500
32barrels).
While Bradish Johnson operated the concern, production was
29Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, 1851, 1852, 1855, 
1856, St. John-the-Baptist Parish.
30St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Conveyance Records, Book Z, 
June 23, 1852, p. 32; April 8, 1853, p. 224.
31Ibid., Book Ans, January 4, 1867, p. 285.
32Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869, St. John-the-Baptist
Parish.
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lower than the pre-war figures, because of a scarcity of laborers.
The 1869 crop amounted to 182 hogsheads, while the following year
production dropped to 124, and even five years later (in 1875) the
sugar crop had not risen above 185 hogsheads. To make matters worse,
disaster struck the Whitney Plantation in the crop year of 1879-80
33when fire destroyed the sugarhouse. At the time of the sugarhouse
loss, two commercial crops were being raised— sugarcane and rice.
In 1880, the rice crop amounted to 2109 barrels while the sugar crop,
though undetermined at the time, was probably as small or smaller
than previous years. For example, in the following two years, the
34sugar crop amounted to 37 and 15 hogsheads.
Shortly after the sugarhouse fire, Whitney was sold to the
partners, Peter Edward St. Martin and Theophile Perret. The
"Whitney" which they bought consisted of 23 arpents front by 70
deep on the lower line and 60 arpents depth on the upper. The
description, as of 1880, stated that the plantation was 15% leagues
above New Orleans. Apparently, from the time of Marcelin Haydel!s
ownership through St. Martin and Perret, the contiguous holding had
neither been altered areally, nor had the court records been modified
to express the distance from New Orleans in miles instead of leagues.
The sale included all buildings, improvements, tools, mules, and
35everything on the plantation except 100 cords of wood.
33Ibid., 1869, 1870, 1875, 1880. 34Ibid., 1880, 1881, 1882.
35St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Conveyance Records, Book Fns,
May 15, 1880, p. 120.
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Immediately following their purchase of Whitney, St. Martin
and Perret improved on the rice crops while very nearly neglecting
the sugar crop. For the years 1881 through 1884, the rice amounted
to 3029 barrels, 3913 barrels, 8230 barrels, and finally in 1884 it
36dropped back to 7000 barrels.
The St. Martin and Perret partnership remained for the many
years from 1880 until 1938, at which time the ownership title
changed to St. Martin and Tassin. This was really a minor change,
because Mrs. George Tassxn was formerly a Perret. The present
owner, Alfred M. Barnes of New Orleans, bought the Whitne r Plantation
in 1946 and with this purchase, for the time being, has terminated
37the ownership succession of Whitney.
Present morphology
Whitney Plantation, though its name does not imply it, is a
French plantation, by virtue of its linear settlement pattern and
French, raised-Creole big house (Map 27). Besides, the Haydels were
38French, by cultural assimilation.
The Whitney settlement pattern is linear by virtue of its 
primary quarters, which consists of six built-in-porch quarter
36One barrel = 230 lbs. of rice; Bouchereau, Statement of
Sugar, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, St. John-the-Baptist Parish.
37St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 13, 
June 14, 1946, p. 43.
38German immigrants settled this area in 1720. By 1820 French 
influence in the area had all but completely assimilated this culture
group, including the Jean Jacques Haydel family.
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Map 27. Whitney Plantation settlement and land use-1969.
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houses located 0.3 of a mile below the big house. In the vicinity 
of the big house, the settlement is marked by a tight agglomeration 
of the main dwelling house, store, manager's and overseer's two 
dwellings, and except for one barn, all barns, sheds, and agricultur­
al -equipment storage structures (Fig. 117). Four tenths of a mile 
above the big house is a smaller linear quarters consisting of four 
built-in-porch dwellings. Between this smaller quarters and the 
big house are two large regular Creole-type houses fronting the 
river road. Below the big house by 0.4 of a mile are three more 
dwellings originally built as laborer structures.
Big house and other major dwellings
The Whitney big house, constructed between 1800 and 1820 
during the Haydel-ownership period, is an extremely large structure, 
in comparison to the lesser magnitude of the plantation upon which it 
rests (Fig. 118). The big house measures nearly 80 feet long by 
50 feet wide. The width measurement includes the eight-foot wide 
gallery which extends the entire length of the house. Characteristic 
of a French raised Creole, the Whitney dwelling displays such 
prominent traits as: a hip roof; central chimneys; two full stories
tall with brickwork below and wood, in this case bousillage, (half­
timbering) above; outside stairs; multiple (six) front doors; and 
the full length gallery incorporated into the roof design. Fortu­
nately the Whitney mansion remains intact, unlike other big houses 
in the area. Construction materials and techniques include a slate 
and tile roof, weatherboarded bousillage wails, and a bricked,
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Fig. 117. The Whitney Plantation settlement complex.
Buildings from left to right: the dwellings 
of the store clerk and manager, the big house, 
the pigeonnier, and the store.
Fig. 118. The Whitney mansion, a Creole big house.
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"raised" ground floor. Woodwork throughout is of cypress.
Adjacent to the dwelling and within the mansion yard are 
several other material French culture traits; among them are a 
brick pigeonnier with a pyramidal roof; three small cypress out­
buildings for the former uses of pantry, outhouse, and kitchen; 
crepe myrtle shrubs; and a fence enclosing the entire big-house 
site. This latter trait, the total fence enclosure, is also charac­
teristic of the nearby dwelling sites of the manager, his overseer, 
and the store clerk.
The dwellings of manager, overseer, and clerk are variable 
in type with the overseer's dwelling being a Creole dwelling; the 
clerk's house, a bungalow, and the manager's dwelling, a Louisiana 
bungalow. Around the dwellings of the manager, overseer, and store 
clerk, yard trees associated with southern French Louisiana abound, 
such as crepe myrtle, live oak, and magnolia. And in the vegetable 
garden of the manager, characteristic ethnobotanic traits (folk
39foods) are also useful indicators of French attitudes at Whitney. 
Such foods are okra, tomatoes, squash, onions, garlic, eggplant,
a single row of potatoes, no corn (it comes from the field), and a
. . . - . . . . ...............40multitude ot beans— tne majority ox wnicn are anea.
Many of the French traits at Whitney have been traditionally 
and unknowingly preserved by the manager, Mr. Maurice Tassin, grand­
son of the former owner, Mrs. George Tassin.
40Beans in French Louisiana are, for the most part, dried and 
consumed as red beans or white beans on rice.
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Quarters
Just above the big house are two Creole dwellings. One 
dwelling houses two families; the other houses one family. Although 
their size, yards, and former upkeep suggest that they were inten­
tionally built for overseers or managers, they are now used to
41house the plantation's more skilled, agricultural-machine operators.
42The remaining workers live in the primary quarters consisting 
of two separate units located at 0.3 and 0.4 of a mile from the 
central big-house-outbuilding complex (Fig. 119). The quarters 
consist of dwellings which are typed as built-in-porch quarter 
houses. Their construction is all wood, with galvanized-sheeted 
roofs. Yards in the Whitney quarters have garden spaces which are 
not used. Chinaberry trees, rough wire, and galvanized-sheet fences 
enclose the yard sites. One item in the Whitney quarters rarely 
seen elsewhere is a galvanized-tin garage for each quarter house. 
Rather crudely assembled, these "garages" are low in profile, with 
hardly enough space for an automobxle. Only xn rare cases xs the 
garage used for auto storage; its usual use is for the storage of 
scrap lumber and other materials.
41"In 1964, they were not occupied by people from the quarters.
A?Not everyone who lives in the quarters is an active employee 
on the plantation. Of the thirteen usable quarter houses at Whitney, 
four are unoccupied, five are occupied by the working force and four 
are occupied by "retirees"— persons on welfare who do not work on 
the plantation but who receive free housing.
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Sugarhouse and outbuildings
Since the Whitney sugarhouse was destroyed in 1879, there
has been no attempt to re-establish one on the present plantation.
Sugarcane produced at Whitney is milled at the St. James Coopera- 
43tive in St. James Parish. A cane-loading derrick, located at the 
main quarters, facilitates the loading of tractor-trailer trucks 
which haul the Whitney canes 13 miles north to the mill. The Whitney 
Plantation represents an outside grower's enterprise, an independent 
agricultural concern which supplies part of the cane for the St. James 
Co-op factory.
All outbuildings at Ifoitney are oriented toward the agricultur­
al service of the plantation. Two of the sheds, now used as ware­
houses, probably predate all other buildings on the plantation, with 
the exception of the big house. One, in particular, has a hipped 
roof, once covered with cypress shakes, and is constructed of cypress 
throughout (Fig. 120). Other outbuildings are newer (within the 
past 30 years) and are used primarily for agricultural-equipment 
storage. Three "barns" are presently used for this purpose; one 
is located out in the field 0.5 of a mile from the other two which 
are in the agglomerate outbuilding center. Two tool sheds and 
two open, drive-through tractor sheds complete the outbuilding 
agglomeration. All outbuildings, except a single barn which is 
near the geographical center of the landholding, are clustered 
near the big house.
43This is not the same as the St. James Plantation at Armant.
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Fig. 119. The Whitney Plantation quarters.
Fig. 120. Part of the outbuilding complex at Whitney;
note the older hip-roofed structure at left.
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One other building worthy of mention is the plantation store 
at Whitney. Because there are no other retail stores nearby, the 
store serves the residents at Whitney, as well as those persons who 
1 \re nearby, but not on the plantation. Similar to most other 
plantation stores along the Mississippi, the building is an elongated 
structure with front-facing gables, batten doors and windows, and 
a familiar white-paint covering trimmed in green. A credit system 
at the store accounts for the higher prices on most merchandise.
Dry goods of clothing, boots, utensils, as well as canned foods, 
line the shelves, and a large screened case contains penny candy, 
cookies, and gum. It seems that the greatest volume of sales comes 
from the sale of items in the screened case, as children are 
constantly coming into the store.
Other landscape features
Whitney is physiographically situated on a point bar, or 
convex bend, on the right bank of the Mississippi River (Map 29).
The landholding has a large frontage of 23 arpents and sharply 
decreases in width towards the backswamp. The significance of this 
location is revealed by several considerations: (1) With a 23-
arpent frontage, this favored levee-crest site has been highly 
valuable for settlement. (2) The soils on the higher portions of 
levee crests are better textured and more easily drained, so that 
the 23-arpent front has been agriculturally valuable. (3) Advanta­
geous is the fact that a point bar "grows" or increases in land 
area in the direction toward which it "points." (4) A disadvanta-
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geous aspect for the location was the former need for locally 
constructed levees. Prior to the federal construction of the 
artificial levees, the building and maintenance of a costly, pro­
tective levee along the 23-arpent frontage was a burden to the 
landowners of Whitney. Furthermore, despite its favorable 23- 
arpent frontlands, the landholding lacks the same lineal extension 
into the backswamp via crevasse material as found at Armant. Since 
the point bar is not a likely place for crevasses to occur, the length 
of arable land extends only 2.5 miles from levee to backswamp.
Commercial agriculture at Whitney Plantation has included the
cultivation of both sugarcane and rice. Sugarcane has been produced
on the property for over 160 years; however, rice cultivation did
not become significant until 1880, from which time its cultivation
44continued for 80 to 85 years. Although rice has not been culti­
vated at Whitney since 1967, it was the only Mississippi River plan-
45tation in recent years which produced commercial rice, in addition 
to sugarcane. The cultivation of both crops has led to differences 
in land use as well as materially different field and drainage 
patterns. Locationally, the two crops have occupied different parts 
of the plantation as a response to soil moisture differences. Cane 
has almost always been cultivated on the better-drained frontlands,
Rice apparently had been grown prior to 1820 for the records 
indicate the existence of a rice mill on the property at that time. 
(St. John-the-Baptist Parish, Conveyance Records.)
45The rice crop of 1967 covered approximately 450 acres.
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which consist of Commerce and Mhoon loam, silt soils. Until 1967, 
rice occupied the backlands, where thick clay soils of the Sharkey 
series prevent subsoil percolation and thereby allow for controlled 
flooding of the fields.
Although the large field cuts and ditches are oriented 
linearly from levee crest towards the backswamp, major pattern 
differences appear among individual plots. Sugarcane plots each 
are long and narrow; whereas, the individual rice plots are small, 
block squares numbering many more per field cut (Fig. 121). For 
example, one of the sugarcane field cuts contains 14.7 total acres, 
within which are eight plots averaging 1.83 acres each. The average 
length and width of each cane plot is 957 feet by 90 feet. By 
comparison, an adjacent rice field cut containing 14.3 acres has 
56 plots averaging 0.25 acres each. The average length and width 
of the rice plots are 119 by 94 feet.
Drainage ditches and the network of rice irrigation canals, 
though differing in function, for the most part are very nearly 
one in the same. Water control gates at various points allow for 
drainage of cane lands, while at the same time could be regulated 
to flood the rice fields. Two pumps, one located on the river side 
of the artificial levee, and one further "inland," maintained water 
control for both flooding and draining the rice lands (Fig. 122).
Presently, agricultural land use at Whitney amounts to 325 
acres in cane, 550 acres in soybeans, and 150 acres in fallow land. 
Rice is no longer cultivated even though the elaborate irrigation 
and ditching systems remain. The pumps and valuable rice harvesting
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Fig. 121. Rice fields foreground; sugarcane fields back- 
groundj view toward frontlands and levee crest. 
Whitney Plantation, 1967.
Fig. 122. Siphon over the levee and irrigation canal for 
the 1967 rice crop at Whitney.
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combines are now in storage. As with the other plantations, there
is an absence of field fences. Absent also are such characteristics
46as the plantation bell, church, livestock (except for two pleasure 
horses stabled in the pigeonnier), and the sugarhouse.
Miscellaneous
Mechanization has had an impact on the number of resident
laborers at Whitney as well as at other plantations in southern
Louisiana. For example, in 1820 there were 87 s l a v e s  a t  W h i t n e y .
B y 1868 there were 57 hired laborers working for 60<? to $1.00 per
day, depending on whether it was harvest time, to which the latter
rate applied. In 1880 the number of laborers had dropped to 39,
47with wages amounting to the same rate as in 1868. Presently 
(1969) there are six full-time exployees, besides the manager and 
overseer, who receive minimum hourly wage rates of $1.75, plus 
furnished housing and utilities. Thus the six resident laborers 
can cultivate and harvest, with tractors, cultivators, and 
mechanized sugarcane harvesters, the same acreages as 40 or more 
laborers could work before mechanization arrived.
46Beef cattle were raised at Whitney until the 1950's.
Work mules remained until 1948.
47Bradish Johnson Plantation Records, Vol. 3, Time Books 
for 1868 and 1880, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, Archives.




Cedar Grove Plantation is located on the right bank of the 
Mississippi River, 0.9 of a mile above the town of White Castle in 
Iberville Parish. This location is 16 airline miles south of 
Baton Rouge. The plantation was chosen because of its rather lengthy 
linear settlement pattern— suggestive of a possible French origin. 
Unlike the previous case studies, Cedar Grove is not a part of a 
large sugar corporation, as Armant, nor is it a "feeder" plantation 
and member of a co-operative such as Whitney. The Cedar Grove 
operation, now owned by William T. Burton Industries, Inc., is a 
singular-unit type plantation with its own sugar factory. Cultivated 
lands measure 1273 acres, of which 726 are in productive sugarcane. 
Approximately 35 workers make up the labor force; however, during 
grinding season, as many as 100 persons are employed.
Historical succession
The succession of Cedar Grove ownership is one of the more 
interesting because through it are revealed several culturally 
significant facts. Except for its present owner, all former owners 
have been French. The first recorded owner of Cedar Grove Plantation 
was George Deslondes, Sr.— a sugar planter, a slave owner, and a 
Negro. Earliest information on the Cedar Grove succession dates 
to December 2, 1829, when the Conveyance Records indicate that 
George Deslondes (free-man-of-color) purchased for $7500 a three by 
80 arpent tract from Joseph Huguet. The land (note there were no
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buildings or habitation improvements) was composed of a first
concession of three by 40 arpents and a second concession previously
48purchased by Huguet from the United States in 1822. The depth of
the second concession was also 40 arpents, " . . .  fixee par les
arpenteurs des Etats Unis." At the same time, Deslondes, Sr.
purchased an additional two by 40 arpent tract adjoining the first
for $3,000 from Pierre LaCroix— a partner of Joseph Huguet. Except
for an 0.8 by 80 arpent tract which belonged to Deslondes originally,
these purchases concluded the land acquisition for the contiguous
A9expanse of Cedar Grove at that time' (Map 28).
In October 1836, Deslondes, Sr. died, leaving his estate to 
his wife, Mrs. Felicite Deslondes (free-woman-of-color). The follow­
ing is a modified inventory of the property at Cedar Grove as of 
1837, taken after Deslondes1 death.
1. The plantation whereon the widow resides consisting of a 
tract of land established as a cotton and sugar estate 
containing five arpents in front . . .  by forty arpents in 
depth of the front concession . . . and a double concession 
on the back and contiguous to the three upper arpents of 
said land having one hundred and eighty superficial arpents. 
$12,000. [This also included all buildings and improvements.]
2. Another tract containing one third of 2% arpents by 80 in 
depth bound below by the wife of Zacharie Honore and above 
by the land of the deceased— $3,000.^
48 .Ioerville Parish, Plaquemine, Louisiana, Conveyance Records, 
Book M, December 28, 1829, pp. 53-54.
49Ibid. In later years both George Deslondes, Sr. and his 
wife made land purchases in other parts of the parish, but none of 
the additions were contiguous to Cedar Grove.
“̂ Iberville Parish, Plaquemine, Louisiana, Probate Record 586 
(July 25, 1837), Book 9, p. 3.
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Map 28. Cedar Grove Plantation landholding unit - 1829.
Source: Surveyor1s Township Plat, T10S R13E, 1829, 
Louisiana State Land Office.
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3. Among the farming implements were:
A plantation bell (broken)----------------------- $3.00
A barrel of lime------------------------------- $2.00
1 sugar ladle and 1 skimmer--------------------- $2.00
12 weeding hoes-------------------------------- $5.00
8 chopping axes-------------------------------- $8.00
8 cane knives----------------------------------$2.00
6 sides-------------------------------------- $ .75
5 spades---------------------------------------$2.00
9 ploughs------------------------------------- $30.00
1 lot of horse gear------------------------------$6.00
2 harrows------------------------------------- $10.00
4 carts---------------------------------------$12.00
1 grist mill and gears-------------------------- $25.00
plus numerous other items like carpenter tools ($15.00) 
baling rope, tubs, blacksmith tools, etc.
4. Among the household furnishings were furniture pieces of 
cherry, mahogany, and cypress, plus many other items 
including a French Academic Dictionary.
5. Livestock included 6 horses, 7 work oxen,'*'*' 10 head of 
cattle, 24 head of sheep, and one lot of hogs.
526 . Nineteen slaves valued at $15,000.
Before the year ended (1837), the Widow Deslondes had turned 
the ownership and operation of the plantation over to her son 
George Deslondes. The younger Deslondes maintained the plantation 
for the next 30 years, during which time he experienced a number of 
disappointing events in the role of sugar planter. For example,
although he produced 146 hogsheads of sugar in 1844, frosts in 1850
53reduced the yield to only eight hogsheads. By 1855, partial 
recovery came with a production of 80 hogsheads, and by 1862
^French farmers and planters in Louisiana kept horses and 
oxen, rather than mules, as draft animals.
52Iberville Parish, Probate Record 586 (July 25, 1837), 
Book 9, p. 3. (Edited by the author).
53Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, p. 2 ; 1850, p. 11.
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54production was 103 hogsheads. Although the sugarhouse had been
on the property for a number of years, it is difficult to determine
when the mill became steam powered. The Champomier survey indicates
that in 1844 a steam-powered mill operated at Cedar Grove, then
owned by George Deslondes, Jr."^ In 1862, Bouchereau described the
sugarhouse as being built of wood, having a steam-powered mill
56and open kettles in the boiling-house portion.
As a result of a sheriff's sale in 1867, Cedar Grove was
transferred to Antoine Dubuclet,^ who also had been a free-man-
of color. Dubuclet, who already owned the property just below the
plantation, received for his $25,000 bid the 5% by 80 arpent tract,
58including all buildings, livestock, and agricultural implements.
Five years later, Dubuclet sold the holding to John A. Sigur, 
the owner of an adjacent plantation above the Cedar Grove tract.
The purchase price was $12,500, with payment to be made at $4,000 
down and the balance in seven installments. The plantation contained 
ail of the above described, with the exception of a one-half by 80 
arpent tract on the lower side of the plantation and a grist mill
5£Ibid., 1855, p. 11; Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1862,
p. 19.
■̂’champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, p. 2.
"^Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1862, p. 19.
"^Informants in the Cedar Grove area today say that the 
Dubuclet family originally came from Martinique, French West Indies, 
although courthouse records do not indicate place of family origin.
58Iberville Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 8 , June 24, 1867,
p. 420.
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and steam engine (presumably still belonging to George Deslondes, 
Jr.).59
The Signrs retained the property for only three years before
selling to Leonce M. Soniat in 1875 for $13,488.^ The plantation
then measured 4 3/4 arpents 31 feet by 80 arpents deep, and included
many of the buildings^ and improvements. All moveable property,
except the grist mill and steam engine belonging to George Deslondes, 
62Jr., were included in the sale. Not mentioned in the records, but 
listed by Bouchereau in 1875, was the wooden sugarhouse with its 
steam mill and open kettles. This was the same equipment (then
outdated) which had been in the sugarhouse in 1862 while Deslondes
- T. 63owned the property.
Soniat maintained ownership of Cedar Grove for 45 years— one 
of the longest periods in its history. Until he reluctantly sold the 
property in 1920, Soniat made numerous improvements to the plantation 
in the forms of additional land purchases and re-equiping and modern­
izing the sugarhouse equipment which thereby increased value, as well 
as production.
59Ibid., Book 11, May 3, 1872, p. I5e.
AnThis price included a $6,448 debt still due from the former 
Sigur purchase.
61Three individuals retained buildings (probably houses) which 
were not included in the sale.
62Iberville Parish, Conveyance Record, Book 12, February 20, 
1875, entry 212.
63Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1875, Iberville Parish.
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Between 1883 and 1890, some of the modernizing accomplishments 
included reinforcing of the shingle-roofed wood sugarhouse structure 
with iron beams inside; replacing the old open kettles with double­
effect evaporators, vacuum pans, and centrifugals; and finally
64increasing production to 1,388 hogsheads of sugar in 1892. Eight 
years later he added a triple-effect evaporator and re-roofed the sug­
arhouse with composition roofing. By the early 20th century, Soniat 
had production soaring to the equivalent of 3,040 hogsheads in 1911, 
2106 in 1914, and 3,021 in 1917.65
Finally, in 1920, ownership passed to the Cedar Grove Sugar 
Company Incorporated, and it is through this transaction that evidence 
of even greater modifications by way of land acquisitions can be seen. 
The "Cedar Grove" which Soniat sold was not the same familiar 4 3/4 
by 80 arpent tract which he bought. Cedar Grove now measured about 
11 1/3 arpents front by about 76 arpents in depth, due to caving
* i. * 66of the front.
j.hi.s Cedar Grove tract of 11 1/3 arpents front by 76 arpents
depth had been acquired by Soniat in the following manner:
1. The upper portion known as Zacharie Plantation, a 4 by 80 
arpent tract had been derived from 5 different portions all 
of which were undivided and purchased between May 1893 and 
December 1896.
64Ibid., 1883, 1890, 1892, Iberville Parish.
^ Ibid., 1911, 1914, 1917, Iberville Parish.
66 Iberville Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 45, January 5, 
1920, entry 365.
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2. The middle portion known as Cedar Grove was composed of
4 3/4 arpents + 30 feet front by 80 arpents in depth bought 
from Mrs. Sigur in February 1875.
3. The lower portion comprised of the former Augustine Dubuclet
tract of % arpent and 160 feet front by 80 arpents depth was
acquired through nine different transactions and exchanges 
from March 1897 to February 1919.67
The records reveal more about the components of the plantation 
through the reservations and exceptions which Soniat retained in the 
sale. The provisions were:
1. To reserve all present crops, supplies, oil, cooperage, and 
other articles used in the manufacture of the 1920 crop.
2. To have the use of the sugarhouse and machinery, boarding 
house, blacksmith shop, and all other equipment needed for 
preparing the cane crop for market.
3. To have the right to employ laborers from the plantation to
manufacture, load, and ship out the marketable crop plus the
use of teams of horses and carts, etc.
4. To have the right to storage space for the remaining 1919 crop
and the use of one of the larger warehouses for four months.
5. To retain all personal effects, household goods, carriages, 
cattle, hogs, chickens, 1 horse, 2 mules, 2 carts, and garden 
implements.
6 . To reserve the stock in the store and to have the use of the 
store and the store clerks' houses for one month following the 
sale.
7. To have usufruct rights to the residence for M. Soniat and his
wife during their lifetime and 25 acres of land at the house
site bounded to the north by the river, east by Richland road, 
south by the Texas and Pacific Railroad and west by the fence 
enclosing the stable lot.
8 . To retain the right to use Cedar Grove road leading to the 
Mississippi River as well as the use of the steamboat landing 
in front of the plantation.66
6 7Ibid. 6 8Ibid.
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Incidentally, for the Cedar Grove and nearby White Castle plantations
plus 3,134 acres of other scattered tracts behind the property,
Soniat received $300,000.
For nine years Cedar Grove Sugar Co. Inc., officiated by
Augustin Lasseigne, president, and Charles E. Thibodeaux, secretary
and treasurer, maintained operations at Cedar Grove. Then in 1929,
in a judicial sale, a bid of $50,000 placed the holdings back into
the hands of the Soniats. In this case the purchaser was Mrs. Leona
S. Soniat. The very same lands which Soniat had previously sold for
$300,000 were bought back for only $50,000.
Ten years later, March 17, 1939, when the plantation was
auctioned, the present owners, William T. Burton Industries Inc.,7*
72acquired the property for a $150,000 bid. Beginning that same 
year, the Burton enterprises rebuilt the sugarhouse entirely to its 
present form, and have added to it technologically and internally 
since.
Present morphology
For nearly 150 years Cedar Grove has been a long, narrow, 
yet flaring, landholding measuring between 4 3/4 and 11 1/3 arpents 
front by 80 deep. With such a narrow frontage, the plantation settle­
ment has almost by necessity been narrowly placed as a linear settle­
6 9Ibid. 7°Ibid.
7*The purchasing party was Burton and Sutton Oil Co. of Lake 
Charles, Louisiana, which later became William T. Burton Industries, 
Inc.
72Iberville Parish, Conveyance Records.
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ment. From front to back, the holding is 2.5 miles long, with the 
line of buildings in the settlement measuring over 0.6 of a mile.
From the artificial levee and river road, the linear succession of 
buildings proceeds from the big house, store, and overseers’ 
houses, immediately located at the river road, to the quarters, and 
finally to the mill and outbuilding complex at the rear of the 
settlement. This forms a classic linear settlement which exhibits 
not only the proper pattern, but many of the components necessary 
for a model linear plantation (Map 29).
The primary ingredient which produces the linearity of the 
settlement is the quarters. This unit of buildings, which contains 
some 37 dwellings, displays nearly all types of quarter houses for 
the area (Fig. 123). The dominant structure is the built-in-porch 
dwelling, of which there are 17 (Fig. 124). There are ten attached- 
porch quarter houses, six shotguns, and one bungalow. In addition, 
at the mill site there are two long-houses and a single miscellaneous 
structure which appears to be a shotgun dwelling, but only half as 
long. Among the ten attached-porch dwellings, three are small, 
single-family units. Although garden plots are available in the 
quarters, only one retired laborer maintains one.
Construction details of Cedar Grove's quarters reveal varia­
tions which can be used as time-sequence indicators. The built-in- 
porch quarter houses, the most numerous, are constructed of sawn 
wood planks weatherboarded in the traditional horizontal manner.
The attached-porch dwellings and the two long-houses are of board- 
and-batten construction. Thirdly, and undoubtedly last in the
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Map 29
CEDAR GROVE PLANTATION 
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Cedar Grove Plantation settlement and land use-1969.
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I
Fig. 123. A portion of the Cedar Grove quarters; note 
sugarhouse in the background.
Fig. 124. A quarter house of the built-in-porch type 
at Cedar Grove Plantatxon.
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sequence, are the shotgun and bungalow structures, which are in 
better condition, set on cinder-block foundations, and sided with 
asbestos siding.
Other dwellings include two large built-in-porch houses 
occupied by the field manager and a retired overseer, a small, 
relatively new non-type house in which the plantation welder lives, 
and finally the big house, which is unoccupied. The big house at 
Cedar Grove is neither big in size nor is it of the type which 
characterizes the big houses on plantations in the Louisiana sugar 
region. The Cedar Grove big house is a Louisiana bungalow. It is 
long like a shotgun (42 feet) but is two rooms wide with a front- 
facing gable (Fig. 125). It is the same type as found at Whitney 
Plantation— a type which has the appearance of both the shotgun and 
later bungalows, but which follows the former and predates the latter.
It is probable that Leonce Soniat had the dwelling built while Cedar 
Grove was under his 45-year tenure, because it was the dwelling which 
he retained when he sold the plantation in 1S20. Multiple front 
doors, central chimney, and hipped roof are among some of the traits 
which make it a French dwelling, in addition to the fact that in two 
of the case studies— Whitney and Cedar Grove (both French planta­
tions)— the dwelling was in evidence while French owners were in 
tenure. Several traits characteristic of the French plantations 
can be seen in the big-house site, in addition to the dwelling itself.
Among them are yard trees of crepe myrtle, oak, and willow, a 
cypress cistern, and a surrounding cypress yard fence similar to 
the pieux debout (See pages 235-237 ), but in this case it is more
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Fig. 125. Cedar Grove Plantation big house, a Louisiana 
bungalow.
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like a picket fence having more than one horizontal stake for 
support. Finally, the di-stant location of the house and site 
(0.2 miles), though common to both French and Anglo plantations, 
does in fact indicate the exclusiveness of the site and situation 
of the big house.
Sugarhouse and outbuildings
Like so many of Louisiana's sugarhouses, the one at Cedar 
Grove has experienced intermittent operation as well as a rebuilding 
program since the 1920's. While the mosaic disease wrought havoc 
on the cane crops of 1927, 1928, and 1929, the Cedar Grove sugarhouse 
was inactive. Operations were restored, however, in 1930, when 
crops improved with the introduction of new disease-resistant 
varieties. The present rebuilt sugarhouse dates from 1939, at 
which time the Soniat heirs sold the property to the Burton concern, 
and a major remodeling and refurbishing of the sugarhouse took 
place. The 1939 rebuilding program involved first the moving of a 
cane shed (80 by 100 feet) and the old purging-room building (87 by 
120 feet) out from the mill site to two new locations some 200 to 
400 feet away. The old mill building and boiler house were demol­
ished, and in their place was constructed an all-steel and galvanized-
73sheeted building— the one present on the plantation today.
The present sugarhouse structure has six composite sections: 
a unit (45 by 97 feet) which houses the cane carrier, knives, and
73A. B. Gilmore, ed., Gilmore's Louisiana Sugar Manual (New 
Orleans: A. B. Gilmore, 1940-41), p. 78.
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cane-washing units; a mill section (53 by 138 feet); an evaporator 
tower (22 by 138 feet); a vacuum-pan tower (40 by 83 feet); the 
boiler room (56 by 90 feet); and finally the purging room and ware­
house which measures 85 by 120 feet. The tallest part of the build­
ing, except the chimney, is the 70-foot vacuum-pan tower. The 
materials derived from the demolition of the older mill building 
and boiling room went into the construction of a haybarn, several 
storage sheds, and a mechanics building in the nearby outbuilding
i 74complex.
Since 1939, the sugarhouse has improved considerably in the 
milling equipment and grinding capacity. When the new mills were 
installed in 1939-40, capacity was at 1200 tons of cane per 24 hours 
on the 11 roller mills.^ Presently (1967) the capacity is up to 
2000 tons of cane per day, which are ground by 14 rollers.^ . Total 
tonnage ground, another index of the relative size of a sugarhouse, 
at Cedar Grove has varied in recent years from 99,909 to 80,095 
and back up to 97,000 in the years 1965, 1966, and 1967, respective­
ly.^ About 45 percent of the cane ground at the sugarhouse comes 
from the company-owned lands of Cedar Grove and the White Castle 
tract. The remaining cane is brought from about 60 neighboring 
growers who deliver the cane to the mill by truck.
74Ibid. 75Ibid.
76.Dupy, Gilmore Louisiana-Florida Sugar Manual, 1967, p. 60.
77Ibid.
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Outbuildings associated with the sugarhouse include several 
warehouses for bagged-sugar storage. Among them is a newly built 
steel warehouse erected in 1968-69 (Fig. 126). Molasses tanks, 
machine shops, small storage sheds, and two cane-loading derricks 
complete the sugarhouse-outbuilding structures. In this same area 
of the plantation complex are some of the agriculturally related 
outbuildings which include two tractor sheds— one an old wooden 
shed, and one a new steel-fabricated shed. The cane harvesters are 
stored in an old equipment shed, which had formerly been part of the 
pre-1939 sugarhouse. Except for one other shed, which is board- 
and-batten construction, most outbuildings in the sugarhouse area 
are galvanized sheeted.
Cedar Grove has two outbuilding complexes, one of which we 
have just discussed, located at the sugarhouse site. The other 
complex, which is smaller and is of little functional value today, 
consists of the former feed lot, barns, and several rarely used 
equipment sheds. Apparently this agricultural outbuilding unit, 
designed primarily for the plantation mules and livestock, was 
located near the quarters for use by the agricultural laborers.
The plantation store is the last of the buildings in this 
portion of the settlement. Although the main part of the store is 
built similar to most plantation stores in the area, this store 
differs from most by having multiple appendages. A credit system and 
service aimed at the plantation laborers characterize this store, 
as well as nearly all others in the sugar region.
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Fig. 126. The progression from the store, to the front agri­
cultural outbuilding complex, to the sugarhouse and 
its outbuildings. Cedar Grove Plantation.
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Land use and other landscape features
Land use at Cedar Grove is much the same as it is on other 
sugar plantations in Louisiana. Sugarcane is grown on 726 acres;
70 acres are in soybeans, and fallow ground covers another 176.8 acres 
(Map 29).
Field patterns, as always, form long, narrow plots (two to six 
acres each) which collectively form numerous large cuts of seven to 
30 acres in size. There is no backswamp within the Cedar Grove 
landholding because the plantation is favorably located on the 
upper portion of the White Castle crevasse. Drainage from the fields 
does, however, eventually drain towards a backswamp, but not before 
passing into the drainage canals of Richland Plantation, located 
immediately behind Cedar Grove.
Other features include a cane-loading derrick at the far end 
of the holding, where cane is hoisted onto trucks and cane carts 
and hauled to the mill 1.6 miles away. At present there are no 
fences surrounding the Cedar Grove fields. However, a barbed-wire 
fence encloses the feed lot in the front outbuilding complex where 
two pleasure horses are kept. Fences located at house sites are of 
other types, such as the smooth-wire fences surrounding the manager's 
and overseer's dwellings and the chicken-wire and slat fences in the 
quarters.
There are no plantation-maintained livestock. The only 
animals kept on the premises are those of individual ownership, such 
as the pleasure horses and a few chickens kept in the quarters. -
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One item of recent appearance on the landscape is a small
airstrip for use by the manager, as well as small crop-dusting planes
which occasionally land on the field. The airstrip is not a feature
unique to Cedar Grove, because private airstrips are found on a
78number of other sugar plantations in Louisiana.
Madewood
Introduction
79Madewood is a small plantation with a majestic big house 
situated on the left bank of Bayou Lafourche, two miles below 
Napoleonville in Assumption Parish. The plantation site is physio- 
graphically located on a portion of the alluvial natural levees 
of Bayou Lafourche. At one time, the Mississippi River flowed 
along the course which the Lafourche now takes and built up levees 
of Mississippi-levee proportions. Thus this area of the Lafourche 
distributary has natural-levee widths of two to three miles on 
each side. Madewood's small size, of 676 acres of crop land, and 
its total population of only eight laborers make it the smallest 
of the case-study plantations.
78Madewood (the next case study) has an airstrip, as do some 
half dozen other plantations.
79The Anglo-Americans were more prone to use picturesque 
names, whereas many, but not all, Creole planters either did not 
name their plantations, or the eventual name was derived from the 
initial owner's surname. In some instances, former French planta­
tions were later named by Anglo owners in the post Civil War period, 
resulting in such names as New Hope, Home Place, Good Luck, or even 
Hard Times.
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The plantation settlement here is much different from the 
plantations examined in the previous case studies. Madewood differs 
from the other three by (1) being located on a different stream 
and levee system. (2) exhibiting a block rather than linear settle­
ment pattern, and (3) having a Tidewater-type big house of Georgian 
symmetry and Greek Revival ornamentation. The latter two character­
istics point to an Anglo affiliation and origin which is substan­
tiated by the following historical succession.
Historical succession
Madewood's first owner and primary landscape builder was
80Thomas Pugh, a young man from Bertie County, North Carolina,
who came with his two brothers to Louisiana in 1818. After two
years of attempted settlement in the Bayou Teche area near Franklin,
81they moved to the Bayou Lafourche area.
Because the Lafourche area was already settled by small 
farmers, Pugh's land acquisitions were typical of other Anglo 
planters who entered the area. They bought what they could of the 
frontlands from small farmers and more often acquired large back 
concessions from the United States government. The earliest recorded 
land purchase by Thomas Pugh in his building of Madewood dates to 
November 1823, when he purchased from Pierre Aubert a five by 40
80Tidewater eastern North Carolina.
81Barnes F. Lathrop, "The Pugh Plantations 1860-1865" (unpub­
lished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Texas, 1945), pp. 11-15. 
(Hereinafter referred to as "Pugh Plantations").
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82arpent tract for $9,000. This first tract among many was to 
become the central portion of the Madewood Plantation (Map 30).
83Other frontlands acquisitions included 50 acres acquired in 1830,
84a two by 40 arpent tract and a one by 40 arpent tract in 1836,
85 86a 5 2/3 by 40 arpent tract in 1836, and 79 acres in 1838. Pugh
acquired back concessions from the U.S. Land Office in March
1835, March 1836, and June 1836, for a total of 993 acres of partially
8 7arable lands and backswamps. Finalizing his acquisition of the
X X « J  J  "1 «■>■»** q  ■» «  1  1  f i / i  ^  1  f i / i  Q  y*i'lOuCwvuu xttiiu l l Ci w u w j i. ugn gaxnuu J X J xv“rw Ci bw wCkx
88of 1076 acres of swamp tract beyond the back concessions. Though 
the lands were not of agricultural value, the cypress timber was 
valuable for fuel and construction uses. Thus, by 1848 Pugh had 
completed acquisition of the Madewood contiguous landholding, which 
remains the same size and shape today. In its final form, then, the 
plantation measured over 1000 acres of arable land and contained an 
additional 1,700 acres of backswamp lands.
The Madewood Plantation, as initiated and developed by 
Thomas Pugh, was the best groomed of the Pugh properties and came
82Assumption Parish, Napoleonville, Louisiana, Conveyance 
Records, BooR 2, November A, 1823, Mi.sc., 197.
^Ibid., Book 2, April 19, 1830, Misc, 571.
p. 123.
8hIbid., Book 3, June 1, 1831, p. 113; Book 3, June 14, 1831,
~̂*Ibid., Book 5, September 13, 1836, p. 80. 
86Lathrop, "Pugh Plantations," pp. 457-458.
87 , 88 , .,Ibrd. Ibid.
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Map 30. Madewood Plantation landholding unit-1830. Source: Surveyor’s! Township Plats T13S R 14E and
T13S R15E, Louisiana State Land Office.
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nearest to an agriculturalist's or even layman's dream. However,
aside from its mansion, the plantation, described by Solon Robinson
in 1849, differed little from many of the sugar plantations in
Louisiana at that time.
. . . This is one of the best [plantations] in the state. Not 
the largest, though quite so to satisfy any man of moderate 
desires as the value of the annual crop is from $30,000 to 
$40,000. Mr. P. owns here about 3000 arpents— 1000 cleared,
550 in cane, 250 in corn, and 200 in pasture, yards, gardens, 
etc. Of the first named crop, 440 arpents made 700 hogsheads 
of sugar, and about 60 gallons of molasses to the hogshead.
The remainder of the cane was reserved for seed planting.
One acre of cane is required to plant five acres. Mr. P. has 
100 working hands, producing about seven hogsheads of sugar
each.89
Like all other sugar planters in Louisiana, Pugh experienced
years of crop fluctuations, primarily the result of vagaries in the
weather and on occasion of flood damage. For example, production
at the budding Madewood was 108 hogsheads in 1828, and in the year
90following was cut in half to 53 hogsheads. Production in later
years, however, reveals a growing expansion of the plantation, when
91in 1844 production had climbed to 756 hogsheads. It was about this 
time that Pugh had production at its zenith. The zenith crop of 1050 
hogsheads came in the crop year of 1852-1853— the year Thomas Pugh 
died. To his heirs, and primarily to his wife, Pugh left the Madewood
89"'Hebert A. Kellar, ed., Solon Robinson, Pioneer and 
Agriculturalist: Selected Writings, Indiana Historical Collections,
Vol. XXII (2 vols., Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Bureau, 1936),
II, 197-201.
90Degalos, "Statement of Sugar," p. 67.
91Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, p. 6 .
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92Plantation, then valued with its 251 slaves at $273,995.
Pugh's widow successfully operated the plantation until 1883.
Her success is indicated by the increase in production in 1860 to
765 hogsheads of sugar, with an additional 9,000 barrels of corn
being produced. Even after the war, in 1869, the production was
93340 hogsheads of sugar and 2,500 bushels of corn. However, in
941883 Mrs. Pugh sold an undivided half of the Madewood holding to 
her son Robert. For $50,000 Robert Pugh received the following:
The undivided half of a sugar plantation named the "Madewood 
Plantation," . . . containing sixteen arpents front on said 
bayou [Lafourche] by a depth of forty arpents and having a 
superficial area of one thousand arpents. . . . Also the 
undivided half of the double concession thereunto belonging 
and attached, containing thirteen hundred arpents, and the one 
undivided half of some lands in the rear of the said double 
concession and forming part of said Madewood Plantation contain­
ing nine hundred and twenty acres, together with the undivided 
half of the dwelling house, of the sugarhouse, of all plows, and 
other farming implements, and utensiles, of all the building 
materials and all the machinists', engineers', carpenter's, and 
cooper's tools, on said plantation.95
Robert introduced technological improvements such as vacuum 
pans and centrifugals in the mill and a steam train in the fields 
before donating Madewood ' . . . complete and entire ..." (including
52
Assumption Parish, Napoleonville, Louisiana, Acts of 1852, 
Vol. 2, November 29, 1852.
93Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869-70.
94The other half was tied up in litigation for the next three 
years, but eventually in a public sale Robert Pugh was able to 
purchase it.
95Assumption Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 35, April 4, 
1883, p. 585.
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The Pugh family finally relinquished Madewood in 1896 when
97Leon Godchaux bought it for $30,000. In that year, the sugarhouse
had been destroyed by a fire, hence the sale and lower price for 
98the property. The family graveyard was excluded from the sale of
99Madewood at this time. The very trait— a family graveyard on the
property— is in itself a significant culture trait, repeatedly found
on and identifiable with a number of Anglo plantations in Louisi- 
100ana.
Godchaux, the former peddler turned sugar magnate, simply
added Madewood to his collection of innumerable properties, kept it
for fourteen years, and on February 18, 1910, sold it to Henry 
101Delaune. Through this and the next several purchases, Madewood
changed hands with great rapidity. On the same day of the Godchaux
to Henry Delaune sale, the latter sold the property for the same price
102of $97,500 to Alcee F. Delaune (probably a relative). This Delaune 
retained the property for six years, and then sold it on March 20, 
1916, for $47,000 to Emile Sundberry, a speculator who realized a
o&
""ibid., Book 37, September 15, 1887, p. 638.
°7Ibid., Book 42, May 21, 1896, p. 281. Leon Godchaux was 
the founder of the famous Godchaux Sugars, Inc.
98 99Ibid. Ibid.
100.See page
^Assumption Parish, Conveyance Records, February 18, 1910. 
102Ibid.
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profit when on the next day he sold Madewood to Robert L. Baker 
103for $50,000.
Baker and his heirs retained the property until 1946. During
his tenure, Baker operated the plantation by producing, but not
processing, cane on nearly 900 acres of cropland. Baker's family
continued to operate the plantation after his death until April 3,
1946, when they sold it to D. Bronier Thibaut, the father of the
104present president of Madewood Inc., John Thibaut. Since that 
time, the Thibauts have maintained the plantation as a "feeder" 
agricultural unit to the larger Glenwood factory and plantation.
One last transaction was the sale of the Madewood big house. 
Ownership of this finely preserved dwelling now belongs to Mrs.
Naomi Marshall of New Orleans, who bought the house and site in 
November 1964.^"* Her maintenance of the big house and the Thibaut 
concern's operation of the remainder of the plantation should pre­
serve, in large part, Madewood!s form and function on the plantation 
landscape.
Present morphology
Madewood, unlike the previous three case studies of the 
Mississippi River French plantations, is characteristically an 
Anglo-American plantation. As indicated in the ownership succes-
103Ibid., Book 56, March 20, 1916, p. 58; Book 56, March 21, 
1916, p. 162.
104Ibid., Book 77, April 3, 1946, p. 307.
^~*Ibid., Book 97, November 23, 1964, p. 135.
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sions, Madewood had Anglo owners from the time of its initial con­
struction, through its development, and until 1896. Several basic 
material traits reveal its Anglo identity. Without even examining 
the historical succession, which shows that the Pughs were the 
progenitors of Madewood, we can see that morphologically Madewood 
is characterized by: (1) a block-patterned settlement of quarters
and outbuildings (Map 31); (2) a big house with its front-facing 
gable, a central hallway, end chimneys, Georgian symmetry, and Greek 
Revival ornamentation; (3) the family graveyard; and (4) yard trees 
of pine and pecan. Although the latter two traits may appear small 
and obscure, they, in conjunction with the other two landscape 
traits, contribute to the Anglo identification.
The settlement pattern of Madewood is definitely block in 
appearance. Located 0.5 of a mile back from the big house, the 
block settlement is composed of the quarters in which shotgun and 
bungalow dwellings predominate. The former overseer's bungalow 
and all of the outbuildings associated with the agricultural operation 
of the plantation are also a part of the block (Fig. 127). Very few 
quarter houses are needed for the eight full-time laborers who now 
live at Madewood. Of the 11 quarter-house dwellings in the settle­
ment, four are shotguns, five are of the bungalow type, and two are 
built-in-porch quarter houses. All are of wooden construction, but 
several are sided with tarpaper in the yellow-brick pattern; two 
have asbestos siding, and one dwelling is simply weatherboarded and 
painted white (Fig. 128). Around many of the dwellings are smooth 
wire fences which enclose vegetable gardens tended by the laborer
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Fig. 127. The settlement complex at Madewood Plantation.
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site, the air strip, the block quarters and out­
building complex, and the fields.
Fig. 128. Shotgun quarter houses at Madewood.
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families. In addition, two of the laborers keep hogs and chickens 
in their wire-enclosed back yards. Each quarter house has an outhouse 
which is functionally used. Yard trees of chinaberry, poplar, and 
pecan shade the quarters, as well as the agricultural outbuildings 
in the block settlement.
The single overseer's dwelling in the midst of the block 
quarters is a large (25 by 42 feet) bungalow, weather-boarded and 
painted dark green (Fig. 129). Incidentally, neither an overseer 
nor a manager resides at Madewood at the present time. An overseer, 
who lives elsewhere, visits the Madewood operation daily, and the 
manager supervises operations at Madewood periodically (along with 
his other duties at other plantations).
Although the sugarhouse was destroyed in 1896, the Madewood 
Plantation continued producing successful crops which were sent to 
various nearby mills for processing. Today all Madewood cane is 
ground at the Glenwood factory, another company-owned plantation 
located about four miles upstream on Bayou Lafourche.
Within the center of the block, there is an outbuilding 
complex consisting of: a new all-metal building for storing cane
harvesters, a single tractor shed of wooden construction, a wooden 
warehouse (25 by 35 feet) formerly used for corn storage but presently 
in use for equipment storage, a mechanic and former blacksmith shop 
of board-and-batten construction, and finally (though it is not a 
building) the plantation bell, centered in the outbuilding complex 
near the former overseer's house (Figs. 129-130).
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Fig. 129. The overseer's bungalow at Madewood Plantation.
Fig. 130. A portion of the outbuilding complex at Madewood.
Here shown is the former blacksmith shop, now an 
agricultural equipment storage and repair shop.
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Madewood, like many other Lafourche plantations, characteris­
tically displays two separate yet related building agglomerations, 
the block settlement and the big-house site. The mansion site, 
located adjacent to the levee road, retains an aloofness demonstrated 
by its half-mile separation from the block settlement behind it 
(Map 31). At the site are not only the big house, but also a brick 
carriage house, a servant's house (a built-in-porch dwelling), 
and the family graveyard. Yard trees include not only the usual 
moss-draped oaks and magnolias, but also old pines and pecan trees 
which reflect the Anglo backgrounds of the plantation (Fig. 132).
The big house— Madewood— is a magnificent mansion built 
between 1840 and 1848 by Thomas Pugh. It is one of the better exam­
ples of Anglo-Tidewater house types in Louisiana, and hence was a 
factor in the choice of Madewood as a case study (Fig. 132). The 
main dwelling of 60 by 68 feet has front-facing gables, four inside- 
end chimneys, and a central hallway about 18 feet wide which extends 
the full length of the main house. On each of the two floors, there 
are four rooms (21 by 21 feet) flanking the central halls. Outside, 
the facade is characterized by Greek Revival ornamentation as 
expressed by six Ionic pillars which support the overhanging portico 
and pediment. The house is Georgian in symmetry, as reflected by 
two relatively matched wings flanking the main structure. Within 
the wings are also end chimneys and rooms of variable functions.
For example, one wing has a music and study room, a ballroom (24 by 
48 feet), a pantry and the big-house kitchen. The other wing is 
used as an apartment for the present owners (Fig. 133).
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Map 31. Madewood Plantation settlement and land use-1969.
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Fig. 131. Aerial view of the Madewood mansion site.
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Fig. 133, Floor plan of the Madewood plantation Anglo-American mansion.
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The construction of Madewood reflects techniques and materials 
which differ from the French bousillage construction of big houses. 
The primary construction material for Madewood is brick. Over 
600,000 were used to construct the 18 to 24-inch thick walls of the
brick. However, because most of the house is plastered, the brick 
construction is not readily apparent. In several portions of the 
interior walls, a lath-and-plaster construction has been used.
with cypress being dominant. The roof is primarily of slate con­
struction; however, at present there is a modern protective roof 
covering the exterior.
Other landscape features
Fields on this Anglo plantation are no different from those 
on the French plantations. Because drainage is from levee crest 
to backswamp, fields, rows, and ditches all form a linear pattern. 
Field-piot sizes range from 0.5 to 4.6 acres with an average of 2.2 
acres. Field cuts vary from 21% acres to six acres. Another land­
scape feature is the 3500-foot airstrip used by crop-dusting planes
-vv\ n r *  a r»r> * c f l w i n o  n r d C i  Hont* T r \V m  T T i n l l P f i ^CJ.i-i.v-. ~  J  —  -  - y  o  sr ' ?   ---------- C.--- --
Drainage on the plantation is accomplished by two lateral 
ditches, several cross ditches, and a large canal on the south 
flank of the plantation. The canal has been on the property since
basic structure and wings.106 Even the columns are internally of
P  r.T/> a  /?
106Kellar, Solon Robinson, II, p. 200.
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1829 when it was called the Carlos C a n a l . P a r t  of Madewood's 
excess run-off drains into it; then the canal itself drains into 
Baker Canal, a larger backswamp canal, named for Madewood*s owner 
between 1916 and 1937, Robert L. Baker.
Land use on the plantation includes 347.2 acres of cane,
177 acres of soybeans, and 153.8 acres of fallow ground. The latter 
will be put into sugarcane cultivation next year. Additionally the 
plantation, with its extensive acreage in backswamp lands, operates
,  _V 108




Ashland Plantation is located in Terrebonne Parish on Bayou 
Grand Caillou, about seven miles below the city of Houma. Now 
owned and operated by South Coast Corporation, Ashland is one of the 
larger sugar plantations in the state. Cultivated lands amount to
Map of Southeastern District T135 RISE Assumption Parish 
surveyed by A. Downing and D. W. Connelly, Surveyor General's Office 
1829-1830 (State Land Office, State Capitol, Baton Rouge, Louisiana).
108Crawfish in Louisiana is quite a delicacy and seasonally 
provides a lucrative business. Heretofore the majority of crawfish 
ogro c2.ugiit in tlisiir nstmrsl lisbitst, but in irscsnt yssirs some 
individuals, as well as plantation concerns have been diking-in 
portions of backswamp lands for the controlled "cultivation and 
harvesting" of crawfish.
109There are two other plantations in Louisiana with the 
same name— one in Ascension Parish, the famed Ashland-Belle Helene 
whose big house is nearly all that remains of the former Duncan 
Kenner plantations, and the other is a small holding, no longer 
identifiable on the landscape, in West Baton Rouge Parish below 
Smithfield Plantation, about eight miles above Baton Rouge.
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1446 acres, of which 652.7 are devoted to sugarcane. Although 
Ashland lacks a sugarhouse at present, there had been one in opera­
tion until the 1930's.
Approximately 59 heads of families reside at Ashland today. 
Among these personnel are 50 permanently settled agricultural labor­
ers, five overseers, two managers, a store clerk, and a plantation 
clerk. Another 15 laborers live off the plantation premises.
This plantation is another of the block-patterned plantation 
settlements, but it is the subtype described as a "bayou-block" 
settlement. Although the settlement pattern is discussed later, it 
was Ashland's block settlement pattern which prompted the author to 
investigate it in greater detail via a case study. There are, of 
course, many more bayou-block plantations in Terrebonne Parish, 
but Ashland seemed to have a greater number of the older building 
structures remnant on the landscape. Based upon the visible evidence 
of a block settlement and the general historical evidence which told 
of Anglo-American planters having settled much of Terrebonne Parish 
in the 19th century, this author felt sure the plantation was of 
Anglo-American origin. In order to prove the plantation's Anglo 
affiliation, the following historical survey of the ownership 
succession was made.
Historical succession
The initial owner-builder of Ashland Plantation was an 
Anglo-American planter named James Henry Cage. Cage came to 
Terrebonne Parish from Wilkinson County, Mississippi, in 1828.
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He came as many other Anglo-Americans had both before and after
him: to acquire the lands which were so easily obtainable, to
set up a plantation, and to grow sugarcane. Parts of Terrebonne
Parish were already settled by small French-Acadian and Spanish
farmers, trappers, and fishermen; however, between 1803 and 1828
much of the land was either open for claims from the United States
government or purchasable from initial claimants for exceedingly 
110low prices.
The first tract of land for the building of Ashland was 
purchased by Cage on November 25, 1828, from the man known for his 
knife— James B o w i e . C a g e  paid $9300 for a tract on the east 
bank of Bayou Grand Caillou, measuring 46% arpents front by 40 
arpents depth. By 1832 James Cage apparently had the plantation
112ready for operation, because he was purchasing additional slaves.
It was not until 1840, 12 years after the initial land
purchase, that Cage began to increase the size of the Ashland
holding. On April 25 of that year, he purchased a 12% by 40 arpent
tract, located above his property on both sides of the bayou, from
i ] 3Lemuel Tanner and wife for $5000. Three years later, and from
iJ'wLower compared to land prices along the Mississippi River 
and in the Teche Region; Marguerite E. Watkins, "A History of 
Terrebonne Farish to 1861” (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana 
State University, 1939).
^^Terrebonne Parish, Houma, Louisiana, Conveyance Records, 
Book D, November 25, 1828, p. 427.
112Ibid., Book G, p. 57. 
li3Ibid., Book H, April 25, 1840, p. 331.
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the same people, he purchased for $7500 a 25 by 40 arpent tract,
located immediately across the bayou (west) from his original 
' 14tract.“ Another purchase a week later, February 28, 1843, brought 
to Ashland two tracts amounting to 20 by 40 arpents, located on the 
west bank below the previously purchased tract. The two tracts 
(12% and 7% by 40 arpents) were bought from a Kentuckian, Tobias 
Gibson, for $6000.^^
With these land acquisitions, Cage concluded the expansion 
of the Ashland tract. In 1844 Cage not only produced 965 hogsheads 
of suga r , b u t  also brought in a partner, Harry Cage.*^ In
that partnership transfer are revealed many aspects of the component
nature of Ashland Plantation. Harry Cage, also of Wilkinson County, 
for $83,333.66 purchased the undivided third of Ashland. The total 
lands consisted of 59 by 40 arpents on the east bank of Bayou Grand 
Caillcu and 57% by 40 arpents on the west, with the entire tract 
measuring 4,660 superficial arpents. Besides lands, the sale included 
" . . . also the sugarhouse, engine, dwelling houses, cabins, out­
houses, farming tools and utensils, stock of all description, apper­
taining to said plantation (saddle horses and blooded horses excepted) 
. . . and fifty male negro slaves, . . . thirty-four female negro
^^Ibid., Book I, February 21, 1843, p. 396.
' ^ Ibid., Book I, February 28, 1843, p. 411.
^^Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, p. 7.
^^Terrebonne Parish, Conveyance Records, Book J, June 8 ,
1844, p. 166.
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slaves, . . . nineteen male slave children, and . . . twenty-two
118female slave children. . . . ”
Although the parish records do not reveal it, sometime during
the next 12 years, Harry and James divided the holding. James
retained Ashland, while Harry received the lands to the north which
119were to become known as Woodlawn Plantation (Map 32). James
entered another partnership on June 5, 1856, when William S. Mayfield
120purchased an undivided half of the Ashland property for $50,000.
Production at Ashland was a booming success, with figures
of 893 hogsheads, 1066 hogsheads, and 880 hogsheads for the years
1845, 1851, and 1855, respectively. However, disaster caused by
unseasonal frosts and periods of flooding struck the operation the
next year when production plummeted to a scant 50 hogsheads.121
Three years after Mayfield's entrance as a partner, he
relinquished his undivided half of the plantation to Duncan S.
122Cage for $36,500. The records of this transaction show that
the remaining Ashland lands were composed of 25 by 40 arpents on the
123right bank and 37% by 40 arpents on the left bank of the bayou.
n«" " Ibid., p. 181.
" ^ Ibid., Book T, February 26, 1859, p. 78. 
i on"ibid., Book R, June 5, 1856, p. 253.
121Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1845, p. 8 ; 1851, p.
30; 1855, p. 29.
122Terrebonne Parish, Conveyance Records, Book T, February 26. 
1859, p. 78.
123Ibid.
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Duncan S. Cage was almost as significant an owner as the
original owner James H. Cage. During his 30 years of ownership,
Duncan S. managed to keep the operations intact despite the problems
incurred by the Civil War. During his tenure, D. S. Cage operated
124Ashland at an average production level of 354 hogsheads, with
125the highest production reaching 532 in 1880. Bouchereau's survey 
of the sugar crop of 1869 reveals that the plantation had a wooden 
sugarhouse with a steam-engine-powered mill and open kettles in
1 w V  1 *• a  a  J  4  ̂  ̂  n  1 l i4 n m A n  *f— O  T“»
ULLC L /V li iu g  UUUOC V. <3. J. X. UllC LLauXLXU llCLX. O ugai uuuoc Cvjux^/iuwui.
construction for the time). In addition, the plantation for that
year produced 280 hogsheads of sugar, a corn crop of 2580 bushels,
12 6and 20 barrels of rice. Apparently the rice crop was temporary, 
because in no other year following 1869 was rice recorded as part 
of the agricultural land use.
Finally, on January 9, 1886, another Cage, Hugh C., purchased 
the entire Ashland property for a bid of $18,500. It was the same 
25 by 40 arpent west-bank and 37% by 40 arpent east-bank property. 
The bordering lands above and below were: above on both banks— the
Woodlawn Plantation owned by Thomas M. and George W. Cage; below on 
the east bank the Caillou Grove Plantation of Lafrene and Barrow; 
and below on the west bank the Cedar Grove Plantation owned by
124Compiled from Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869-1883.
125Ibid., 1880.
1 26Ibid., 1869, p. 60.
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0. R. Dasfrit. The sale included everything— lands, dwellings,
" . . . sugarhouse, mill, engine, machinery, carts, wagons, plows,
farming utensils, implements of husbandry and twenty-nine
t J.27mules. . . .
On the very day of that sale (January 9, 1886), Hugh C. Cage
sold the entire plantation plus 35 more mules to still another Cage,
128Gayden Cage, for $23,992.95. Gayden kept the holding for only
a year and one month and on February 7, 1887, allowed the Ashland
Plantation to finally slip from the Cage family for the sum of 
129$23,392.15.
This sale marked a milestone in the Ashland history because 
it ended the era of Cage-family ownership. The transfer also 
marked the initiation of great changes to be made in the sugar­
house portion of the plantation. J. Norbert Caillovet, the purchaser
130 131in 1887, and his partner, Charles B. Maginnis, installed double­
effect evaporators, vacuum pans, and centrifugals in the wooden 
132sugarhouse. These modifications, plus increased acreage brought 
in by lands already owned by Caillovet, brought production for 1890 
and 1892 to the equivalent of 1,156 and 1,277 hogsheads, respective­
ly?Terrebonne Parish, Conveyance Records, Book JJ, January 9, 
1886, p. 235.
128 129Ibid., p. 337. “ Ibid., Book KK, February 7, 1887, p. 87.
130t V ,Ibid.
131Ibid., Book LL, November 19, 1888, p. 177.
132Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1890.
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133ly. By 1900 the sugarhouse building needed repairs and was re-
134roofed with metal roofing; however, the rest of it remained wooden.
In 1906, with J. Norbert Caillovet as president and a relative, 
J. L. Caillovet, acting as trustee, the Ashland Plantation ownership 
and name was changed to Ashland Planting and Manufacturing Company, 
Ltd. Valued at $450,000, the company-owned lands consisted of the 
same Ashland tract of 25 and 37% arpents front and 40 arpents depth 
on each bank, plus Woodlawn Plantation, located immediately above
at Bayou Petit Caillou, Caillou Grove Plantation, a 28 by 40 arpent
tract below Ashland, and assorted swampland and smaller tracts
133throughout the Bayou Grand Caillou area.
The Ashland Planting and Manufacturing Company, Ltd. con­
tinued successful operation until 1934. Collectively the sugar lands
amounted to over 1700 acres, and production reached as much as the
136equivalent of 9,165 hogsheads in 1911. The same sugarhouse and 
its equipment remained at Ashland for many years; in fact it was one 
of four operating sugarhouses in all of Terrebonne Parish between
P ^  s . t **o n  { i n s  o a c q j r  3.x*7H o n  £ H s  n s x i  
1911 and 1916.137
Finally, in 1934, the Ashland Corporation folded in bank-
133Ibid., 1890, 1892. 134Ibid., 1900.
135Terrebonne Parish, Conveyance Records, Book SS, April 30,
1906, p. 135. 
136„Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1911.
137Ibid., 1911-1916.
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ruptcy and was eventually sold, in a sheriff's sale, to Frank
X38Wurzlow for $250 plus mortages.i Wurzlow kept the properties only
a short time before passing them on to the present owners— South
139Coast Corporation— on February 20, 1935.
Present morphology
Although Ashland does not retain a sugarhouse, its morpho­
logical components are reflective of the past, and many are function­
ally significant to the plantation (Fig. 134). For example, many 
of the old sheds, warehouses, and dwellings date to the 19th century, 
indicating that the settlement has not been altered in shape and the 
locations of certain functions and their related material culture 
(outbuildings, houses, the store, etc.) have not been changed to 
any great degree.
Centered on the bayou, the Ashland Plantation settlement is 
agglomerated in a classic bayou-block settlement pattern with 
dwellings on both sides of the bayou. Agriculturally related out­
buildings and remnants of those from the past are located on the 
west bank of the bayou, while the manager's house, store, office, 
mill remnants, former warehouses, and purgery occupy the east bank.
There is no remaining big house at Ashland; however, there 
had been one just north of the settlement, very near the Woodlawn 
line. The site remains, but the house burned at some undetermined
Terrebonne Parish, Conveyance Records, Book 103, 
December 15, 1934, p. 500.
139Ibid., Book 104, February 20, 1935, p. 215.
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date, probably at the turn of the century.
The building on the plantation which best resembles a big 
house is the manager's dwelling (Fig. 135). Set a short distance 
away from most of the other dwellings, yet clearly within the block 
settlement, this dwelling is a galleried Anglo house.
The quarters, which contains 52 structures (not including 
the manager's, assistant manager's, and clerk's houses), constitutes 
the ls"gest number of buildings on the plantation. The quarters 
settlement is dominated by two basic types: the shotgun quarter
houses, of which there are 18, and the built-in-porch type dwellings, 
of which there are 23 (Figs. 136-137). The remaining houses are 
bungalows, except two attached-porch dwellings. Nearly all of the 
quarter houses are covered on the exterior with the familiar yellow- 
brick tarpaper. Roofs are universally of galvanized sheet metal.
At both the quarters and the manager's house sites, yard 
trees are most often the non-indigenous pine. Cedars are also 
occasionally a part of the yara-tree collection as are the 
ubiquitous southern magnolia and chinaberry. Around the manager's 
house, for instance, are pines, pecan, magnolia, and oaks. The 
pines and pecan trees have, in this case, a particular Anglo- 
American identification.
Yard fences are far less prevalent at Ashland than on either
Mr. Denley, the manager who has been at Ashland since 
1943, informed the author that he had not seen the big house, but 
that older residents who had, told him about its destruction by 
fire.
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Fig. 135. The manager's dwelling at Ashland Plantation.
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Fig. 137. Shotgun quarter house at Ashland.
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Madewood or the French Mississippi River plantations, although a 
few quarters yards are enclosed with "scrap lumber slat" or wire 
fences. Gardens, on the other hand, are in abundance at Ashland; 
not only does the manager maintain one, but so do the majority of 
the laborers.
Outbuildings at Ashland are numerous, varied, and centered 
in the block settlement complex. On the west bank of the bayou 
are: two new (since 1967) all-metal implement storage buildings,
or> /-vl A  +- >- f n r  c T ia /3  r\ -f o r )  ^ n n c ^ r n o f i  n nv-.*.-. X J  w  — _  ----  * ----— -----------—w---------------------9
and two new all-metal buildings built since 1967 for use as a
welding and a mechanic's shop (Fig. 138). Also, on the west bank
of the bayou, are located a small board-and-batten shed and the site
and foundation of the former mule barn. The latter structure, which
no longer stands, had measured 400 by 150 feet and was the shelter
for as many as 200 mules.
A segregation of agricultural and mill activities at Ashland
is evident in that across the stream from the old agricultural
structures lies the former mill site, which is still marked by the
141brick foundation of the furnace. Additionally, on the east bank 
other features remain, such as the purgery, two large board-and- 
batten buildings now used as warehouses, and a bunkhouse and dining 
hall which is used for housing additional workers during harvest 
season (Figs. 139-140). Nearby are situated a small shed and cement
The Ashland cane is milled at the Montegut Plantation and 
factory, the milling center for South Coast's Terrebonne Division, 
15 miles south of Ashland on Bayou Terrebonne.
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Fig. 139. An outbuilding warehouse, formerly a portion of 
the sugarhouse complex.
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Fig. 140. The seasonally-used bunkhouse and dining hall. 
Ashland Plantation, 1969.
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area, where cement drain pipes are constructed for use on this and 
all other South Coast Corporation plantations. The weatherboarded 
plantation store and the office, two separate buildings, are also 
on this side of the bayou.
Two churches, a Baptist church located about one-half mile 
north of the settlement and a Catholic place of worship located 
on the southern edge of the block settlement, are on the Ashland 
Plantation landscape for use by the laborers and others living on 
or near the premises. The former, an older structure, has been 
used by the Negro population at Ashland; whereas, many of the other 
inhabitants on the premises attend the Catholic church.
A family graveyard also exists at Ashland. Located near the 
Woodlawn-Ashland boundary, it serves as another significant culture 
trait pointing to the Anglo-American origin of the plantation.
Though it was once used by the Cages in the area, it is now used by 
the Baptist church on the plantation.
Other landscape features
Because Bayou Grand Caillou is a small distributary of the 
one time Lafourche delta, natural levees are noticeably small in 
height and width. Arable lands at Ashland extend only a quarter 
mile from levee crest to backswamp on the narrow levees of the bayou. 
This fact in itself helps to explain the immense frontages granted 
and sold during the initial plantation period of development. A 
fifty-arpent front on a stream such as Bayou Lafourche or on the 
Mississippi River xjas almost unheard of, and a 50 to 57% arpent
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frontage by 40 arpents depth on both sides of the stream could only 
be found in these lower, narrow bayous of Terrebonne and St. Mary 
parishes.
Considering the physical nature of the Terrebonne area, it
142is understandable that fields at Ashland are not without drainage 
problems. The limits of cultivation extend a quarter mile to the 
backswamps, where much of the acreage is "under pump." This means 
that natural drainage is inadequate, so that the backlands are by 
necessity drained by mechanical (pump) means. In reality, Mr.
Denley, the manager of Ashland, says that drained land and the limits 
of good cultivation stop an acre before one reaches the backswamp.
So for the present time, untxl land reclamation becomes feasible and 
sugar acreage quotas demand increased acreage beyond that which is 
presently drained, the Ashland Plantation's cultivated lands will 
be limited to the quarter mile of land between the levee crest and 
the wetlands limits at the backswamp.
Very few animals remain on the plantation landscape.at 
Ashland today. There are no company livestock, though until the 
1940's there were as many as 200 or more mules on the plantation.
Mr. Denley, incidentally one of the most knowledgeable men in the 
sugar business, said that in the 1920's and 1930's he periodically 
went to Missouri and sometimes to Tennessee on mule-buying trips. 
Sugar plantation mules, he said, had to be bigger and heavier to
“Field plots average 1.5 acres with full field cuts 
measuring 13.5 acres.






























plow the heavy clays of the backlands, and personal inspection of 
the mules had to be made before purchase. The only animals at 
Ashland now are a few chickens and ducks kept by some of the workers 
in the quarters.
Land use at Ashland is no different from any of the other 
sugar plantations in southern Louisiana (Map 33). Sugarcane cultiva­
tion utilizes 652.7 acres, while soybeans and fallow land measure 
500 and 571 acres, respectively. The beans will be harvested as oil 
b£2.ns and not turned utidsir £c— iS2rti.Xi.2sti.on. The fellow giround is
already in preparation for the next season's crop in which cane and
soybeans will be planted.
Oaklawn Plantation
Introduction
Oaklawn Plantation is located in the Bayou Teche region of 
Louisiana, specifically in St. Mary Parish six miles east of
Franklin and on both banks of Bayou Teche, in the Irish Bend
district of that area. The plantation is one of the more materially 
complete ones in that area today. Ownership at present is divided. 
The finely preserved big house and its 76 acre site now belong to 
Mr. and Mrs. George B, Thompson. The remainder of the plantation—  
sugarhouse factory, fields, and bayou-block settlement— is owned by 
South Coast Corporation. The Oaklawn holding has 1716.2 acres of 
cleared land, of which 956.2 are devoted to sugarcane. As a division 
center for South Coast Corporation, the Oaklawn mill processes 
nearly 8000 acres of cane from nine company-owned plantations. An
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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average of 112 workers are employed at Oaklawn except during grinding 
season when this figure increases to about 150.
Historical succession
Oaklawn was originally built by a young Irishman named
Alexander Porter. In 1801, Porter immigrated to tha United States
to first settle in Nashville, Tennessee. By 1812, then educated
as a lawyer, he arrived in St. Mary Parish and began acquisition
143of lands on the Teche.
Between 1812 and 1814, Porter and his partner, Isaac Baldwin, 
bought four tracts of land. On November 14, 1812, they purchased 
a six by 40 arpent tract, on both sides of the Teche, for $1920
144and 640 "American acres," on the left bank of the Teche, for $1500.
A year later they paid a Mr. Bundick $3200 for an adjacent tract of 
14510 by 40 arpents. Porter's and Baldwin's fourth and final
purchase was on November 10, 1814, when they paid John Nopper $100
146for his claim of six by 40 arpents. Eventually Porter acquired 
Baldwin's share of these initial landholdings, but the transfer 
does not appear in the records.
143Wendell Holmes Stephenson, Alexander Porter, Whig Planter 
of Old Louisiana (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1934), pp. 8-11. (Hereinafter referred to as Alexander Porter).
144St. Mary Parish, Franklin, Louisiana, Conveyance Records, 
Book BA, November 14, 1812, entry 131, entry 132.
145Ibid., Book F, December 29, 1813, entry 5163.
146Ibid., Book BA, March 10, 1814, entry 312.
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Porter continued to build his estate with other land purchases.
In 1823 he paid Ruffin G. Sterling $15,000 for a tract of 15 by
14740 arpents, on both sides of the bayou. Four years later he
acquired a 10 by 40 arpent tract, situated on the "American Bend"
of the Teche. He paid Thomas Martin of Tennessee $4000 for this 
148final tract. By 1827, the completed plantation lands of Porter's
Oaklawn consisted of 35 arpents frontage, on both sides of the
Bayou Teche, by a depth of 40 arpents (Map 34). It was bounded
above by the lands of Thomas Martin and below by property owned by
149the heirs of David Smith.
Until 1837, Porter was absent from the estate with his 
legislative and judicial matters. An overseer, however, managed 
the operations for him during these periods of absenteeism.
Between 1837 and 1840, however, the judge returned, with the intention 
of permanent residence, and erected the big-house mansion.'̂ '*'
The plantation which Porter initiated and developed was 
visited by many writers and travelers of the day. One such traveler,
147Ibid., Book B-4, 1823, entry 358.
TARIbid., Book B-4, 1827, entry 556. The "American Bend," 
so named for the numerous Anglo-Americans who initially settled 
there, later came to be called the "Irish Bend" because of the 
Irishman Porter.
149Stephenson, Alexander Porter, p. 116.
150Ibid., p. 118. It was not unusual for planters to be 
absent from their holdings. Cities such as New Orleans and Natchez 
provided havens for some planters who did not care for all the 
aspects of plantation life. Porter was by necessity often away 
from his plantation.
1 5iIbid., p. 117.
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Map 34. Oaklawn Plantation landholding unit - 1827.
Source: Surveyor's Township Plat T 13 S. R 10 E,
1827, Louisiana State Land Otiice.
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Charles Daubeny of Oxford, England, upon visiting Oaklawn described 
it as follows:
. . .  a fine and fertile tract of land, extending for nearly 
a mile on either side of the river Teche, which consists for 
the most part of what was originally prairie, but now is 
converted into sugar fields. A belt of wood however bounds 
the plantation on either side, and near the borders of the 
river is an almost regular line of the finest live oaks I 
have ever seen. He [Porter] has brought nearly 2,000 acres 
into cultivation, and has a stock of about 160 negroes, 40 
horses and a variety of other cattle. He is at present lodged 
in a small cottage, but is erecting a handsome and commodious 
mansion. I should not call it in England very spacious, 
considered as the residence of one of the largest proprietors 
i n tins country in Loulsl̂ iî  it s 1 ̂ to
attract curious persons from considerable distances. . . .152
After the death of its builder, developer, and progenitor,
in 1844, the Oaklawn Plantation was bequeathed to Porter's brother, 
X33James Porter. James had already been brought in as a partner
to the estate, but when this event occurred is not recorded in the
parish records. James kept the operations until 1850, when he died,
154leaving the estate to his wife. The plantation had innumerable 
material elements and traits at that time (1840-1850), established 
by the Porters (Fig. 141).
An inventory made by James in 1849 reveals much about the 
material aspects of the plantation at that time. The plantation 
lands, valued at $120,000 (including buildings), then consisted of 
52 arpents front on both banks by 40 arpents in depth. Backhands,
152Charles Daubeny, Journal of a Tour Through the United 
States and Canada During the Years 1837-1838 (Oxford: 1843), p. 143.
153Stephenson, Alexander Porter, p. 124.
154Ibid., p. 125.
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Fig. 141. Oaklawn Plantation settlement complex and 
elements in 1864. Source: Frank Leslie's 
Illustrated Newspaper, Feb. 6 , 1864, p. 316.
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to the east of the plantation (towards Grand Lake), consisted of
1304.8 acres of backswamps and prairie. The inventory included
320 Negro slaves valued at $90,350.^"* Livestock, some of the
best on any plantation at that time, consisted of: 80 work horses
and mules; 160 head of horned cattle; 10 blooded mares (seven with
foals); five blooded and 24 ordinary colts and fillies; four
carriage horses, and 160 sheep. Among the agricultural implements
were 12 horsecarts, two farm wagons, four ox carts, 60 plows,
150 hoes, 100 axes, and 50 spades and shovels. A saw mill, old
156engine, and a sugar mill were valued at $6000. All this, added
to the furnishings and library in the mansion, buildings, slaves,
lands, implements, sugar and molasses in storage, and debts due
to the estate totaled $268,054.41.
Little has previously been said of the Porters' (both
Alexander and James) skill as sugar planters. Earliest records
of production date to 1828, when Alexander had produced 184 hogsheads
158(fourth highest in the parish, out of 70 growers). In 1837
159the sugarhouse burned, thus keeping production low for a while.
In 1844, the year Alexander died, sugar production was 333 hogsheads;
l33Ibid. 
t 56Quite likely the remnants of the older sugarhouse which 
had burned in 1837.
157St. Mary Parish, Franklin, Louisiana, Conveyance Records, 
Book G-344, May 30, 1849, entry 6466.
1 Cg
■L“' Degalos, "Statement of Sugar," p. 67.
159Stephenson, Alexander Porter, p. 123.
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however, there were nine other planters who had surpassed this mark,
160with three of them producing over 700 hogsheads.^ Production
later improved because by 1850 Oaklawn made 420 hogsheads of raw 
161sugar.
Mrs. James Porter, along with managerial help, kept the
plantation operating through the next 24 profitable, but stormy,
years. In 1855 the Champomier survey recorded a production of 1140
162hogsheads from the steam-powered Oaklawn mill. The year 1862
was the zenith year while under Porter ownership, when production
in two sugarhouses was 1138 hogsheads. Both buildings, incidentally,
were of brick construction, slate roofed, had steam-powered mills,
163and the boiling houses were equipped with open kettles.
On January 2, 1874, the heirs of Mrs. James Porter sold
Oaklawn for $163,343 to a group of New Yorkers— Edward, Stephen,
164and Charles B. Leverich. The lands which the Leveriches received
included the Oaklawn Estate and that portion of Oaklawn on the east 
side of the bayou known as the Dogberry Place (ail measuring 52 by 
40 arpents on both sides of Bayou Teche), and the backlands of over 
1300 acres. In addition, all buildings and improvements on the lands, 
and the fixtures, implements, and machinery related to the operations
160̂Champomier, Statement of Sugar, 1844, p. 7.
161Ibid., 1850, p. 32. 162Ibid., 1855, p. 31.
163Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1869, p. 65.
164St. Mary Parish, Conveyance Records, Book R, January 2,
1874, p. 418.
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of the plantation. Among the buildings and implements were " . . .  a
mansion house and outhouses, two sugar mills and saw and grist mill,
with the engines, implements, tools, and apparatus for . . . sugar
making, carpenter, cooper, and blacksmith shops with the necessary
165tools and implements. ..." Livestock accounted for in the
sale included 72 mules and 24 oxen. The numbers of various implements
included in the sale indicate the approximate number of workers
on the plantation at the time. A conservative estimate would be
about sixty, in that there were 40 plows, 12 harrows, 10 cultivators,
20 large carts, 50 hoes, 50 cane knives, 30 double sets of harness,
2 corn planters, 1 set of blacksmith's tools, one set of carpenter's
tools, one set of cooper's tools, 24 axes, 12 spades, 12 shovels,
20 scythes, and one pair of timber wheels, among other things.
Marketable items included 290 hogsheads of sugar and 400 barrels
166of molasses in storage. Excluded from the sale were all personal
belongings and furnishings in the mansion house, the library, two
............  . . .  . , . 1 6 7mules, ana tne mii.K cows ana sneep Kept at tne house site.
For the next 14 years the plantation passed back and forth
among various members of the Leverich family. For example, in 1876,
the original buyers (Edward, Stephen and Charles D.) sold the entire
plantation to Henry S. and Charles P. Leverich for the sum of 
168$1.00. Five years later the holding momentarily passed from the 
Leveriches to T. J. Foster, but Foster, on the very date of purchase
165 , 166.,., 167 ,Ibid. Ibid. Ibid.
1 68Ibid., Book S, May 23, 1876, p. 405.
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(not having put any money into it), returned the "merchandise" and
sold the entire plantation back to another Leverich (A. F.) for 
169$10.00. Then on March 6 , 1888, Robert E. Rivers purchased Gaklawn 
for $45,000.170
For the next eight years, while under Rivers' tenure,
Oaklawn underwent extensive alterations, particularly in the sugar- 
house portion of the enterprise. Heretofore, while the Leveriches 
owned the property, the brick and slate sugarhouse had remained 
outdated, with its open-kettle equipment in the boiling room.
However, Rivers installed triple-effect evaporators, vacuum pans,
172and centrifugals in the brick-walled and slate-roofed sugarhouse.
Finally, in 1896, Rivers sold the entire Oaklawn Plantation,
plus the contiguous plantation above it— Oxford— which he had
purchased in 1892, to a newly formed corporation called Oaklawn 
173Sugar Company. The corporation headed by its president, Eugene
W. Weems, bought a bargain, the entire Oaklawn and Oxford plantations,
1304.8 acres of backlands, a 65 arpent tract across from Oxford,
174plus all aspects of the material plantations for $28,000.
169Ibid., Book U, July 16, 1881, pp. 253, 257.
^7^Ibid., Book X, March 6 , 1888, p. 749.
171 172Bouchereau, Statement of Sugar, 1875. Ibid., 1890.
173St. Mary Parish, Conveyance Records, Book FF, March 26, 
1896, p. 305.
174t..,Ibid.
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Until 1925, the Oaklawn which the Porters had established
had remained a complete, singularly owned land unit. However, on
February 19, 1925, Captain Charles A. Barbour, a great admirer
of the mansion, purchased the house and 76-acre site for $121,000.^^
His ambition was to restore and furnish the house to its original
condition. After long years of painstaking work and many thousands
176of dollars, he and his wife and their daughter eventually 
reached that goal. In 1934, the agricultural portion of Oaklawn 
Plantation, still separated from the big house and grounds ownership, 
went to the plantation's present owners— South Coast Corporation.'*'^
Present morphology
Oaklawn illustrates many of the basic plantation components 
discussed in the beginning chapters, as well as specific Anglo- 
American traits. A block-patterned plantation settlement character­
izes the main agglomeration of buildings (Map 35). Just as in the 
case of Ashland, the Oaklawn settlement is a bayou-block settlement 
because it occupies both banks, or levee crests, on the Bayou Teche 
and forms a block-shaped unit of buildings on the landscape. The 
settlement has an interesting arrangement of the buildings and areas 
of use. If we divided the Oaklawn block settlement into a four-unit
■*"̂ Ibid., Book 4K, February 19, 1925, p. 55.
*^Mrs. Lucile Barbour Holmes and her husband preserved the 
mansion from 1950 until 1964, when the present owners, Mr. and Mrs. 
George E. Thompson, acquired it.
177Gilmore, Gilmore1s Louisiana Sugar Manual, 1934-35, p. 36.
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Map 35. Oaklawn Plantation showing settlement and land use - 1S69.
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grid, we would notice that in the southeast quadrant is a quarters 
unit of about 37 structures. No other buildings for any other 
function are in this quadrant. In the northeast quadrant are all of 
the agricultural and manufactural outbuildings and the sugarhouse. 
The southwest quadrant contains dwelling houses for the field 
superintendent, the overseers, ;;he sugarhouse engineer, clerks, 
office personnel, the agriculturalist, some mill workers, the 
welder, shop foreman, dragline operator, the Celotex man, and the 
night watchman. The final quadrant, the northwest one, contains 
a variety of finely separated buildings and functions. On the 
southernmost side of this quadrangle are other mill workers' houses, 
the division manager's house (builc along the style of the big 
house, but constructed since 1950), the store ana store clerk's 
dwelling, and the church. Above these structures and separated 
by a road are the remaining plantation quarter houses and a separate 
unit of bungalows in which some factory personnel live.
The quarters are located on both banks of the stream. On 
the eastern bank of the bayou below the sugarhouse and outbuilding 
complex are 37 buildings. Within this eastern quarters settlement 
are a variety of buildings; however, most are characterized as the 
built-in-porch type. All totalled there are 67 quarter-house stru- 
tures, of which 52 are built-in-porch (Fig. 142). Of these about 
seven are the single-family dwelling with outside-end chimney. The 
majority of the quarter houses are weatherboarded, but a few display 
the popular yellow-brick tarpaper siding.
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Oaklawn is named, in part, for its magnificent natural 
forests of live oaks which border the banks of the Teche. Yard 
trees thus are these oaks, which shade not only the big house and 
manager's dwelling, but also the dwellings in the quarters.
Outhouses are a natural part of the quarter-house sites; as are 
wire and sheet-metal fences.
On the west side of the bayou and clustered in the southwest 
quadrant, are the better kept and neater dwellings of the manager, 
tlis ovsirsssirŝ  milX stc. Most of tilisss dws3.li.ngs sirs of
the bungalow type, but they display a variety of construction 
materials. The newest houses, built in the 1950's, are of cinder- 
block construction and are inhabited by some of the mill personnel 
(Fig. 143). The remaining bungalows are of wooden construction 
with horizontal weatherboarding for some of the structures and 
board-and-batten for others. The manager's dwelling is as big or 
bigger than most antebellum big houses; however, it was built 
within the past 15 years.
There are, among Oaklawn's dwellings, several structures 
which belong to a miscellaneous category. They do not constitute 
types, and some are only temporarily occupied. Specifically, there 
are a board-and-batten-constructed bunkhouse, a long house with four 
dwelling units connected (also of board-and-batten), and a Celotex 
building, which serves as office and temporary dwelling for some 
of the Celotex personnel who arrive at the plantation during 
grinding season. These buildings are all located near the out­
building complex in the northeast quadrant of the plantation.
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Fig. 142. A portion of the quarters at Oaklawn Plantation; 
compare with. Fig. 141.
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Unlike Ashland and Madewood, Oaklawn Plantation continues
to maintain a sugarhouse, which serves the Oaklawn division's nine
178plantations (Fig. 144). The mill buildings and boiling house 
are constructed of a structural steel frame with corrugated-galvanized 
roofing and siding. The vacuum-pan section of the building is also 
reinforced with structural steel and is covered and roofed by a 
corrugated-asbestos material. The clarification section, the primary 
sugar-storage building, and two additional warehouses are of wood 
framing and are sided and roofed with galvanized iron. Another 
warehouse (80 by 150 feet), nearby, of all-steel construction, 
contributes toward the total storage capacity of 140,000 100-pound 
bags of sugar.
The functional machinery in the sugarhouse is much the same
as in most Louisiana sugarhouses. While three derricks once loaded
cane from the mill yard storage area, since 1968 an overhead crane
does the same job by loading two cane carriers, which in turn
feed the milling apparatus inside (Fig. 145). The milling equipment
consists of two crushers and four three-roller mills which maintain
a grinding capacity of 4000 tons of cane per day. In 1966 the mill
179ground 249,663 tons of cane in a 65-day grinding season.
Once the cane has passed through the mills, conveyer belts 
carry the bagasse to the baling plant, 200 yards across the railroad
178In 1966 the cane processed in the mill for the Oaklawn 
division plantations came from 5,071 acres of sugarcane.
179Dupy, Gilmore Louisiana-Florida Sugar Manual, 1967, 
pp. 155-158.
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tracks from the mill. The extracted juice, however, is clarified, 
evaporated, and otherwise processed in the usual manner in the 
boiling-house portion of the sugarhouse. Power for the entire sugar­
house is produced by eight gas-fired steam boilers which collectively 
generate over 5000 horsepower.
The factory produces raw and turbinado sugar. The latter,
a better grade but not a purely refined sugar, is bagged and either
put into storage or in railroad cars for shipment. The raw sugar,
that product which most sugar factories in Louisiana produce, is
conveyed by belt either to one of the wooden warehouses or directly
to the barge dock on Bayou Teche. All raw sugar produced by Oaklawn
is shipped by barge to the corporation's Georgia refinery at Mathews,
180located on Bayou Lafourche.
Oaklawn's outbuilding complex is composed of a variety of 
structures. The former mule barn, an old, large wooden building, 
is now used as an agricultural-equipment warehouse (Fig. 145).
Most of the agriculturally associated outbuildings are located 
across the railroad from the sugarhouse. These buildings include two 
new tractor sheds, a new cane-harvester shop, the agricultural-machine 
shop, the tire shop, and the blacksmith's shop, all of which are 
constructed of steel and galvanized-metal sheeting.
Oaklawn is located on the narrow natural levees of the lower 
Bayou Teche. Arable levee widths here are not as wide as those cf the 
Mississippi. While the latter has widths up to three or even five
ISO-. , ,Ibxd.
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Fig. 145. Oaklawn sugarhouse and outbuildings; note the
new overhead cane-loading device contrasted with 
the old, former mule barn. Compare with Fig. 141.
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miles, those of the lower Teche rarely exceed one mile. Oaklawn, 
though favored in this area by having arable levee widths of one 
mile on the east bank and 0.8 of a mile on the west bank, utilizes 
pumps and artificial levees on the backlands for maintaining the 
proper drainage for its cane crops.
Fields and land use at Oaklawn are no different from any of
the other plantations (Map 35). The average field plot contains two
acres, and the field cut average is 25 acres. The 1969 crop included
956.2 acres of sugarcane, 209.7 acres of soybeans, and 583.9 acres of
fallow ground. For the functions of field preparation, cultivation,
and harvesting, the plantation had in 1967 the following agricultural
equipment: 71 tractors (three of which are designed to prepare and
cultivate three rows 18 feet across at a time); seven mechanical
181quarter-drain cleaners; five chemical sprayers, eight mechanical 
cane harvesters; six field-loading devices; and 79 cane carts.
The final morphologic element at Oaklawn is the big house 
and its 76-acre oak-covered site. Located one-half mile north of 
the bayou-block settlement complex, the mansion site is secluded from 
the remainder of the settlement. Here, on the natural-levee crest 
of the west bank of the Teche, stands the restored and preserved 
structure of the building built by Alexander Porter between 1837 
and 1840 (Figs. 146-148).
The mansion can be typed as an Anglo dwelling by its
This operation of keeping the quarter ditches or drains 
clear of soil was performed until recently (1960's) with mule and 
plow. Some plantations still keep a mule for this purpose.
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front-facing gable, inside-end chimneys, its central hallway, 
and two-full-story height. It also displays an interior stairway 
which ascends to the second floor and beyond to an attic which once 
was used as a ballroom.
In plan, the dwelling is simple (Fig. 148). Four large 
rooms (20 by 22 feet) and a hall, 16 feet wide, characterize the 
basic first floor, and the same is duplicated on the second floor.
In all, the main portion of the dwelling, excluding the eight- 
foot wide porches and rear-appendage former kitchen, measures 
approximately 60 by 60 feet square and stands 58 feet high.
Six columns of Tuscan style support the overhanging roof-porch 
pediment at both the front and rear entrances.
The mansion has been restored sxnce 1925. The Oaklawn which 
Captain Barbour bought was in need of paint, unlived in, barren, 
yet intact. Then, shortly after his purchase of the dwelling, but not 
before he had photographed it, fire swept through the structure 
and destroyed all wooden portions of the building, the porches, 
roof, and interior ceilings. Fortunately, the walls of brick and 
plaster preserved the initial plan of the dwelling so that, although 
restorative measures have improved the dwelling functionally, in form 
and type it has remained the Anglo big house originally built by 
Alexander Porter.
Neither time nor space permit a complete summation of the 
individual case-study examples. However, Table I categorically 
presents the essential comparative elements of each case-study 
plantation. (See page 373).
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Fig. 146. The Oaklawn mansion site.
J iii
Fig. 147. Oaklawn mansion. Compare with Fig. 141.
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Fig. 148. Floor plan of the Oaklawn plantation Anglo-American mansion.
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Southei . Louisiana's cultural landscape displays a variety 
of forms and functions, but none is so clearly expressed nor as 
deeply etched into the physical landscape as that of the sugar plan­
tation. The heritage of the plantation landscape in Louisiana, as 
evidenced by maps and manuscripts, dates well into the 18th century. 
Since the 1720's, plantations or their progenitors— the initiating 
concession settlements— have formed a continuum to the origination 
of sugar plantations. These, in turn, through the 19th century, 
evolved into permanent plantation enterprises and formed the basis 
for many of the forms and functions of the sugar plantations of today.
Louisiana's plantations originated with the concessions—  
piantation-like agricultural enterprises initiated as stock companies 
for investors in France and established to hold claim to the Lower 
Mississippi Valley. Although the economic failure of concessions 
came early in the 1730's. the concessions' managers, between 1717 
and 1731, did succssd In csxving Intio tlifi Isndsc3p6 Isirgs, sgrlcul— 
tural enterprises of a plantation appearance. Private, more success­
ful plantations followed (1731 to 1795), based upon tobacco and 
indigo. As these crops declined, sugarcane, whose arrival to Louisi­
ana had occurred as early as 1742, was becoming an experimental 
plantation crop between 1750 and 1795. By the latter year, success
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at granulation launched the plantation system into a 175-year era 
for the continuous operation of sugar plantations on the southern 
Louisiana landscape.
That 175-year period from 1795 to 1970 has been geographically 
marked by (1) a point of origin and a dispersal of sugar plantations 
into specific localities in southern Louisiana and (2) a morphologic 
inscription by the plantations on the physical landscape. The point 
of origin was New Orleans, the river-port hub of the Lower Mississippi 
Valley. Its vicinity had been a point where earlier plantations had 
been initiated and where sugar technology from the French West Indies 
had been introduced.
Dispersal into different regions of southern Louisiana occurred 
in several stages. From 1795 to 1812, the Mississippi River from 
below New Orleans to Pointe Coupee was intermittently dotted with 
sugar-plantation enterprises. This was the Creole period of sugar- 
plantation initiation and dispersal, as sugar plantations prior to 
1795 and until 1812 were the properties of French-Creole planters.
From 1812 until 1840, dispersal was precipitated by Anglo Americans 
who came from the Upland and Tidewater South. During this, the 
Anglo period, sugar plantations filled the few open voids along the 
Mississippi River and flooded into the landscapes of the upper Bayou 
Lafourche (backlands), lower Lafourche, Terrebonne Parish, and St.
Mary Parish along bayous Teche, Sale and Cypremort. Further sugar- 
plantation expansion, and in part a temporary one, went north into 
the upper Atchafalaya River area, lower Red River Valley (Bayou 
Boeuf), and east into the Florida Parishes. Here between 1840 and
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I860, sugar plantations merged with cotton plantations. After 
frosts, soil problems, and the Civil War complications, much of 
the sugar-plantation landscape northeast of Baton Rouge and north 
of Pointe Coupee Parish declined and reverted to cotton. Today, 
the location of the extant sugar-plantation landscape remains in 
these same areas with the exception of much of the former northern 
marginal area beyond Pointe Coupee Parish, portions along the left 
bank of the Mississippi, and those areas below New Orleans.
The sugar plantations established in the 19th century have 
been morphologic entities perpetuated on the landscapes of southern 
Louisiana. The components of today's plantation reflect, in part, 
those of the past. Careful examination of the differences in the 
morphologic components of various plantations has revealed that 
some parts of the plantation are culturally significant, namely 
settlement patterns and the big house, or mansion. Considering that 
the riparian nature of the southern Louisiana landscape is relatively 
uniform, this can be eliminated as a cause for variations in planta­
tion settlement patterns and dwelling types. Yet upon this relatively 
uniform physical base, two distinguishable plantation types can be 
discerned— plantations with linearly shaped settlement patterns and 
"Creole" mansions, identified as French plantations, and secondly, 
block settlement patterns, with mansions of Tidewater and Upland 
types, clearly of Anglo-American origin.
Linear plantations were the result of French-Creole planters' 
efforts in initiating plantations along the Mississippi River, as 
evidenced by the case studies of Armant, Whitney, and Cedar Grove.
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The initial occupation of these three French plantations had been 
by: Jean Baptiste Armant at Armant Plantation, Jean Jacques Haydel
for Whitney Plantation, and George Deslondes at Cedar Grove. Block 
plantations, built by Anglo-American planters between 1812 and 1860, 
appeared in the western, southern, and northern extremities of the 
plantation region. Case-study examples of block plantations, 
located on upper Bayou Lafourche, Bayou Grand Caillou, and Bayou 
Teche, are exemplified by the Anglo plantations of Madewood, Ashland, 
and Oaklawn. Initial ownership has been traced to Thomas Pugh at 
Madewood, James Cage at Ashland, and Alexander Porter of Oaklawn, 
which verifies the Anglo origin of these plantations.
Plantation mansions reflect culture traits which culturally 
distinguish their initial builders. The French-Creole plantation 
dwellings are characterized by central chimneys, multiple front rooms, 
multiple front doors, exterior stairs, galleries, usually hip roof, 
and "raised" position. Diagnostic construction details for some 
Creole structures have included bricked foundations and half-timbered 
first floors in which bousiliage (mud and moss) or briquete' entre 
poteaux (bricks) fill the interstices. Anglo plantation homes are 
characterized by different dwelling traits. End chimneys (outside- 
end or inside-end), central hallways, single front door, paired 
room units (two rooms wide, two deep, and on some two stories tall), 
some with front-facing gables (Tidewater), and even some with borrowed 
galleries (such as the galleried Anglo house— a dogtrot derivitive). 
Representative examples of French and Anglo mansions in the case 
studies have been the Armant and Whitney Creole mansions and the
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Anglo dwellings exemplified by Madewood and Oaklawn— Tidewater houses 
with front-facing gables.
Identifying traits do not end here for the French plantations 
have displayed crepe myrtle trees, completely fenced yards, and a 
distinct lack of a family graveyard feature. Conversely, some Anglo 
plantations have distinguishing traits of pine and pecan yard trees 
and family graveyards such as at Madewood and Ashland.
Quarter houses have reflected various forms and distributions
—. ^  4- •» 1  T U a i i o K  /-v - p  f t f o o h  ^ t c j I  i t a  h V i f l^ 1 1  4 k V  «P V 4 >  ^ 4  v v t % >  V M W  w » » w
cultural identification of plantations, their types and distribution 
indicate attached-porch quarters predominantly along the Mississippi 
River below Donaldsonville, shotgun and bungalow quarter houses 
concentrated along Bayou Lafourche and in Terrebonne Parish near 
their apparent point of origin, and the built-in-porch dwellings 
concentrated along the Mississippi River but distributed throughout 
the sugar-plantation region. Overseers', managers', and mill workers' 
houses, usually of the built-in-porch and bungalow types, are found 
in much the same distribution as quarter houses, but differ in 
outward appearance and in specific location on individual planta­
tions.
Sugarhouses of the past were smaller and more numerous than 
those of today. Large, modern, metal sugar factories have replaced 
the small, brick structures of the past. Older open-kettle methods 
of sugar making have given place to technological improvements of 
multiple- and triple-effect evaporators and vacuum-pan equipment in 
the sugarhouse.
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Although large metal-covered structures have replaced the 
more numerous wooden outbuildings of the past, present locations, 
building arrangements, and agglomerations are much the same. Tractor 
sheds, relatively recent features, have taken the place of the 
formerly more prominent livestock barns; whereas, other sheds retain 
their function and, in some cases, form in the outbuilding complex. 
Most plantation stores and churches, which appeared initially on the 
landscape in the late 19th century, have remained virtually unaltered.
The long, narrow cane fields and the grids of ditches and 
roads have not been significantly altered (except for row width) since 
the antebellum period. Agricultural implements, as with most 
technological features, have been improved over the past 150 years 
of sugar cultivation on the Louisiana plantation. Various agricultu­
ral tools and operations have changed: from hoes to plows to tractors
for cultivation, from knives to mechanized harvesters for cane 
cutting, from hand loading to mechanized loaders and from wooden to 
metal carts for conveyance of cane to the sugarhouse. Although 
work bells, landings, and levees reflect to some degree the land­
scapes of the past century, the bell is remnant; the landing is 
absent, and the levees, though a part of the landscape, are no longer 
the responsibility of plantation owners.
In conclusion, these features have constituted essential 
landscape components of the total plantation settlement complex and 
thereby have deserved the attention of the settlement geographer.
The case studies have offered proof that the morphologic differences
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in the plantation settlements of southern Louisiana are attributed 
to the different cultural groups which initiated them. And finally, 
the entire study demonstrates that the morphologic components of 
plantation settlements, when investigated as culture traits, can be 
used as landscape keys to the cultural identity of sugar-plantation 
settlements in Louisiana.
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APPENDIX I
Glossary
Acadians - French settlers who, having been driven from Acadia
(Nova Scotia), entered Louisiana as immigrant settlers 
between 1755 and 1770.
Anglo-Americans - Scotch Irish and to a lesser degree English 
settlers who settled Louisiana after the Louisiana 
Purchase of 1303•
arpent - (Lat. arapennis or arepennis) an old French land
measure of 192 feet or areally a measure of .84 acre.
backlands - the intervening area on a natural levee between the
frontlands and the backswamp which is composed of fine 
silts and stiff clay soils.
backslope - the intervening almost imperceptible sloping surface 
of a natural levee between the levee crest at the bank 
of a stream and the backswamp farthest from the stream.
backswamp - the swamp which begins at the farthest and lower point
of the backs lope of a natural levee and which usually 
marks the limits of cultivated land in the floodplain. 
In lower Louisiana, backswamps and marshes occupy inter- 
levee basins.
bagasse - (Sp. bagazo) the fibrous pulp remaining after juice has 
been pressed from sugarcane.
barreaux - (Fr. plural of barre - bar, rod) small wooden rods
placed between heavy vertical and diagonal timbers and 
used to hold mud filling, or nogging, in place in 
colombage, or half-timbering, construction.
big house - a large, usually pretentious structure (often of a
folk tradition) on the plantation which is the dwelling 
of the plantation owner or manager.
block plantation - a nodal agglomeration of plantation buildings 
(usually quarter houses) arranged in a square or rec­
tangular pattern.
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cypriere - (Fr. cypres - cypress) a cypress forest or swamp.
Among 18th- and 19th-century plantations it was usually 
the backswamp at the rear of the property from which 
cypress timbers, planks, and other lumber were cut.
dogtrot - a small Anglo-American Scotch-Irish folk dwelling
characterized by an open passage or hallway which passes 
between two separated room units or pens.
engages - (Fr. engager - to engage, pledge) French indentured
servants who entered Louisiana between 1710 and 1740 as 
laborers for initial settling and agricultural schemes.
fagade - (Fr. fagade - front, frontage) the front or face of a
dwelling; more often fagade is used to describe the front 
of a plantation mansion.
Florida Parishes - the several parishes north of Lake Pontchartrain, 
and east of the Mississippi River, formerly part of 
west Florida. Now consisting of East Baton Rouge, West 
Feliciana, East Feliciana, St. Helena, St. Tammany, 
Livingston, Tangipahoa, and Washington parishes.
frontlands - sandy, silt loam lands which begin at a levee crest
and extend partially (1/3 to 1/2) down the backslope of 
a natural levee.
gable - the short side of a dwelling, sometimes further identified 
by a sharpened or triangular-shaped wall at its juncture 
with the roof.
galerie - (Fr. galerie - gallery) a porch or balcony usually found 
on the plantation big-house mansion.
gargonniere - (Fr. gargon - a boy, bachelor) bachelor quarters
usually separate from the plantation mansion, but at the 
mansion site, reserved for the owner's sons or on
11 o O  ̂  k  A M O  O »> *1 A «• Aj.vn uuubc vvci.iixguL uowuciui gucouo.
granulation - the point at which crystallizing sugarcane syrup begins 
to granulate into larger sugar crystals. This action 
can only occur m  sugarcane jurce extracted from mature 
or nearly mature sugarcane (9-12 months old).
hogshead - a wooden barrel used as a shipping container for raw
granulate sugar. Each hogshead contained an average of 
1000 lbs. of sugar and in the 18th and 19th centuries the 
hogshead was the standard measure of raw sugar production.
lath and plaster - a building material and technique in which laths or 
small wooden strips are used to hold a coating of piaster 
for interior wall surfaces.
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levee crest - the immediate stream bank and highest point on a
levees, artificial - (Fr. lever - to raise) man-made enbankments or 
dikes built along the bank of a stream (particularly the 
Mississippi River) to prevent flooding.
levees, natural - (Fr. lever - to raise) broad, paired, elevated 
areas of alluvial deposition formed on the immediate 
flanks of streams within an alluvial floodplain. Nearly 
all major inhabited and cultivated areas of lower Louisiana 
are located on natural levees.
linear plantation - an agglomeration of plantation buildings 
(usually quarter houses) arranged in a line.
mosaic disease - a sugarcane virus disease which attacks the leaves 
and thereby weakens the plant making it susceptable to 
other sugarcane diseases and insects.
1 2nogging - the material, usually of mud and moss or bricks
which is used as a filling material in the interstices 
or spaces between timbers in half-timbered construction.
(1 . bousillage 2. briquete' entre poteaux).
open kettles - 18th- and 19th-century iron kettles of various
diminishing sizes (72 to 36 inches in diameter) used 
in the boiling process of making raw sugar. Each kettle 
was named, from the largest to smallest: grande, propre,
flambeau, sirop, and batterie.
outbuildings - the barns, storage and repair sheds, tanks, and 
implement sheds associated with the agricultural and 
manufactural functions of a plantation.
parish - an administrative division in Louisiana known elsewhere 
in the United States as a county.
petit habitant - (Fr. petit - small, habitant - inhabitant)
small French, Acadian, German, and Spanish settlers in 
southern Louisiana who did not become large landowners 
or plantation owners. Primarily identified as small 
peasant farmers, fishermen, trappers, etc.
pieux a travers - (Fr. plural pieu - stake or slab, post, a travers - 
through) a field fence of French Louisiana characterized 
by upright posts which have holes in them and horizontal 
rails which fit into the holes.
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pieux debout - (Fr. plural of pieu - stake, debout - upright)
an 18th-century fence constructed of upright stakes or 
slabs set in the ground which gives the appearance of a 
picket fence. Used to enclose house yards and small 
gardens.
pieux en terre - (Fr. plural pieu - stakes or slabs, en terre -
in the ground) one of the earliest (1700-1730) techniques 
of wall construction in French Louisiana buildings; 
consisted of long cypress stakes or slabs driven two or 
more feet into the ground to form the walls of outbuildings 
and temporary dwellings.
pigeonnier - (Fr. pigeon, pigeon) a pigeon house or dove cote,
often located at or near the mansion or big-house site.
poteaux en terre — (Fr. plural poteaux — posts, en terre — in the 
ground) a method of 18th-century French construction in 
which posts or timbers were sunk or driven two or more 
feet into the ground to construct walls.
poteaux sur sole - (Fr. plural poteaux - posts, sur sole - upon a
sill) a method of 18th-century French construction in which 
posts or timbers were fastened to a wooden foundation sill.
purgery - a room or separate building found in association with 
functional 19th-century sugarhouses in which hogsheads 
(barrels) containing molasses and raw sugar were placed 
in storage in order for the molasses to drain away or 
purge through holes in the containers.
quarter house - the dwelling of a resident laborer and his family 
on a plantation. It is one of a number of nearly 
identical dwellings which constitutes a village settlement 
called the quarters. Typologically, it may be either a 
built-in-porcn, attached-porch, shotgun or bungalow 
quarter house.
quarters - a village settlement composed of nearly identical houses 
which house the resident labor force on a plantation.
ratoon - (Fr. reieton - a shoot or sprout) (v.) refers to the
regrowth or the sprouting of fresh shoots of sugarcane 
stalks from the stump or stubble which remains after a 
previous cutting of a crop. In Louisiana, sugarcane 
ratoons for two or three annual cycles; in the West 
Indies as many as ten.
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Riliieux apparatus - a 19th-century sugarhouse apparatus used in the 
boiling room which effectively replaced the open-kettle 
method of sugar making. The apparatus consisted of two 
vacuum pans connected so that the vapor given off by the 
evaporation of juices in the first pan provided heat for 
boiling the syrup in the second vessel.
shotgun house - a long, narrow dwelling with front-facing gable
in which the rooms are one behind the other. So named 
because of its long slender shotgun-like appearance and 
because a shot fired through the front door would pass 
through all open doors and out the back without damaging 
the structure.
striking - the precise point at which boiling sugarcane syrup begins 
to crystallize and at which time it must be removed to 
cooling vats or tanks to allow for further granulation.
sugarcane - a tall, thick-stemmed perennial grass of the genus
Saccharum which proportionally is composed of 72 percent 
water, 10 percent woody fiber, and 18 percent sugar.
sugarhouse - the largest building on a plantation in which are 
grinding mills and boiling apparatus which process 
sugarcane into raw sugar.
Upland "I" house - a folk dwelling type ascribed to the Anglo-
American Scotch-Irish culture group in the Upland South; 
characterized by two full stories tall, one room deep, 
two rooms wide and end chimneys.
vacuum pan - a vessel used in the boiling process of sugar making 
in which the final stage of boiling was done in vacuum. 
Its invention and use in the 19th century resulted in a 
substantial improvement over the open-kettle method.
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John B. Rehder was born in Wilmington, North Carolina, 
on August 10, 1942. His public school education, begun in Wil­
mington, was later completed in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 
Subsequent studies in the field of geography have led to his
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of Master of Arts at Louisiana State University. Supervised and 
independent fieldwork experience has been gained through studies 
in cultural geography, archaeology, and geomorphology. Travel 
with scholarly intent includes much of the southeastern United 
States and the Caribbean, expecially the French and former British 
West Indies. Since 1967, he has been an assistant professor of 
geography at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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